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ABSTRACT

During the 1960's the foundations for bibtical theology

which v¡ere so optimistically developed in the preceding two

decades, were gradually eroded to the point where Brevard S.

Childs, in 1970, could claim that the Biblical Theology

Movement had aIl but collapsed. Various scholars responded

to the crisis, but among them Brevard S. Childs and James À.

Sanders vrere in agreement in emphasizing the need to inte-
grate the concept of an authoritative canon into historical-
critical methodology. There were, however, some significant
differences in their methodological proposals. It is the

purpose of this thesis to analyze and compare the canonical

methods of these two scholars, and to assess their compati-

bility.

The opening chapter reveals that Childs and Sanders per-

ceives the shortcomings of the historical-critical method in

different lights. Sanders wishes simply to advance its nat-

ural evolution, while Childs calls for an a priori faith
commitment on the part of the exegete. Àn even more basic

discrepancy lies in their concepts of canon, âs discussed in

chapter two. In Childs's view, the "final form" of the

text, i.e., that adopted by the church, provides the proper

context for biblical theology. Sanders, by contrast, views
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canon as an ongoing dialectical process between text and

community, a process that leads to ever new textual formula-

tions perceived to be authoritative.

À more detailed study of the canonical methods of Childs

and Sanders, and applications of these methods to specific
biblical passages, comprise the third and fourth chapters.

Childs finds great theological significance in the "canoni-

caI shaping" of the text performed by the final redactors

under divine guidance. Sandersrs interest is in how the

text, ât everv stage in its development, was adapted and

resignified. In his view, texts became stabilized if they

proved valuable in answering existenLial questions.

The thesis concludes that the two approaches are compati-

b1e if Sanders's is seen as having a broader interest in the

function of authoritative traditions within communities gen-

eraIly, and Childs's as designed specifically for the needs

of the Christian church. However, Sanders's anthropological
view of revelation and Childs! s emphasis on the divine shap-

ing of canon tend to deflect from the methodological compat-

ibility of their approaches.
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Chapter I

THE NEED FOR À NEW METHOD: CHILDS'S ÀND
SÀNDERS'S ANALYSIS OF THE PROBLEM

1 .1 INTRODUCTTON

The emergence of historical criticism two and a half cen-

turies ago marked the beginning of a long and arduous battle
between the church and academy over the problem of bibfical
interpretation. During most of the eighteenth and nine-

teenth centuries, historical criticism was struggling to

prove itself as a method fully legitimate for the study of

the Bible, and thereby to dispell the charge that it y¡as in-
herently inimical to the purposes of the church. The twen-

tieth century saw a surge of optimism that perhaps a truce

could be struck. Liberal and Neo-Orthodox theologians,

though they took different routes, made extensive use of

historical-critical methods in finding biblical buttresses

for their positions.r Hopes nere at their highest, though,

James Sanders speaks of Liberalism and Neo-Orthodoxy as
"t$¡o great syntheses" of biblical criticism and theologi-
ca1 interpretation. In his analysis, Liberalism stressed
God as creator of all the world, and therefore used criti-
ca1 methods to show how similar the Old Testament was to
the rest of the Ancient Near East. Neo-Orthodoxy, oD the
other hand, stressed God as peculiar redeemer of Israel
and used criticism to demonstrate the essential historical
reliability of the biblical accounts and, further, their
distinct witness to Christ (atUright and Barth). These
are very broad strokes, and Sanders admits that he "feels
uncomfortable in using the labels to cover such diversi-

t-



during what Brevard Childs has termed the Biblical Theology

Movement, which began at the close of the Second World War

and ended in the 1960's. Its demise, argued Childs, has

left biblical theology in a state of crisis.2

While there are those who have disagreed with Childs re-
garding the scope of the crisis or its precise nature, few

have argued that "crisis" is an entirely inappropriate de-

scription of the state of biblical studies in the seventies.

On the contrary, shortly after Childs's BibIicaI Theoloqy in

Crisis, several- significant works appeared, all of them in

some vray echoing the urgency of his assessment.3

ties." But, as will be discussed in a subsequent chapter,
the God as Creator/God as Redeemer distinctión is, in a
sense, basic to Sanders's canonical hermeneutic, and it is
therefore understandable why he characterizes the two
movements in this way. See James Sanders, "Biblical Crit-
icism and the Bib1e as Canon," Union Seminarv Ouarterlv
Review 32 (1977 ) z 157 f. .

Brevard S. Childs, Biblical Theoloqv in Crisis (philade1-
phia: Fortress Press, 1970), pp. 13-87.

In America, Hans Frei signalled The Eclipse of BibIical
Narrative, suggesting that the meaning of the Bible h'as
being clouded by the very people who were best equipped to
interpret it . See Hans Frei , 9p.. c it. (New Haven: YaIe
University Press, 1974). Meanwhile James Smart offered
his expose on The Stranqe Silence of the Bible in the
Church. See James Smart, cp. cit. (philadelphia: West-
minster , 1970). Walter Wink used the metaphor of "bank-
ruptcy" to describe the state of historical biblical crit-
icism in his essay The Bible in Human Transformation. See
WaIter Wink, cp.. cit. (philadelphia: Fortress Press,
1973), pp. 1-15. The alarm also sounded in Europe where
Gerhard Maier wrote matter-of-factly about The End of the
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The need to explain the decline of biblical theology from

its brief post-war heyday v¡as only part of the problem. The

sense of crisis lay not so much in this narrovrer problem as

in the fact that it occasioned such a thorough scrutiny of

the whole idea of historical-critical interpretation of the

Bible. The questions raised focused not only on the past

two decades of biblical scholarship, but looked back to the

very inception of critical methodology in the Enlightenment,

and struck at its very foundations.

It is not surprising that, in the midst of this fermenE,,

there came a call for a re-examination of the concept of

canon, since canon is, in a sense, the a priori that lies at
the root of the dilemma. If there is no delimited, distinc-
tive body of literature, i.e. no canon, demanding a special

hermeneuticar method in addition to the methods used for any

other literature, the problem of biblical theology is large-
Iy defused. The concept of an authoritative canon is the

stumbling block for the academy, âs is the critical investi-
gation of that canon for the church.

It vras Brevard S. Childs, of YaIe Divinity School, who

first suggested programmatically that a resolution of this
conflict be sought in a hermeneutic based on canon. James

À. Sanders, of the Claremont School of Theotogy, followed

Historical-Critica1 Method. See
ffiia puurishing
Stuhlmacher, in a more judicious
ber of important studies to the

Gerhard Maierr oÞ. cit.
House, 1974). Peter
tone, contributed a num-

discussion in Germanv.
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closely with his "CalI to Canonical Criticism." Early indi-
cations vrere that the interest in canon shared by these two

might provide a basis for a trury innovative hermeneutical

method. But almost immediately there v¡ere signs that in

fact a considerable gulf existed between what Childs and

Sanders intended by their canonical proposals.

This is evident in their contrasting attitudes toward the

term "canonical criticism." Childs, on the one handr r€-
jects it, saying,

I am unhappy r+ith this term because it implies
that the canonical approach is considered another
historical technique which can take its place
alongside of source criticism, form criticism,
rhetorical criticism, and similar methods. I do
not envision the approach to canon in this light.
Rather, the issue at stake in relation to the can-
on turns on establishing a stance from which the
Bible can be read as scripture.a

Sanders, on the other hand, lays claim to the term, main-

taining that "the study of the Bible as canon is clearly an

issue of bibricar criticism. "s The difference of attitude
refrected here is indicative of a crucial divergence between

these two major North American spokespersons for the fierd.

In this thesis I intend to analyze the canonical herme-

neutics of chirds and sanders, giving particurar attention
to this disparity. r will test the hypothesis that their
disagreements may stem from fundamentally different concep-

Brevard S. Childs, Introduction to the Old Testament as
Scripture. (philadelphia: Fortress piess Jgig[-p.-EZ.
James A. Sanders, Canon and Communitv (philadelphia: For-
Eress Press, i9841, p. ta.
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tions of canon. My investigation will begin with a study of

the tv¡o scholars' assessments of the field of biblical the-
ology and of certain inadequacies of historical-critical
methodology. This wiIl give some idea of their perceptions

of the needs which they are attempting to fill by their work

in hermeneutics. À second chapter wiIl trace the develop-

ment of their respective canonical proposals in the light of

recent concepts of canon. On the basis of these background

studies, I wiII proceed with a critical analysis of the two

methods in a third and fourth chapter respectively. Includ-
ed will be an examination of various applications of the re-
spective methods to specific biblical passages, and an as-

sessment of the results for biblical theology. À concluding

chapter will analyze and clarify the essential points of

conflict between these two types of canonicar hermeneutics.

The approaches of Chitds and Sanders, while often referred
to by the same term, "canonical criticisltì," differ both in
very basic presuppositions and in the theclogical fruit they

bear. An assessment, then, of the inherent compatibility or

incompatibility of the two methods, and of the extent to
which a further refinement of canonical hermeneutics might

lead to an integration of the two, will also be attempted in

this final chapter.
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1.2 cHrLps's Exposí oF À MrsÀpplrEp METHOD

Brevard Childs, in a poetic turn of phrase, charged that
in too much of biblical-critical work today there is "litt1e
which quickens the mind, and nothing which touches the

heart."6 This quotation illustrates the conviction with

which Childs approaches his critique of biblical scholar-

ship. His concern is not only academic, but also an in-
tensely practicat one.7 BiblicaI theology must be pursued in

a "fresh and disciplined wây," he says, because Christian
pastors will continue to do their own theology, whether or

not scholars become involved. Thus, Childs concludes,

The real question is not whether to do Biblica1
Theology or not, but rather what kind of Bib1ical
Theology does one have ! I

According to Childs, biblical theology as it is practised

today suffers from two basic inadequacies. First, the dis-
ciplines of biblical scholarship are becoming increasingly

specialized and technical, leaving the task of synthesis un-

done. Second, Childs mentions a long-standing concern of

his.
It is equally importanÈ Lo raise the question as
to how the Biblical material is to be used in the
constructive theological and homiletical disci-

Brevard Childs, "The Old Testament as Scripture of the
Church," Concordia Theolooical Monthlv 43 (December,
1972) : 710.

This is evidenced by his publication of a bibliographical
handbook for church workers. See Brevard S. Childs, OId
Testament Books for Pastor and Teacher (philadelphia:
WestminsLer, 1977).

Childs, Crisis, p. 95.



plines of theology if the emphasis of OId
Testament and New Testament is primarily descrip-
tive.s

This is particularly urgent in light of the fact thatr âc-

cording to Childs, "The United States has entered a period

of tremendous political and social change. . . [producing] a

turmoil and soul-searching restlessness which is unparal-

Ieled since the Civil War."1o It was in response to these

deficiencies that Childs developed his canonical method.

Although he only introduced the approach in 1970, his in-
terest in the problem of historical criticism, and his con-

cerns about its sufficiency, go back at least as far as

1954, the year of his doctoral dissertation. His topic,
"Myth and Reality in the Old Testament," afforded him a

unique opportunity to expose a common pitfall of historical
criticism, though he did so only in concluding remarks. He

charged that applications of this method to the Old Testa-

ment tended to abstract from the total experience of Israel
only the so-called historical elements, while neglecting

"unhistorical vehicles" in the text, such as saga, Iegend,

or broken myth. Reality in the OId Testament, argues

Childs, involves not only the historical events, but every

expression of Israel's interpretation of them as found in

the Old Testament. Thus, if that reality is to be discerned

in the text, what is required is a method that is equally

s childs, rbid.,
1o childs, rbid.

p. 92.

, p. 93. The year was 1970.



I
inclusive, i.e., one which involves a theological as well as

an historical dimension.

Historical criticism is stilI just as necessary, if not

even more so. Childs emphasizes that,
The more comprehensive the picture of Israel be-
comes, the more complete wiIl be our understand-
ing of the reality for which the Old Testament is
concerned. I.le have made room f or genuine histori-
cal research as the indispensable tool of theolo-
gy.11

However, he is quick to point out that,
historical criticism can by no means restrict the
BibIicaI reality. It cannot Iimit this reality to
any particular historical form. . Historical
criticism is a descriptive science. with its
tools it cannot pass a value judgment on the real-
ity to which the Bible addresses itself. 1 2

Childs's affirmation of historical criticism on the one

hand, and his concern to bring to rife the theologicar mean-

ing of the Bible on the other hand, is reflected in his con-

cluding statement:

The great challenge to OId Testament scholarship
in our time is to retain and extend our vasc
knowledge of Israel's total life which has been
opened up by historical research, while at the
same time to use this understanding in such a vray
as to recover the Old Testament for the Christian
Church. 1 3

11 Brevard S. Childs, Mvth and Realitv in the OId Testq.ment,(Studies in BibIica1 rheology no. 77T(tondon: SCM press;
Ltd. , 1960), p. 104.

12 chitds, rbid., p. 104.

r3 childs, Ibid., p. 106.
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when childs speaks of "recovering" the ord Testament for
the church, he is not insinuating that historicar criticism
is a malicious thief from whom the Bible must be wrested and

restored to its rightful owner. Rather, the critic, in

childs's view, is a maid who has never quite detivered the

tea, but has become fascinated instead with its preparation.
The historicar critic has narrowed his scope of interest to
the strictry historical and has thereby truncated the task

of theological exegesis.

In a later monograph, Childs offers an argument to sup-

port his view that a fully adequate exegesis of a text must

not sever the "objective" historical event from "subjective"
interpretations in the bibrical text. This time his subject
is Memorv and Tradition in Israel and his contention cenÈres

on the idea of "actualízation." childs's definition of the

term is "the process by which a past event is contemporized

for a generation removed in time and space from the original
event."14 He attempts to show, oD the basis of a study of a

Hebrew word for "remember" (zkr), that the original event

and the subsequent interpretations of that event, share in
"guality of time.rtls The layers of interpretation in the

text are therefore just as much a part of redemptive history
as the original event.l6 Therefore, it is misguided to view

14

15

16

Childs, Ibid., p. 85.

Childs, Ibid., p. 85.

This concept, indeed this enti
added significance when Childs

re monograph, will take on
deveJ.ops his view of can-
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the text as something that needs to be "gotten behind" in
order to get at the original objective event. This does not

mean, however, that the exegete can operate entirely at a

literary Ievel and ignore historical investigation. "The

point at issue," says Childs,

is whether historical research has as its function
to illumine the interpreted eventr or to attempt
to play the so-ca1Ied 'objective' event against
its interpretation. We resist the effort to iden-
tify historical research with the philosophical
presuppositions of historicism. 1 7

The probrem is compricated further when there are, within
the o1d Testament, severar different interpretations of the

same historicar event. chirds addresses this difficulty in
his 1967 study of "fsaiah and the Assyrian Crisis."18 After
an extended effort at reconstructing a chronology on the ba-

sis of various texts, he concludes that ir- cannot be done

without further extra-biblical evidence. He then suggests:

"Arso, this predominant historical interest has obscured the

understanding of the manner in which the texts themsel-ves

really function."Is

on. Às will be discussed below, Childs views canoníza-
tion as "releasing the bibrical text from its historicat
moorings. " In this monograph he speaks of the "overcom-
ing of the barrier of chronological separation."

17 childs, rbid., pp. 86f .

18 Brevard Childs, Isaiatr and the Assyrian Crisis, Studies
in BibIical Theology (Second Series), (tondon: SCM press
Ltd. , 1962.)

rs Childs, rsaiah, p. 121.
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Once again, ChiIds calls upon scholars to take with equal

seriousness every interpretive and editorial level of the

text. He emphasízes that the various texts were written in,
as weII as to, different contexts, and that not only do the

historical circumstances influence the shaping of the text,
but that the texts themselves are, in turn, factors in the

new historical contexts. The result is an intertextual dy-

namic which must be taken into consideration for theoloqical
exeges i s.

Childs recognizes the difficulty in developing a biblical
theology on the basis of this inner-biblical diversity, and

he offers a few brief guidelines for doing so. Of first im-

portance is the caution not to allow chronological priority
to determine theological value. In addition, the exegete

should seek the elements of continuity in the varying tradi-
tions. Lastly, assuming the intertextual dynamic outlined
above, the attempt should be made to judge which traditions
have had the greatest influence on the others.

These three early monographs reveal that Childs vras, in

some lrays, dissatisfied with historical-critical methodolo-

gy. Before examining Childs's more thorough analysis (found

in Biblical Theoloov in Crisis), the points made in these

monographs will be summarized in order to give a more con-

cise picture of the direction he is taking. In Myth and Bg-

alitv, Childs urged that historical criticism not confine

itself to the historical realities in Israel's experience
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but give fuII regard to the theological realities as weII.
These are to be found in everv expression rsrael gave to her

faith, not only historically verifiable narrative. In his
study of Memory and Tradition in Israel, Childs noted that
the interpretive strata in the text are just as much a part
of redemptive history as the historical event, thus again

making an appeal for a theological attentiveness to the

whole texL. The same theologicar arertness is necessary if
the diversity of texts interpreting the same historical
event is to be understood. This Iatter point is argued by

Childs in Isaiah and the Assvrian Crisis.

In 1970, Childs offered a systematic assessment of the

fiel-d of bibrical theology as a whore. His estimation v¡as

made prain in the titre he chose for his findings: Biblicar
Theoroqv in crisis.2o chirds argues that the theologicar de-

velopments of the fifties and sixties in Àmerica constitute
what could be called the Bib1ical Theology Movement. He

portrays this movement metaphorically as an edifice, the

construction of which began optimistically at the close of

the Second WorId War, but which suffered "erosion," "crack-
ing of the waIIs," and eventual "collapse" in the 1960's.

Basic to the American theological scene in the earlier parc,

of the century was the Fundamentarist-Modernist controversy,
and it is this alignment which forms the backdrop for
Childs's analysis. In biblical theology, says Childs,

2o Brevard ChiIds, BibIical Theoloqv in Crisis (pfriladet-
phia: Westminster, 1970) .
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There vras another alternative made available be-
yond that of the liberal-conservative syndrome.
One vras offered the possibility of accepting Bib-
lical criticism without reservation as a vatid
tool while at the same time recovering a robust,
confessionally oriented Lheology. 2 r

chirds recognizes the wide diversity that existed within
the movement, even at its strength, but he finds five points
of consensus: 1) the rediscovery of the theorogicar dimen-

sion of the Bible,2) the unity of the whole Bible, 3) the

reveration of God in history, 4) the distinctive biblical
mentality, and 5) the conLrast of the Bibre to its environ-
ment. childs demonstrates quite convincingly that there nas

sufficient agreement among schorars in these five areas to
warrant the term "movement. "

He then goes on to show that it h'as precisely in these

areas that an erosion set in, which led to the movement's

corrapse. The rediscovery of the theological dimension of

the Bibre fe]l on hard times when the theologians who had

turned so enthusiasticarry to bibricar categories began to
diversify to such an extent that biblicar theorogy was left
without a systematic connecting point. Furthermore, a

"wedge" v¡as being driven between the task of the theologian

and that of the historian. Among other factors childs cites
stendahl's well-known articre22 in which he distinguishes

21 Childs, crisis, p. 21.
22 Krister Stendahl, "BibIicaI

InLerpreter's Dictionarv of
418-432, ed. G. A. Butterick

Theology, Contemporary
the Bib1e, vol. I, pp.
(Nashville: Abingdon,

," in

1962)
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sharply between studying what the Bibre meant (historian),
and what it means (theologian). A third facLor in the
clouding of the theological dimension of the Bible, childs
craims, v¡as the inf ruence of the New Hermeneutic. says

childs: "The fundamentar esoteric quality of much of the

discussion has made the possibility of any new consensus be-
tween Bibre and theorogy highry unIikeIy."2s where once the-
orogians and historians berieved they shared a common ground

out of which to derive a biblicar theotogy, there was not¡ a

wide disconnection.

The major efforts of the Bibricar Theorogy Movement to
find a unity in the whole Bibre (".g., oscar currmann in
Heilsqeschichte, warther Eichrodt in covenant), soon gave

way to nevr convincing cases for its disunity. Gerhard von

Rad, though he did not set out to do so, showed by his use

of form criticism the undeniabre diversity in the Bibre.
"As a result," writes childs, "his theorogy succeeded admi-

rably in showing the rack of any one center in the old Te-

stament, but did not succeed in restoring the unity rvithin
the ord Testament, much less in reration to the New Testa-
ment."24 rn New Testament scholarship, conzelmann's theorogy
of Luke set in motion a series of studies in redaction crit-
icism which emphasized Èhe individuality, rather than con-
monarty between the evangelists. Thus, the concept of the

ChiIds, Crisis,
ChiIds, Ibid. ,

p. 81.

p. 68.

23

24
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unity of the Bible had been severely eroded.

The concept of the revelation of God in history struck a

note of hopefulness among biblical theologians, for it con-

trasted with an earrier approach which viewed the bibrical
record abstractly as "a reflection of eternal truths, or a

deposit of right doctriner or a process of evolving relig-
ious discovery."25 when biblicar theology was rooted instead
in history, the correration between the Bibre and the modern

church could be made more directly and more vitally: "Isra-
e1's history became the church's history, and subsequently

our history."26 But whether to place emphasis on the "objec-
tive event" (Ernst Wright) or on a particular faith perspec-

tive on that event (Bernard Anderson, PauI Minear) was a

matter of di spute. T.he ambiguit ies increased under the

questioning of Bultmann's existentialist categories, of

Langdon Gilkey from the standpoint of systematics, and oth-
ers. As a result, it r.Ias no longer possible confidently to
use the "revelation of God in history" as a unifying theme

for biblical theology.

Another feature of the movement was the elevation of the

"Hebrew mentality" as the trury distinctive biblicar mentar-

ity, in contrast to the rationalism and impersonalness of

the "Greek" mind. Again, when this approach was maintained,

as it vras in Kitte| s monumentar wörterbuch, a biblicar the-

Childs, Ibid I
25

26

p.

p.

39.

^1:tt.Childs, Ibid.,
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ology was achieved by entering the biblical (=Hebrew) men-

tality. But, says Childs, James Barr severely undermined

this view with his Semantics of Biblical Lansuase.2T The

gist of Barr's argument (in Childs's words) is as foLlows:

As a result of an illegitimate semantic transfer,
differences in semantic range were interpreted as
reflecting differences in thought patterns, which
in turn were afforded a positive theological valuejudgment. Hebrew thinking was something essen-
tially good in contrast to Greek which was consid-
ered bad. 2 I

Finally, the attempts of Albright and others to prove the

contrast of the Bible to its environment using the data of

"biblical archaeology" proved to be an unsound basis for
biblicar theorogy. The study of the Dead sea scrolls soon

revealed strong similarities between Qumran and the New Te-

stament. Às for the old Testament, chirds notes the remark-

able shift in the thinking of Frank M. Cross evidenced in

two of his articles on the Song of the Sea (nxodus 15).

Where in the first Cross argues strongly against seeing the

song as an historicized mythologicar conflict, in the second

he concedes a considerable degree of mythological infruence.
If the Bible does not represent a religious expression

unique in its environment, then this too is an unsound

starting point for a biblical theology.

z7

28

James Barr, 9p..1961). p.

Childs, Cr:þþ.,

cit., (Oxford: Oxford University press,

D. t¿.
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giblical Theoloqv in crisis is 1ogically structured into
three sections: 1) Remembering a past, 2) Seeking a Future,
3) Testing a Method. The first section (ttre rise and fall
of the "edifice," sketched above) is intended to present the

probrem for which the second and third are the proposed can-

onicar solution. unfortunately, childs's actual exposition
leaves it somewhat ambiguous as to how the sorution firrs
the particurar need he has described. James Barr remarks

that "his Ii.e., Childs'sJ proposal, when it comes, comes

like a rabbit out of a hat."2s Barr's criticism is not with-
out some varidity, in so far as childs nowhere in his first
section shows that it was a neglect or misconstrual of canon

that led to the undoing of the movement.

canon is rarely mentioned.

In fact, the word

A carefur look at childs's line of argument does exprain,
at least in part, why this is so. He does not set out to
show that lack of attention to canon was the incipient prob-

lem throughout the Biblical Theology Movement. rnstead, he

surveys the symptoms, offers his diagnosis (albeit very

briefly), and then suggests canon as the best possible rem-

edy.

The diagnosis is done in two short pages entitled "The

Probrem of context."3o He asserts that, "À great confusion

{"Tg? Ba5r,.HoIy Scripture: Canon, Authoritv, Criticism(Phil-adelphia: The Westminster press, 1983 ) , p. 134.

Childs, Crisis, pp. 97-98.

29

30
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persisted throughout the period of the BibIicaI Theology

Movement in regard to the proper context for the doing of

Biblical Theology."31 As a cautionary measure, Chi1ds ex-

plains what he means by "context."
By "context" more is meant than simply "perspec-
tive" which focuses on the angle of vision of the
interpreter. Rather, context refers to the envi-
ronment of that which is being interpreted.32

Childs agrees that there are many different contexts from

which to view the Bible, all of which may be legitimate. He

wishes to argue, however, that if it is a biblical theoloqv

that the interpreter is after, the Bible must be seen in its
proper theoloqical "environment," and this means reading the

Bible "as ScriDture."

In a few broad statements Childs then touches upon the

points of consensus in the BibIical Theology Movement in or-
der to illustrate his claim that "the problem of context"
underlay its demise.

Some scholars felt that the Biblical material in
its original historical context contained theolo-
gical elements, which when "objective1y" described
formed theological patterns that could then be di-
rectly appropriated by modern Christian theology.
"God's revelation in history" or "the unity of the
Bible" vras thought to ref lect, not the bias of the
interpreter, but objective results of solid his-
torical scholarship. Others worked on the assump-
tion that there eras a common context for the de-
scriptive task to which one added the perspective
of Christian theology to make a bridge to the mod-
ern age. Finally, a few Bibtical theologians de-
fended the view that, when doing theology, there
was no common ground. The interpreter's stance,

31

32

98.

97.

Childs, Ibid. , p.

p.Childs, Ibid.,
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whether within or without the faith, determined
what he found in the BibIical materiaI.33

There seems to be considerable ambivalence here as to what

exactly Childs means by "context." Às indicated earlier,
the term signifies more than simply the perspective of the

interpreter for Childs. He is appealing also for a proper

understanding of the "envi ronment of the kl!! . " g ¿ As the de-

velopment of his method progresses, however, the weight of

emphasis falls on "context" as the proper disposition of the

exegete.

In 1972, in an article entitled "The Old Testament as

Scripture of the Church, " Childs once again offers his as-

sessment of the state of biblical studies. "It is my the-
sisr" he says,

that we modern Christians have learned all too
well how to read the Bible as a secular book. .
. Yet we now find that we have difficulty hearing
in it the Word of God, of being nourished on it as
the bread of life, of being revived and quickened
by its Gospel. This is my concern. How
does one read the Bible from within, read it as
the Scripture of the church?3s

To his olrn question he responds, "I am . convinced that
when one is concerned with understanding the Bibte as Scrip-
ture, one is then talking about canon."36

óó

ó4

Chi lds,

Chi lds,

Brevard
Church,
1972):

Chi lds,

Ibid. , p. 99.

Ibid., p. 97.

S. Childs, "The OId Testament as
" Concorcl:þ_ Theoloqical Monthlv 43
711 .

Ibid., p. 711.

35

36

Scripture of the
(December,
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Childs lays part of the blame on the fact that historical
criticism has been allowed to dominate biblical exegesis,

resulting in a "new form of tyranny" to replace the old tyr-
anny of tradition. He reiterates, however, that, "The issue

at stake is not whether to be critical or not, but what kind

of critical understanding can best serve the Christian
church in her theological task of proclamation to the world

in the 20th century."37 He then goes on to explicate further
the central claim made in Biblica] Theoloqy in Crisis, name-

Iy, that what is needed is a nevr context for biblical theol-
ogy. The historical-critical method has shown, Childs

agrees, that the Bible can be read in contexts outside the

confession of the church. With respect to the pentateuch,

for example, it has been demonstrated from a literary per-

spective that Moses was not the author of the whole, but

that the text reflects a long and multi-Iayered development.

It is in focusing exclusively on this development, however,

that biblical scholars have floundered. Childs argues,

Although I do not deny that such a historical en-
terprise is legitimate, it is my contention that
this historical approach to Hebrew literature is a
distinct and different enterprise from studying
the Pentateuch as the Scriptures of the church.38

rn this way childs endeavors to untangle the historicar from

the theological tasks.

37 i bid.
38 childs, rbid., p. 715.
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rn light of the foregoing, it is quite understandabre v¡hy

childs dissociates his own approach from other historical-
critical methods. Às indicated above,ss childs rejects the

term "canonicar criticism." From the above anarysis we can

draw two concrusions regarding chil-ds's perception of the

problem to which he intends his canonical proposar as a so-

lution. Negativeryr H€ can say that the prime motivater for
childs's development of his new method was not any fundamen-

ta1ly new discovery about the content of the biblicar text.
This is unlike the deveropment of redaction criticism, for
exampre, vrhich was the resurt of new interpretations of the

bibtical data themselves. Instead, it was a pervading

shortfall in historical-criticar exegesis, a consistently
misdirected methodology, which spurred him on to find a more

adequate approach. Positivery, chirds repeatedly mentions

the lacks that he sees at the grass-roots 1eve1 in the

church, especiarry the need for valid theological-exegeticar
content in sermons.

1.3 SÀNDERS'S ASSESSMENT OF AN EVOLVING METHOD

James sanders's assessment of the possibirities and rimi-
tations of historicar- critical methodorogy is less univocal
than that of childs. on the one hand, sanders in 1972 carls
for a "revamping of current trends" and a "new serf-under-
standing" for bibricar scholarship.ao on the other hand, in

3 s See page 4, above.
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his "CaII to Canonical Criticism" of the same year, there is
hardly a hint of this urgency for a major re-thinking of the

method. Instead, he seems to be simply urging the investi-
gation on to its next logical subdiscipline.ar This apparent

ambivalence bears closer examination.

Sanders's intense theological concern is very obvious in
his article "Jeremiah and the Future of Theological Scholar-

ship.'t a z He f ears that American Protestantism has

straightjacketed God by narrowing its theological purview,

and thus severely Iimiting the possibilities for spiritual
insight on the part of biblical scholars. On the basis of

an analysis of the disputation between the prophets Jeremiah

and Hananiah (Jer . 23, 27-29) , Sanders argues that Jeremiah

interpreted the tradition in a way that showed God's freedom

to discipline his people, whereas Hananiah only insisted
that God would redeem them according to the well-known prom-

ise. It is this same "broadening of theological perspec-

tive" that modern scholars must emulate.

4o James Sanders, "Jeremiah and the Future of Theological
Scholarship," Àndover Newton Ouarterly 13 (November,
1972) z 1 44.

"À CaIl to Canonical Criticism" is the title Sanders
gives to his programmatic introduction to Torah and Can-
q, (philadelphia: Fortress Press , 1972) . See p.-IxIln
a later publication, he asserts, "What is happening is an
extension of biblical criticism as it has developed to
date. Biblical criticism is evolving, so to speak, into
its next phase" See Sanders, Canon and Communitv, (phila-
delphia: Fortress Press , 1984) .

See above, n. 40.

41
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Therefore, two things are needed. Sanders exhorts his
colleagues,

Let us t1] continue to sharpen the tools and meth-
ods by which to recover the points originally
scored in full bibfical context, but t2l alsõ em-
bark upon the unfamiliar task of developing the
tools of contemporizing and making relevant those
points. a 3

The ratter task sanders considers to be of greater impor-

tance, and it therefore places the former into proper per-
spective. But he also maintains that the rules for the

"contemporízing" task are "recoverabre from the Bibre it-
self.aa (as demonstrated, for example, by Jeremiah). This

inLroduces an erement of circularity to sanders's view of

the relationship between historical criticism and theorogi-
cal interpretation. such circularity does not necessarily
render his view invalid, but it does expose a potential rim-
itation in the usefulness of his method.

rn Torah and canon (1972) canonical criticism is intro-
duced on the heels of a brief sketch of severar "subdiscip-
lines" that had preceded it-- form criticism, redaction

criticis¡n, tradition criticisrn, and comparative midrash. a s

The latter two are of particular importance for sanders, and

Sanders, "Jeremiah," p. 144.

Sanders, "Jeremiah, " pp. 144f.. Cf . James Sanders, "Herme-
neutics. " rn rnterprçter's Dictionarv of the Bibre, sup-
?k,TerrggÐ¿ volume, Keith crim, ed. (nashville:-Abingdon,
1976), p.403: ". . .the hermeneutics most valid is that
which can be discerned in the Bible's ovrn history ( i . e. ,canonicar hermeneutics. . ) through the tools ór bibri-
cal research. "

44

45 Sanders, Torah and Canon, p. xi-xv.
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therefore arso for an understanding of his development of

canonical criticism. what tradition criticism and compara-

tive midrash have in common is their interest in the vray

communities of berievers interpret and re-interpret authori-
tative traditions, and in tracing a history of these new un-

derstandings. In fact, Sanders suggests that there is a

sense in which "the study of midrash . is an extension

of tradition criticism." The difference between them, says

Sanders, "may be described as the difference between the

function of early authoritative traditions, in the period

before the structurar concept of canon arose, and the later
authoritative tradition we call 'canon'. . Canon makes

the difference."46 Canonical criticism, then, f.íts between

the two as an investigation into the function of the tradi-
tions and into how they acquire their unique authority in
the community.4T

Two important observations shourd be made here regarding

this presentation of his new method. First, he places it
squarery within the rarger framework of historical-critical
methodology. But it is crucial to note, secondly, the na-

ture of sanders's interest in the question of canon. rt is
not in the structure of canon (i.e., the historicar question

Sanders, Ibid., p. xv.

Sanders, Ibid., p. xx. Sanders offers the following
priorization: "Tradition criticism, redaction critiðism,
canonicar criticism, and comparative midrash must operate
together in dialogue and must operate in that order ofpriority. "

4b

47
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of how it was composed), but in its function.aB

Canonical criticism picks up vrith the results of
tradition criticism and goes on to ask what the
fU¡çtion or authority was of the ancient tradition
In the context wEFcited. How was it used?ae

When Sanders speaks of the function of a text, he is usually
asking about its authoritative function, that is, its abili-
ty to answer aI1-important (existential) questions for the

community.so Thus, in Sanders's thought, the study of canon

(i.e., the study of authoritative texts) provides the bridge

between historical criticism and biblical theology. Histor-
ical study shows how they did function authoritatively, and

theological exegesis, according to Sanders, shows how they

ouqht to function authoritatively today.

In a further article, in 1977, Sanders attempts to locate

the source of biblical criticism's errant vrays. He suggests

that historical criticism was set on the wrong track by J.

S. Semler and his formulation of the hermeneutical task.
The great achievement of the Enlightenment, claimed Semler,

was to throw off the yoke of authoritarian tradition and

freely investigate the Bible. Thus, if the concept of canon

was to be considered at all, it was only to be seen as the

final stage in a literary history, and not in the sense of

an authoritative text. This exclusion of the problem of au-

48 Sanders, Ibid., p. xx.
4 s Sanders, rbid. , p. xvi i .

so Torah and Canon is intended
precisely such questions of
garding certain elements of

to raise (if not to answer)
authoritative function re-
t.he OId Testament.
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thority from the historical-critical method has characrer-
ized the practice of the method ever since.

It is this dilemma that Sanders seeks to address bv in-
troducing his new method.

Canonical criticism brings a corrective to the
confusion by facing up to the question of authori-
ty Within the guild.of biblical criticism and by
giving a value to historical criticism. s I

Sanders does not deny the charge that bibfical criticism has

"Iocked the Bible into the past." It has done this, he

says, because it has forgotten that it is "but too1s,"
and when the attitudes of those using them ignore
the essential nature of the Bible ¡ cyiticism be-
comes more than it should be. And this is appar-
ently what happened.s2

As mentioned earlier, Sanders's arguments for developing

a new method seem to alternate between calling for a correc-
tive on the one hand, and fully endorsing present critical
methodology on the other. Àt times he writes as though can-

onical criticism is necessary simply to account for the lat-
est historical data. Especially significant to him are data

that suggest either a "fluidity" in the canons of early com-

munitiesr or a "plura1ism" among them.s3

Sanders, "The Bible as Canon," p. 1251.

Sanders, "Biblical Criticism and the Bib1e as Canon," p.
162

s3 See James Sanders, "Cave 11 Surprises and the euestion of
Canon," McCormick Ouarterly 21 (1968): 284-298¡ and "Ad-
aptable for Life: The Nature and Function of Canon, in
Maqnalia Dei The Miqhtv Acts of God: Essavs on the Bible
and Archaeoloqv in Memorv of 9.. Ernest Wriqht. Edited by
F. M. Cross, Werner E. Lemke, and Patrick D. MiIler, JE.

51
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Demonstrating that canons are fluid involves, among other

things, what Sanders caIls "exorcising the Jamnia mentali-

ty.'?s4 The "Jamnia mentality" is the predisposition to think
of canonization as a series of "punctiliar and conciliar"
decisions that determine and settle the question of what is
in and what is out. This commonly accepted picture, he be-

Iieves, has been shown to be untenable.ss Moreover, Sanders

points out, this vray of thinking is in tension with the mod-

ern reality of several Christian canons, each regarded as

authoritative by respective churches. Canonical criticism,
according to Sanders, provides a critical means of studying

both the stability and adaptability of early canons, which

in turn provides a basis for appreciating the modern diver-
sity.

According to Sanders, another type of data which canoni-

caI criticism can take seriously and incorporate into bibli-
cal exegesis, are that canons have v¡ithin them contra-
dictions and "multiple ways of saying things." Sanders's

term for this problem is "canonical p1uralism."s6 When San-

ders introduced his new method to the readers of The Chris-

tian Centurv, he presented it as a scholarly response to
this recurring dilemma. Like a new father, he does not hide

(Garden City: Doubleday and Co., Inc., 1976) pp. 53

Sanders, "Àdaptable for Lifer" p. 534.

Sanders, Ibid., pp. 532f.

James Sanders, "The Bib1e as Canon," The Christian
IJ 98 (1981): 1250-1255

1 -s60.
54

tq

5b Centu-
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his pleasure in announcing its arrival:
A new subdiscipline is emerging in biblical stud-
ies. It is called canonical criticism, and it
bodes welI for encouraging honesty about biblical
pluralism and finding a prominent place for that
pluralism in formal critical method.sT

ÀIthough Sanders sees his new method as an extension

historical criticism, it also "bodes" in his mind a new

of

po-

di-tential for self-criticism wittrin the guild. Hence, his
polar attitude:

Canonical criticism in my view is both a subdis-
cipline, albeit new and developing, of biblical
criticism, and the vray I think v¡e can best and
most carefully and most judiciously unl-ock the Bi-
ble from the past into which criticism has tended
to seal it and unchain it f rom the schol-ar's desk.
That is, we must give it back to the current be-
Iieving communities, but give it back responsibly,
that is, with the scientific thoroughness of rec-
ognition of its proper Sitz. s I

There is something paradoxical about seeing the same devel-
opment as both an extension and a critique of the same meth-

od. If nothing eIse, this bespeaks the basic confidence

Sanders places in the historical critical approach.

.T Sanders, Ibid., p. 1250. In another place Sanders says
of canonical criticism, "The word 'revivaf is not strong
enough, in my opinion, to describe the possible effects."
See Canon and Community, p. 74.

Sanders, "Canonical Context and Canonical Criticism," p.
187 .

58
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1.4 CONCLUSION

childs and sanders have both turned to the canon in re-
sponse to the charlenge facing biblical scholars in the
1960's to find a vray of "unrocking" the Bible from the past,

and arrowing it again to speak in the church. rt cannot be

denied that the approaches the two have taken are quite dif-
ferent. childs is much more prone to expose the deficien-
cies of the historical-criticar method (at least as usualry
practiced), seeing his proposars rather as "post-criticar."
sanders, however, is steadfast in his view that canonical
criticism must be done within the guild of schorars, in full
cooperation with other methods.

What needs to be emphasized, though, is that underlying
the different approaches is some very important common

ground. Both have ca1led into question the sufficiency of
the historical-critical rnethod as a whole, and both see

their canonical solutions âs, in some sense, a corrective to
its errors. Likewise, both have raised the issue of bibri-
cal authority in connection with their thinking on canon.

This common ground suggests that there may well be some

measure of compatibirity beLween them, a possibirity which

will be explored in our final two chapters.

The foregoing study of the way in which the two scholars
view the problem wilr novr provide a basis for a further in-
vestigation of how their views of canon took shape, and how
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study

will
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compare with other contemporary views. That is, this
of "why" they developed their canonical proposals,

aid us in understanding "hovr" they proceeded to do so.

will be the subject of the next chapter.



Chapter I I

BREVÀRD CHILDS'S AND JAMES SÀNDERS'S CONCEPTS OF
CÀNON

2.1 INTRCDUCTION

While hermeneutical problems have been receiving much at-
tention from biblical scholars in the last several decades,

studies of canon appeared more often than not as tangents to
more weighty questions. Now, in the work of Child.s and San-

ders, hermeneutics has been introduced to the concept of

canon, and vice versa. The ensuing discussion has not only

illuminated exegetical theory, but has made it clear that
the term "canon" is a highly charged one. Theological con-

cerns, literary theories, and historical questions are al1

vitally present here.se It coutd be argued that Childs and

Sanders themselves began to appreciate the fuII extent of

the problem only after they had already done a considerable

amount of work in developing their respective hermeneutical

methods based on "canon." Both scholars have found it nec-

essary, at times to "return" to the concept of canon itself
and make plain to their readers how they are conceiving it.
In this chapter an attempt r+ilI be made to analyze these

ss In a number of cases, failure to apprec
ity has resulted in one-dimensional or
of canonical hermeneutics.

iate this complex-
partial critiques

31
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concepts of canon.

Before doing so, our study will be put into perspective

by a brief glimpse at the eLymology of the term "canon" and

the broad spectrum of views of canon which have been, and

are, herd by others. The word "canon" can be traced back to
a Semitic root which originally meant "reed." Later, the

Greek kanon denoted a straight rod, a rule for measuring.uo

Early church fathers used kanon in phrases Iike "rule of

truth," and "ru1e of faith."61 The first known application
of the term "canon" to a colÌection of sacred writings is by

Athanasius in the fourth century.62

Given this etymological background, an important question

needs to be asked if the definition of canon is to be sharp-

ened. when certain writings v¡ere ca1led "canon" or "canoni-
calr" was it because they measured up to the "rule of

truth, " or were they so called because they themserves nov¡

constituted that rule? Did the church have a "rule of

truth" in mind, read books, and describe them as canonical

because they reflected a divinely authoritative word? Or

did the church, by calling certain books "canon," establish

6o See R. H. Pfeiffer, "Canon of the OId Testament," in In-
!erpreter's Dictionarv of the Bible, G. À. Butterickr-ed.(NashviIIe: Abingdon, 1962), võI. r, p. 498.

61 For this information and the discussion of modern views
of canon that follows, I am relying on Brevard Childs,
Introduction, pp. 49-68.

62 But, as Childs points out, "origen laiea ZS4] used the
term in an adjectival sense of scripturae canonicae."
Childs, Introduction, p. 50.
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a rule? fhe hermeneutical implications of the ansvrer to

this question are that if it is the former, then "canon" is
to be located in a theological authority behind the texti
but if the latter, then the text itself is the "canon."

In a sense, this question persists even in modern efforts
to clarify the concept of canon. Sid Z. Leiman, for exam-

ple, works with the following definition: "À canonical book

is a book accepted by Jews as authoritative for religious
practice and/or doctrine, and whose authority is binding

upon Jewish people for all generations."s3 In this view, the

canonical text is defined as that which is authoritative.
By contrast, À. C. Sundberg and T. N. Swanson make a sharp

distinction between the authoritative text, which they des-

ignate as scripture, and the dogmatically limited list of

writings which, in their view, is what constitutes @.64
David NoeI Freedman suggests quite a different modeI. Far

from canonization being a dogmantic bestowal late in the

Iife of the text, he maintains that canonical texts were

commissioned and written in response to concrete historical
situations, and were thus, in a sense, pre-determined to be-

come canonical. 6 s

63 Sid z. Leiman, The Canonization of Hebrew Scripture,
(Hamden, Conn.: Àrchon Books, 1976r, p. 14.

64 See À. C. Sundberg, The OId Testament of the Earlv Church
Harvard Theological Studies, no, 20, and T. N. Swanson,
The Closing of the Collection of HoIy Scriptures: A Studym-g@rnæ-ilc*t:-ttr;:@
Diss., Vanderbilt University, 1970.

6s See D. N. Freedman, "Canon of the OId Testamentr" in I¡-
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These and other recent studies of canon il-lustrate that
the concept must be clarified with respect to at least three

factors. First, do the boundaries of canonical Iiterature
coincide with what is regarded as divinely authoritative or

inspired? (rf the latter can be caIled "scripture," then

our question concerns the relationship between canon and

scripture.) Second, what is the relationship between the

development of the literature and the growth of canon? ls a

text canon upon its being written, or rnust it be edited and/

or incorporated into a larger corpus before it can be so re-
garded? Lastly, what is the role of dogmatic decision of

religious officials, oF, for that matter, of the broader re-
ligious experience of community, in a text's becoming canon-

ical? ts canon simply an ecclesiastical tool put in place

to unify cultic practices? Or is there another process by

which a community comes to refer to a sacred collection as

"canon"? Childs and Sanders address each of these ques-

tions, but within their discussions it is the problem of the

role of the community and of the process by which canon

comes about which is at the heart of both scholars'work, âs

will be seen in what follows.

terpreter's Dictionary of the BibIe, Supplementarv Vo1-
. Keith Crim, ed. (Nashville: Abingdon press , 1976)

pp. 1 30-1 36.
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2.2 CHILDS'S CONCEPT OF CÀNON

Brevard childs's concept of canon, even after two decades

of development and refinement, remains complex at best.
James Barr, one of his most avid criLics, charges that
Childs treats the term canon "vaguely and unanalytica1ly.rr6e
In response to Barr, it shourd be reiterated that childs's
studies in canon have not been devoted to the concept of

canon Þer se. Rather, canon is important to chirds because

it provides what he argues is a viable basis for theological
exegesis. rt is this predominant hermeneutical interesc
which seems to have shaped his conceptualization of "canon."

2.2.1 Canon as Conq-!-

Às mentioned in the previous chapter, childs introduced
his canonicar approach as a sorution to what he described as

"the probrem of context."67 Before anaryzing what he meant

by this phrase in Bibricar Theoroqv in crisis, it would be

herpful to trace the deveropment of his idea in two preced-

ing publications.

rn 1964, Brevard chirds wrote an article in which neither
the term "contextr" nor the term "canonr" appears. However,

the central theme of the article has remained with chirds,
and some of the contours of his canonicar approach are adum-

66 Journal for the studv of the oId Testament 16 (1980): 13.
67 Childs, Crisis, pp. 97f.
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brated in it. The title and subtitle of the article are

straightforward: "Interpretation in Faith: The Theological

Responsibility of an Old Testament Commentary."ee

Already in this article Childs speaks of the "impasse" of

ord Testament schol-arship.6s using Krister stendahl's formu-

Iation of the task of biblical theology,To Childs notes how

the OId Testament commentaries of that day explained well
what the text mean.!, but seemed incapable of guiding the

modern reader to an understanding of what the text means.

childs's diagnosis is that "the fundamentar error ries in

the starting point. "7 1 l^7hat he means is that the descriptive
task, which these commentators see as the necessary ground-

work for any theological interpretation, has been wrongly

conceived. Any attempt at exegesis which regards the de-

scriptive task as an objective and neutral first step, is
doomed to remain neutral, and thus unable to draw theologi-
cal inferences. ChiIds says:

By defining the Bib1e as a "source" for objective
research Lhe nature of the content to be described
has already been determined. À priori, it has be-
come part of a larger category of phenomena. The
possibility of genuine theological exegesis has

Brevard S. Childs, "Interpretation in Faith: The Theolo-
gical Responsibility of an OId Testament Commentary," In--
terpretation 18 (196a): 432-49.

Childs, "Interpretation, " p. 436.

Stendahl, "BibIical Theology, Contemporary," in Inter-preter's Dictionarv oJ the Bible, vo1. Í, pp. 418-432,
ed. G. À. Butterick (Nashville: Àbingdon, 1962).

Childs, "Interpretation" p. 437.

btt
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been destroyed from the outset.72

The main section of the article Childs then devotes to an

explication of how genuine theological exegesis is properly

done. He argues that iL can succeed "only when it begins

from within an explicit framework of faith.73 for it is only

then that one's method is "ful1y commensurate with iLs ma-

teriaI."7¿ It is the words "framework of faith" which Chi1ds

will later exchange for the term "context," as will be dis-
cussed below.7s One should note here, though, the reason

given for a starting point in faith, namely, that it is
"commensurate" with the text. The framework of faith is ne-

cessitated by the nature or quality of the text.

Having thus begun, genuine theological exegesis moves

dialectically within the hermeneutical circle; the faith of

the exegete influences the interpretation of the text, but

the text, in turn, shapes his faith. Childs discusses three

dialectics within this circle: 1) "The exegete interprets
the single text in the light of the whore old Testament wit-
ness, and, vice versa, he understands the whole of the OId

7 2 childs, Ibid., p. 437.

7s childs, Ibid., p. 438.

74 Childs, Ibid., p.438. Cf. p. 433, "The Old Testament was
conceived and transmitted as a record of Israel's faith.
This is a dimension of the Bible which demands serious
study by means of tools suitable for penetrating its con-
tent." This "conception and transmission" is, I think, a
foreshadowing of what Childs later caIls "canonical pro-
cess. tt

75 See below, pp. 42f..
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Testament in the light of the single text,"76 2) "The exe-

gete interprets the Old Testament in Iight of the New Testa-

ment and, vice versa, he understands the New Testament in

light of the OId,"zz and 3) "The exegete interprets the wit-
ness of the OId Testament in the tight of the theological
reality itself and, vice versa, he understands the theologi-
cal reality in light of the witness of the Old Testament."78

In a concluding section, Childs discusses the problemat-

ic, yet crucial, issue of the relationship between a Chris-
tian interpretation and a Jewish one. Before examining this
section, let us put into perspective what Childs has said

thus far about the importance of a framework of faith. It
is interesting to note two basic features of Childs's method

repeatedly emphasized; one, a startinq point of faith, and

two, the hermeneutical circle. But we must stop to consider

whether these two elements may, in fact, be mutually exclu-

sive.

The conflict can be illustrated using Childs's third dia-
Iectic. Here he suggests that "À theological commentary has

a genuine responsibitity to go beyond describing the chang-

ing witnesses within Israel's tradition; it has not only a

Childs, Ibid.,
Childs, Ibid.,
Childs, Ibid.,
portrayed as a
vice versa.

76

77

p. 438.

p. 440.

p. 443. This
"movement from

third dialectic is furLher
substance to witness," and

Ió
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descriptive task but a normative one."7e But he urges fur-
ther that "It is of fundamental importance to see that the

normative categories are formed within the dialectic of wit-
ness and substance'r8o (emphasis added). The problem is
this: if one has already started with a faith stance, then

one's normative categories have been essentially established

in advance, and cannot be said to have been "formed within"
the dialectic, nor to have arisen from it. Consequently,

the entire dialectic, the entire hermeneutical circle, will
be tendentious from the outset.

Childs is quite aware

evoked by his insistence

raises them himself:

the questions that would be

a starting point in faith. He

of

on

But is this not to destroy aII objective criteria
of interpretation? Is this not a gigantic step
backward to the pre-GabIer days when preconceived
theological-systems silenced the literal meaning
of the text? ts this not to enter a morasse of
theologcial subjectivity by cutting the connection
with the established science of historical method-
ology?81

The fact that twenty years later, Childs would sti
swering the same accusationsrs2 should caution us

11

to

be an-

pay

79

80

81

Childs, Ibid., p. 443.

Childs, Ibid., p. 444.

Childs, Ibid., p. 438.

See, e.9., James Barr, "Childs's !ntroduction to the OId
Testament as Scripþurer" Journal
Testament '16 (1980): 12-23. See also W. HarrelsonFe-
view of Introduction to the Old Testament as Scripture,
ÞV Brevard Childs, in Journal of BiblicaI Literature, 100
( 1981 ) : 99-103i Douglas A. Knight;-Canon and-the HTstory
of Tradition: A Critique of Brevard S. Childs's Intro-

82
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close attention to his views at this early stage. From the

very outset, Childs is building into his method a theologi-
caI c1aim. Since it is in the very nature of his approach

to work with such a commitment, it is not surprising that he

has not relinquished it, even after years of refining his

method.

It is here that Childs's views on the Jewish-Christian

dialogue play a very important role. Childs maintains that
Jewish interpretation of the Hebrew Scriptures provides a

conLrasting "other possibility,r'83 which must be taken into
account in each of the three dialectics. Such a dialogue is
possible because there is a "structural similarity" in the

way the two traditions relate themselves to the text.
Childs explains: ". both faiths relate themselves in a

circular movement to the text, which involves their coming

to the text from tradition and coming to the tradition from

the text."84 On the basis of this similarity, Christian ex-

egesis can compare itself to Jewish exegesis, resulting in

the clarification of both the OId Testament text itsetf and

the Christian structure of realitv.

duction to the Old Testament É &!i-g!ure_," Horizons in
e i b r-ft,e o I oqv zW- I ¿ gñnvuraffiãf 1 ec -ffins on canõ;G] Criticism, " túeoloqv 8+i;anüåry,
1 981 ) 29-3s.

83 Childs, "Interpretation" pp. 448f..

84 childs, rbid., p.447.
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In effect, then, Christian theological exegesis as a
whole (including and involving each of its three dialectics)
is placed into a dialectic relationship with Jewish exege-

sis. The implication is that Judaism, like Christianity,
represents a particular "framework of faith" from which to

approach the text.

Not surprisingly, the above article elicited the charge

from some critics that Childs was advocating subjectivism by

appealing to the private faith of the exegete.s5 In a sub-

sequent monograph, Isaiah and the Assvrian Crisis,86 he took

the opportunity to respond to this misunderstanding and to

modify some of his views. The argument in this publication

follows a similar approach to that taken in "Interpretation
in Faith" in so far as he first exposes.the limitations of a

so-caIIed "descriptive" historical method, and then proceeds

to argue for including theological ("prescriptive," if you

will) judgments in the task of the exegete.

In the monograph on the Àssyrian crisis, Childs finds

"six distinct genres" of text, aII with the same historical
referent. He then tries to show that the sources simply do

86

Childs offers the following explanation: "The phrase 'in-
terpretation in faith' was misinterpreted by several
critics to be a defence of a dogmatic position which was
based on a subjective, privatistic faith. I meant by the
phrase the confession of the Christian Church which af-
firms both OId and New Testaments as Scripture." See
Childs, Isaiah and the Àssvrian Crisis, Studies in BibIi-
ca1 Theology (second series), no. 3., (london: SCM Press
Ltd. , 1967), p. 126, n. 8.

See preceding note.

85
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not permit a convincing historical reconstruction of the

events of 701. This dilemma, in Childs's view, constitutes

"a warning against trying to understand these texts exclu-

sively from an historical point of view."

From this point Childs proceeds to discuss an exegetical
problem which, he says, is present "in principle, Iin] most

portions of the Bib1e."87 He is referring to the question of

biblical diversity, and particularly how the exegete can

make theological value judgments when facing discordant

texts. Childs first offers a way of accounting for biblical
diversity, then suggests erays of making theological judg-

ments between them, and lastly defends his claim that the

task of the exegete does indeed include the theological eIe-

ment.

Of particular interest for our purposes is Childs's use

of the term "context." He uses the term at two points.

First, he uses the term in presenting his approach to the

problem of biblical diversity. He gives basic assent to

James Barr's critique of the "acts of God" approach to ex-

plaining biblical diversity. It is simplistic, argues Barr,

to suggest that the meaning of divergent texts is to be

sought in a common original "act of God." God acts, and

speaks and moves in a variety of ways, he says, and so it is
wiser to use a flexible term like "situations." À "situ-
ationr" according to Barr,

87 childs, rbid., p. 121.
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may indeed be an act of God in history, ot it may
be an event in the consciousness of a prophet. It
may be a social situation . IL may be a crisis
in thought. It may be a cultic situationss.

Childs favours the inclusiveness of Barr's term. "Stil_1, "

Childs demurs, "it remains a question of how much ground is
permanently won when Lhe term requires further refinement to
make room for such essential elements of the bibrical situ-
ation as its cumurative character."se what is chirds refer-
ring to when he speaks of the "cumurative character of the

biblicar situation?" rt seems that where Barr was wirring
to view reveration of God as quite free and diverse in its
possible modes, chirds is concerned to include an av¡areness,

at each point, of the presence of an accumurating or devel-
oping text in the community. Thus childs affirms the frexi-
bility of Barr's term, but vrants to build into his own view

an insistence on understanding the role of the text, in
whatever shape or form it happened to be within the revera-

tory situation.

It would appear that it is this concern for the rol_e of

the text which is the basis for Childs adopting the term

"context" in place of Barr's "situation."
What seems essential is that the interpreter rec-
ognize the interaction in every context- and I
prefer this to situation- between the stimulus
which calls forth the response and the response
which affects the stimulus. À context can be
shaped by a situation, but at the same time, exer-

88

ao

James Barr, OId and New in Interpretation, (London: SCM
Press, 1964) p. 26.

Childs, Àssyrian Crisis, p. 122.
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cise a force which affects the stimulus.e0

childs maintains his focus on the nature of the text, where-

as Barr's interest is in concepts of revelation.

The second place in this moncgraph where chirds uses the

term "context" is in his defense of the need for biblical
exegetes to make theological judgments at atr. rnteresting-
ly, here again he uses one of James Barr's observations as a

springboard. Barr made the point with regard to typology

and allegory that

a great deal depends on the nature of what vre may
call the 'resultant system' . There are two sys-
tems or leveIs at work: the first is the text, the
second is the system into which the interpretation
runs out. [ttre] second system . Uy its
nature and content describes the sort of thing
that is gging to be 'found' by the interpretive
process. s 1

childs suggests that the idea of a "resultant system" courd

also be thought of as a context for exegesis. The "resul-
tant sysLem" is realry a tradition subsequent to that of the

ord Testament. childs makes it crear that the New Testament

is not the only context from which to view the OId Testa-

ment, but "the theoloqical norms of Christian theology can

only emerge from the context of Christian scripture, that
is, Old and New Testaments together." This use of the term

"context" expresses better what childs meant in his earlier
article when he spoke of doing exegesis from the framework

of faith. rt is not just the personar framework of faith of

Childs, Ibid.
Barr, OId and

22.

p.

90

91

,P. 1

New, 109.
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the exegete which provides the context, but an established

tradition.

Childs has deliberately used the term "context" at rv¡o

separate junctures in this monograph, but does not discuss

how he links the two, if at all. In the first instance, he

used the term "contexts" to address the probi-em of biblical
diversity. In the second, "context" meant a framework of

faith in which to hear the scriptures speak theologically.
One conceivable common denominator between them is thaL in
each case "context" refers to the position, (or, disposi-
tion) of the hearers with respect to a text in a moment when

God might be revealed.

A much fuller treatment of the question of context ap-

pears in Biblical Theoloqv in Crisís, where Childs says he

"wouId like to defend the thesis that the canon of the

Christian church is the most appropriate context from which

to do Biblical Theology."s2 What does this mean?

First of all, implied in the thesis is the basic
Christian confession, shared by all branches of
historic Christianity, that the Old and New Testa-
ments together constitute Sacred Scripture for the
Christian church.s3

He goes on to emphasize that this entails acknowledgment of

the normative quality of the biblical tradition. The con-

cept of canon, he says, "was an attempt to acknowledqe the

92
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Childs, Biblical
Childs, Ibid., p.
the latter of the
sis.

Theoloqv in Crisis, p. 99

99. CIearly, Chitds has
two uses of "context" in

here employed
Àssvrian Cri-
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divine authority" of certain writings.sa

¿.¿.¿ Canon as Final Shape of the Text

There is a shift in emphasis that occurs in Chitds's dis-
cussions of canon from this point on. Discussions of canon

as context give vray to a focus on the final form of the text
and the last step in its shaping. I would argue that it vras

the f inal f orm of the text which was hi s concern al-I along.

Viewing the Bible from a canonical context meant regarding

it from a standpoint of faith. It is clear now that the es-

sence of that faith claim, in Childs's view, is a claim

about the quality of the text. The text is the product of a

divinely directed process of editing and shaping.

The focus on the final form of the text is a major theme

of chirds's Introduction to the ord Testament as scripture,
but again, there were articles that preceded the book r+hich

clearly indicated the direction his thought v¡as taking. In

1972¡ ên articre entitred "The ord Testament as Scripture of

the Church"ss had at its heart sections on the "Theological
Implications of the Canonical Shape of the pentateuch, " and

"The Hermeneutical Implications of the Canonical Shaping of

the Pentateuch." Several years Iater, another article ap-

peared, this time treating the canonical shape of the

Chi lds,

Brevard
Church,

BibI ical Theoloqv in Crisis, p. 1
94

95 "The Old Testament as
Theoloqical Monthlv 43

05.

Scripture of the
(1972) 109-722.

S. Childs,
" Concordia
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prophetic Iiterature.s6 Here again, Childs speaks of a "the-
ological force" at work in the editing and shaping process,

producing a particular effect.
In the transmission process, tradition, which once
arose in a particular milieu and addressed.zarious
historical situationsr wâs shaped in such a vray as
to serve as a normative expression of God's will
to later generations of Israel who had not shared
in those original historical events.sT

Evidently, Childs's framework of faith, i.e., his "canonical

context,r' involves the belief that the text has a special
qual i ty.

In his Introduction, Childs offers a rationale for focus-

ing on the final form. The reason, he says,

Iies in the peculiar relationship between text and
people of God which is constitutive of canon. .
. The canon serves to describe this peculiar rela-
tionship and to define the scope of this history
by establishing a beginning and an end to the pro-
cess. I I

The same basic view of canon is maintained in Childs's In-
troduction to the New Testament.ss

I have broadened the term canon to express both
the process and the effect of this transmitting of
religious tradition by a community of faith toward
a certain end in aII its various aspects. . I
feel that it is important to retain the term canon
to emphasize that the process of theological in-
terpretation by a faith community left its mark on
a Iiterary texl which did not continue to evolve

Brevard S. Childs, "The Canonical Shape of the prophetic
Literaturê, " rnterpretation 32(1978 ) 45-53.

Chitds, "Prophetic Literature," p. 47.

Childs, Introduction, p. 76.

Brevard S. Childs, The New Testament as Canon: An Intro-
duction, (philadelphia: f'ortress J 984T.
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and which became the normative interpretation. loo

The emphasis on canon as the finar shape of the text is arso

retained in childs's most recent book, ord Testament ttreglo.-

gI in a Canonical Context. 1 o 1

It is a basic tenet of the canonical approach that
one reflects theologically on the text as it has
been received and shaped. lo2

Notice that Childs's emphasis on canon as final form is
accompanied by an equivalent emphasis on the text being the-
oloqicallv shaped. James Sanders can state tersely that,
"Childs sees canon as God's Word.'Io3 His further explana-

tion of this statement shows how for chirds the historical
context is radically qualified by the theological:

This should be seen as an issue of his long debate
through the sixties vrith G. Ernest Wright, whose
canon within the canon was a story or recital
about the God who acts in history. Childs con-
stantly devalues the mighty acts of God for that
throws one right back to the historical contexts
of antiquity when God acted. [Cnifas argues that]
God's Word is for all time. loa

oo childs,
o I Brevard

Context,
o 2 childs,
o 3 Sanders,

181 .

1

I

Ibid., p. 26.

S. Childs, OId Testament Theoloqv(Philadelphia: Fortress, 1985).

Theolosy, p. 11.

"CanonicaL Context and Canonical

"Canonical Context, " p. 1I1.

in a Canonical

to4 Sanders,

Criticism, " p.
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2.3 CRIT]CISMS OF CHILDS'S CONCEPT OF CÀNON

The debate on the definition of "canon" has been espe-

cialIy lively between Brevard Childs and James Barr. ros Barr

criticized Childs for being "vague and unanalytical" in his

use of the term in his Introduction. lo6 Childs, in turn,
suggested that Barr v¡as failing to appreciate "the complexi-

ty of the process being described.t'107 Barr then expanded on

his criticisms in his recent book Holv Scripture: Canon, Àu-

thoritv, Criticism. los Here Barr attempts to sort out the

ambiguity by classifying three different usages of "canon"

in Childsr câIling them canon 1, canon 2, and canon 3.

Canon 1 , what Barr calls the "usual sense of the word, "

is the list of books which together comprise holy scripture.
Canon 2 is the final form of an individual book as it stands

in the Bible. HoIv Scripture, Canon 3 is the holistic per-

spective by which the community reads the Bible and submits

to its authority. Barr adds, " canon 3 is thus a principle
of finality and authority.tos Although Barr does not offer

1os See Barr, "Childs's IOTS," pp. 13f.; Childs, "Response,"p. 52-3. ¡ Barr, HoIy Scripture, particularly pp. 75f.t . ¡
Brevard Childs, "Childs versus Barr," A Review of Holv
Scr ipture: @, Àuthor i tv, Cr i t ic i sm by James Barr ,Interpretation 38 ( 1, 1984) 66-80.

1 o 6 Barr, "Childs's fOTS, " p. 1 3.

1 o7 Childs, "Response r " p. 52.
1 0 8 See Barr, HoJ-y Scripture, especially chapter IV: "Fur-

ther Adventures of Canon: 'Canon' as Final Shape of the
Text, " pp. 75-1 04.

1os Barr, Ibid., p. 76.
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specific examples for each usage, this can quite easily be

done.l 10 Whatever else one may say about Barr's wry and

sometimes insensitive styIe, his anarysis of childs's use of

"canon" is a genuine attempt at clarity. But Chi1ds views

this attempt as a failure and offers instead his own rather
extended and all-inclusive def inition.

When he IgarrJ separates and analyzes each of
these Ithree] alleged usages in isolation, he
misses the major phenomenon for which the term is
used. Indeed, what I am proposing can be de-
scribed without immediate reference to the term
"canorì." I am suggesting that a religious reading
of Israel's traditions arose early in its history
and extended in different ways throughout the
oral, literary, and redactional stages of the
growth of the material until it reached a fixed
form of relative stability. This religious inter-pretation involved a peculiar construal which
sought to give the developing material a shape
which could be appropriated by successive geñera-
tions. The process did not happen aII at oncei
there was no over-arching hermeneutic to realize
the goal; some attempts were more successful than
others. fhis canonical shaping did not happen in
a historical vacuum, but Israel had to struggle
continually to force its culturally conditioned
medium to bear faithful witness to its faith. The
multilayered text of the Old Testament bears eloq-
uent testimony to this process.

|1o Canon 1: Childs, Introduction, p. 59, "Because the pro-
cess of forming the scriptures came to an end, canon
marked off a fixed body of writings as normative for the
community rather than attributing authority to the pro-
cess itseIf." Canon 2: ChiIds, Introduction, p.76,
"Yet to take ttr.- .. seriously IIaIso to take seri-
ously the critical function which it exercises in re-
spect to the earlier stages of the literature's forma-
tion. " . Capon _3: Childs, Introduction, p. 59, "Indeed,
canon invorved a response on rsrael's part in receiving
the authoritative tradition." (emphasis added in each
case). Note arso the f luctuation -between arthrous and
anarthrous usage of the term. On this point Barr com-
ments, "Childs seems not to notice that the logical be-
haviour of the term alters when the article is removed. "Barr, "Childs's IOTS T " p. 1 3.
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I use the Èerm "canon" for this entire theolo-
gical construalrir.

In this "entire theological construal," it is revealed both

that Barr is correct in his analysisl r2 and that Childs is
correct in saying that Barr has missed the point.

I^Ihat Barr has aIleged1y missed is Childs's understanding

of canonical process. When Childs speaks of canon he means

nothing less than that historical dynamic between God's au-

thoritative reveration and rsraeils faithful response, which

was always directed towards, and finally resulted in, the

final text of the OId Testament.1l3 But Barr is not alone in
requesting greater precision in Childs's use of "canon."

Robert Murray, one of Childs's most sympathetic reviewers,

voices the same objection: "Like many . I have difficul-
ty in grasping how Childs understands 'canon' and how widely

he stretches the term.rr1 l4

There is fairly general consensus among critics that
Childs wants to include too much in his use of "canon."

childs's insistence on studying the text as rerigious liter-
ature, and on taking seriously its function within the com-
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112

tt3
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Childs, "Childs versus Barr," pp. 67-68.

the three usages can be traced in this very quotation.
Canon 1, "text of the OId Testament"; Canon 2, "fixed
form"; Canon 3, "religious interpretation."
Childs, "Childs versus Barr," p. 68.

R. Murray, Review of Introduction tq the OId Testament
as _scriplure by nreva@ .lourñar-
22(1981) p. 442.
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munity of faith, is defensible. But perhaps he has made too

much of the insight of hindsight by allowing certain charac-

teristics of the present Old Testament canon to influence

his interpretation of the history of Israel and the history
of its Iiterature. If the present Otd Testament canon re-

flects a certain "universality" (or, ease of applicability),
does this necessarily mean that the history of Israel and

its literature vras teleologically determined by this feature

of the present canon? put more simply, must vre name the

cause after the effect?

Childs admits that the shaping of oral and written ma-

terial into a canonical form did not always involve an in-
tentional decision. 1 1 s But he stiII maintains that,

irrespective of intentionality the effect of the
canonical process was to render the tradition ac-
cessible to the future generation by means of a
'canonical intentionality, ' which is coextensive
with the meaning of the bibtical text.116

What Childs means by "canonical intentionality" remains very

ambiguous. This might be one place where the use of "can-

on" (or, canonical) is being overextended.

Ànother problematic point, which relates closely to the

question of defining canon, is the immense weight Childs

places on the "final form." One revievrer asks pointedly,

"need one attribute ontological status to what may well be

lls Chi

116 Chi

lds, Introduction, pp.

Ids, Ibid. , p. 79,

78-79.
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understood as a historical accident?" 1'tz It is precisely

childs's view of intentionarity that makes it impossibre for
him to see the final form as an historical accident. David

Polk challenges Childs's view:

Why must one necessarily designate the final form
of a biblical book as intentional? . Childs
considers himself required to treat possible aber-
rations in the final form of the text as conscious
and motivated because of a theological stance that
proclaims the car¡on unËservedl-y Io be intentional
in its shape. I'm not persuaded that Lhe exis-
tence of a canon Þer se entails that conclu-
sion.1 1 I

The objection being raised here is that Childs is reading

too much into the evidences of canonical shaping that he

finds in the final form. In so doing, Childs has fallen
into a similar trap as the historical critics whom he so

roundly criticizes. This point is well made by Douglas

Knight in an insightful article, where he argues that,
Childs, like Gunke1 and von Rad before him, has
identified for serious study a largeJ-y neglected
phase in the development of the biblical litera-
ture but, also Iike them, he is overemphasizing
the relative importance of the ohase.1ls

This excess is apparent in the hermeneutical claims made

for the final form. One reason that Childs offers for fo-
cusing on the final form is that

117 John F. Priest, "Canon and Criticism: a review article
of B. S. Childs's Introduction to the OId TestamenE as
glgEure-, " ¡ou r naIJffiÃJñãrlãañ-ãc ãde:mffie t i-o iõn
48(June,1980) p.265.

1 18 David P. PoIk, "Brevard Childs's Introduction to the Old
Tgstamçnt as Scripture," Horizons inlEEf rtreoroqv
2(1980) p. 168.

11s Knightr "critiguer" p. 130.
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the final form of the text performs a cruciar her-meneutical function in establishing the pecuriarprofile of a passage. Its shaping-proviáes an or-der in highrighting certain eremeñtã and subordi-nating others, in drawing features to the fore-
ground and pushing others into the backgrounfl. l 2o

James Barr responds to such a claim with the question, "can

the canon of scripture function as its own principle of or-
ganization and shoutd it so function?,,t21 Sean McEvenue ad-
vances a similar criticism, though in much harsher words,

The . flaw in Childs's orientation lies in an
unacceptable myth about canon, namely, that theproper context for theology is the canon, not somecriterion of truth outside the canon It issimply erroneous to think that one can proceed totruth of any kind using the Bib1e or a ãeposit offaith as the sole criterion. Unless you åre sim-pIy restating.the explicit biblical statement, you
are always using some criterion outside the Bi--
51u.tzz

rt must be admitted that whenever it is craimed that a work

of art interprets iLserf, that craim begs the question of
how the work is construed by the claimant in the firsc
prace. rn light of these criticisms, hermeneuticar claims
made by chi lds f or the f inal f orm are in need of c l_ar i f ica-
tion.

120

121

122

Childs, Introduction,
Barr, HoIy Scripture,

Sean McEvenuer "Scripture
3s (1981): 236;

77.

39.

or Theology?"

p.

p.

I nterpretat ion
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2.4 SANDERS,S CONCEPT OF CANON

On several occasions Sanders has presented his own view

of canon in the form of a critique of certain basic assump-

tions that have for centuries held sway in the practice of

biblical criticism. Sanders suggests that the problem can

be traced back at least as far as Johann Salorno Semler's ep-

och-making work Abhandlunq von f reier untersuchunq des caæn

(Treatise on the Free Investigation of the Canon,

1771-1773).1 23 semrer drew a sharp distinction between Hory

Scripture and the Word of God. According to him, "scrip-
ture" denotes the church's official collection of litera-
ture, to be read pub1icly. The "word of God," on the other
hand, is the divine message "which at all times makes a1l
men wise unto salvation," and can be discovered within or

$¡ithout the ecclesiastical list. Divine inspiration is not

something to be ascribed equally to all parts of Holy Scrip-
ture. Rather, inspiration is a characteristic of the Word

of God, "for it remains unchangeable, despite aIl these ac-

cidental and continuous changes in a document whose cop-

yists, it must be admittedr ênjoyed no divine aid.n124 Sem-

ler goes on to say that "Canonicity is established by the

123 Johann Salomo semler, Abhandlunq von freier untersuchunq
des Canon , vols. I -rv, -Gialie;-î77 ç1ñ ñT-quota-
tions from Semler here, I am relying on Werner Georg
KlJmmel, The New Testa¡r.rent: The History of the rnvestiqa-
tion of its Problems (Nashville: Àbingdon Þresl, 1912j,
Howard CIark Kee, trans., p. 63.

t24 Semler, Abhandlunq, âs quoted by Kllmmel,
ment, p. 63.

The New Testa-
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opinion of the clergy that no other books could be used as

public lections.'r125 But he maintains that,
thoughtful readers are free to undertake the spe-
cial investigation of these books, so far as pri-
vate use of them is concerned, and this right can-
not be abrogated by a canon Lhat was introduced
for public use. r 2 6

In these few statements from Semler's writings can be

seen the seeds of two important misconceptions, one regard-
ing canon, the other regarding authority. sanders presents

canonical criticism as a corrective to both.1 27 First, san-

ders suggests that the effect of semler's views h'as that the

concept of canon vras treated by bibricar schorars in riter-
ary-historical terms.128 canonization vras seen as the last
stage in a literary-historicar process and its significance
lay in that the structure and rimits of a literary corlec-
tion were thereby defined.l2s Moreover, the study of canon

and canonization has focused on councirs, rike that at Jam-

nia, the assumption being, âs semrer puts it, that "canonic-
ity is established by the opinion of the clergy."

't 25 Semler , r bid. , p. 65 .

126 Semler, Ibid., p. 65.

127 James Sanders, "BibIicaI Criticism and the Bible
oD," Union Seminarv Ouarterlv Review 32 (1977)z 1

1 28 Sanders, "BibIica1 Criticism, " p. 1 60.
12s Sanders, Ibid., p. 161.

as Can-
57-165.
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Sanders, using his bipolar model of canon (i.e., canon as

stable and adaptable), suggests that scholarly attention has

been given almost exclusively to its stability. But, he

says,

the other aspect of canon always in tension with
it, is not its length or structure, but rather its
nature and function. Ànd it is on the nature and
function of canon that canonical criticism puts
the prior emphasis. What does it do? How did it
get started in the first place?130

Uppermost in Sanders's view is that canon is a "community

productr"r31 not the result of a conciliar decision.

Based on the view of canon as a literary-historical prod-

uct, the task of biblical criticism was seen in terms of

historical reconstructions and, as far as possible, the re-
covery of the ipsissma verba of the original writers. eues-

tions of biblical authority were generally viewed as outside

the domain of biblical criticism because such questions were

posed in "almost completely transcendent terms."132 Biblical
authority was at best something superimposed on the canon by

the councils at the end of the literary historical process.

l3o James Sanders, "Adaptable for Life: The Nature and Func-
tion of Canon," in Maqnalia Dei: The Miqhtv Acts of God:
Essavs on the Bible and Archaeoloqy in Memorv of 9.. Er-
nest Wriqht. Edited by F. M. Cross, Werner E. Lemke,
and Patrick D. Miller , Jt. (Garden City, N. y.: Double-
day and Co., Inc. , 1976), p. 534.

James Sanders, "The Bible as Canonr" The Christian Cen-
turv 98 (1981): 1252.

Sanders, "BibIicaI Criticism, " p. 160.

131

132
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In actual practice, however, biblical criticism has been

operating with a tacitly assumed view of bibrical authority
aII aIong, namely,

if the words of the passage should be denied the
original writer, then those sords do not have the
authority necessary to be sermon material.l33

The error in this view, according to Sanders, Iies in the

focus on the individuar. He emphasizes that what v¡e find in
the canon is there, "not only because someone in antiquity
was inspired to speak. but also because [tf¡e]
community varued the communication highly enough to repeat

it and and recommend it to the next generation."134 For San-

ders, "Canon and community go together.rtl 3 s

Texts vrere selected by communities (for use in worship

and teaching) on the basis of their varue136 for meeting the

needs of the community. The fact that the text vras repeated

in a new context which "involved different ears, eu€stions,
and concerns" than its first use, means that the text was

probably being interpreted, ot r resignified. Às this pro-
cess continued, some texts were read ress often and dropped

out of use, while others were re-used with increasing fre-
quency, being commended by community to community, and

133 Sanders, "Bible as Canon," p. 1251. Cf. Sanders, "Can-onical Context and Canonical Criticism," p. 178.
134 Sanders, "Bib1e as Canon," p. 1251.

13s Sanders, "The Bible as Canon," p. 1251.

136 what sanders means here is existentiar varue. see James
Sanders, Canon and Communitv, (philadelphia: Fortress
Press , 1984) pp. 22f..
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passed from generation to generation.

À text that gained wide and sustained usage was authori-
tative tradition, ot, canon. l 37 The text was stilr passed

oD, but now for different reasons:

Some portions of the canonical Iiterature of
community might not then speak to the people
all in this or that context or generation: i
passed on now because of the aura achieved inprior historyl38.

The difference is due to a "shift in the ontology

Canon now exists as sacred oracle, where before it
as sacred story.

the
Ã+
OL

È was
its

of canon. tt

ex i sted

What brought about the shift in the ontology of canon

were the periods of intensification of this process. The

two periods of "intense canonicar process," as sanders calls
them, coincided with the destruction of the two temples in
the sixth century B. C. E. and the first century C. g.13s

rt is during these times that existential questions were

asked with an ultimate urgency. rf in these extreme circum-

stances a religious text found varue in the eyes of the com-

munity, then it had truJ-y passed the test, and was soon re-
garded as sacred, authoritative tradition. Although the

ontology of canon has shifted, the essentials of the canoni-

cal process remain unchanged.l4o

137 Sanders, Ibid., p. 22.

1 3 8 Sanders, rbid. , p. 34.
1 3e Sanders, Ibid. , p. 30.

1 4o see further discussion of the factors in the canonical
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2.5 CRITICTSMS OF SANDERS'S CONCEPT OF CANON

The task of criticizing sanders's understanding of canon

is complicated by the fact that he has incorporated into his
method a considerabre amount of research and thought at var-
ious levels, including the historical, text-critical, exe-

getical, hermeneutical and theological. Furthermore, his
views are stirr being formulated and refined, even in his
most recent work. Therefore, a critique of his work can at
best be tentative. certain broad rines of criticism have

been advanced by critics, however, and these wilI be dis-
cussed.

one criticism that has frequentry been made of sanders,

which also lies at the base of otÏ¡er criticisms, is the re-
liance of his view of canon on existentiatist categories.
The canonical process is described as a quest for the an-

swers to the two existential questions, Who are we? and,

what ought we to do? But is it adeguate to understand this
process as a series of identity crises? Brevard chirds, for
one, thinks not:

In my judgment, this approach turns the canonical
process on its head by couching a basically theo-
logical move in anthropological terms.lal

process below, p. 1 1 0.

1 4 1 Childs, Introduction, p. 59.
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others see some vaJ-idity in viewing the canonical process

in existentialist terms, but are stiIl wary of its Iimita-
tions. David Noel Freedman agrees with Sanders that the

emergence of the first canon is to be associated with "the
faIl of Jerusalem, the destruction of the Temple, and the

dissolution of the national entity.tt142 But, he avers,

The suggested parallel in the case of the New Te-
stament canon and the fall of Jerusalem in A. D.
70 is not at all clear or persuasive to me, espe-
ciaIly since the New Testament as we have it wãs
addressed to a very different community from the
one which bore the brunt of national disaster. ra3

Another revier{er expresses misgivings about the precision
with which the proper existential questions can be identi-
fied. Samuel B. Wheeler, responding to Sanders's argument

for seeking "mirrors for identity," not "moders for morari-
ty,J'has the following questions:

What are guestions of identity? OF, more difficult
perhaps, what are not questions of identity? If
the Bible ought noilo-be read to f ind "moåeIs for
morality" how does the community sense the tension
between what it is and what it ought to be?l44

F. Spina asks further,
Given the fact it is inferential that Israel put
the canon together in an attempt to answer the
questions of identity and lifestyle, how can it be
confirmed that these were the only or main ques-
tions asked?1as

142 David NoeI Freedman,
Sanders, in .lournal
1973)z 118.

rev r evr
of BibI

of Torah and Canon,
ical Literature 92 (

by James
March,

143 Ibid.
144 Samuel B. Whee1er, review of Torah and Canon, by James

Sanders, in Union Seminarv ouarterf v neîiFZg ilglZ) z

1 89-91 .
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The existentialist moder of canon has important implica-
tions for one's understanding of reveration. chirds sug-

gests that sanders's understanding of the canonical process

"replaces a theocentric understanding of divine reveration
with an existentiar history.rtl46 However, in view of san-

ders's strong emphasis on (what he carrs) monotheistic plu-
ralism, and his insistence of theorogizing before moraLiz-
ing, it would seem that childs's criticism is not entirery
justifiable. F. Spina has recognized this, but stirl ques-

tions whether sanders has ". answered in sufficient
depth how rsrae|s perceptions of God and its serf-under-
standing constitute divine revelation? Àre we dearing here

with anything besides rsrael's religious consciousness?,,t t7

crosely rerated Lo the probrem of reveration is that of
authority. sanders's discussion of authority in terms of
community traditions in process is more convincing than one

which seeks a static "locus" of authority. But this does

not mean that sanders's view is without problems. The fol-
Iowing criticisms of Wheeler retain a strong validity:

145 Frank w. spina, "canonicar criticism: chirds versus san-
Çers , " in I nteçpret inq God' s I.ford f or Todav: Àn I nqui rvi?to Hermgneutics f rom g eibri".l rrreoroqical-perspã-
tÍve (Wesleyan Theological perspectives, no. 2) (enaer-
son, Ind.: Warner Press Inc., 1982), p. 1BB.

Childs, Introduction, p. 59.

Spina, "Canonical Criticism," p. 188. James Barr shares
!Þi= skepticism about Sanders's use of the category ofidentity. See Barr, Holv Scripture, p. 157.

| 4Þ

147
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Again, authority must ultimately authenticate it-
se1f. If the Bible as canon has valid authority
only when the proper sorts of questions are put to
it, then canonical authority resides in the gues-
tioners or those who authenticate them as much as
in the Bib1e, and the old problem of the relation
of Scriptural and community authority reappears in
a new form.lag

On of the key weaknesses in Sanders's proposed "canonicaL"

exegetical method is that he offers no convincing reason why

it is existential questions in particular which comprise the

basis of the authority of the canon.

The questions regarding the authority of the canon raised

above lead to another apparent weakness in Sanders's analy-
sis of the canonical process. Not only is it unclear how

canon and existentialism are necessarily linked, but, there
is a key place at which the "canon and community" relation-
ship also breaks down in Sanders. The book of Deuteronomy

plays a key role in his reconstruction of the Old Testament

canon. Yet, precisely with respect to this book we find an

anomaly insofar as the recognition of this book's authority
is concerned.

The emphasis throughout has been that the value of a

piece of literature is recognized not by the rel-igious lead-

ers, but by a community. Moreover, a text gained authority
only after proving itself valuable in the existential
"guest." In the case of Deuteronofty, however, Sanders's de-

scription is actually quite incongruous with this pattern.

I 4 8 wheeler, p. 191 .
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Commenting on Josiah's response to the discovery of the

scroIl, Sanders says, r'. the contents must have been om-

inous and must have conveyed a sense of their own authority.
Ilt] is highly doubtful that Josiah would have reacted

as he did had the scroIl not been clearly self authenticat-
ing."tas Sanders wishes to argue that the authority of the
rrD'r scro1l inheres in its contents.

Two other points should be brought out here. First, the

decision to act upon (i.e., initiate a reformation on the

basis of) ttre scroll rested with King Josiah as confirmed by

the prophetess Huldah. This Ì.ras hardly a communitv recogni-

tion of the text's va1ue. Second, the reason that the con-

tents were seen by Josiah as "self-authenticating" was that
they stemmed from a particular historical figure, namely Mo-

ses, a figure who v¡as removed in time from the reader, and

who was now dead. Sanders contrasts Josiah's reading of Mo-

ses with Jehoiakim's reading of Jeremiah (Jeremiah 36). The

Iatter, instead of rending his clothes, "rent" the scroll
itself! That is, he cut it up and burned it! Sanders at-
tributes the contrast in reactions to the fact that "Jeremi-
ah was a living prophet whose word could be doubted.t'r5o

14s James Sanders, lorah and Canon,
Press, 1972), p. 36.

lso Sanders, Torah and Canon, p. 37

(Philadelphia: Fortress
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Here sanders has, in effect, made alrowance for an addi-
tional criterion for canonicity. canonicat writings are au-

thoritative because they originate with historicar figures
who were participants in the fundamentar story (Torah) of
the nation's identity. rn view of the import that sanders

places on D, one wonders whether this criterion was not just
âs, if not more, important than existential questions in the
formation of the OId TestamenL canon.

¿.6 THE ROLE
PROPHECY

OF CANON TN THE PROBLEM OF TRUE AND FÀLSE

The contrast between childs's and sanders's concepts of
canon is put into relief by a comparison of their treatments
of the probrem of true and false prophecy in the ord Testa-
ment. At issue is, first, how God's truth is revealed, both

to the prophets and to modern interpreters, and second, the

function of canon within this process of discerning the true
prophetic word. James sanders has addresssed the question

of true and false prophecy at severar junctures in the re-
cent development of his approach. 1 s 1 Brevard chirds has

tackled the issue head-on in one chapter of his ord festa-
ment Theoloqv in a Canonical_ Contextls2

lsl see especiarry James sanders, "Hermeneutics in True andFalse Prophecyr" in Canon and Àuthority, eds. George B.
coats and Burke o. tong, (Ftrîtaaefpttlãî Fortress , igll)pp. 21-41; Sanders, "Àdaptable for Life," pp. 544-552¡
also, sanders, "Jeremiah and the Future of iheoroqical
Scholarship," and Torah and Canonr pp. 54-110.

152 Brevard childs, old Testament rheoroqv ín a canonical
Context, (philadelphia: rortresÈ,--1985)-pp. ffi4.
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Sanders, summoning a number of recent articles on true

and false prophecy, seeks to show that the criteria for dis-
tinguishing them cannot be simply located in the texts or

traditions upon which they draw for their authority, nor

simply in the sincerity of their intentions.l53 Indeed, the

same prophetic argument can be God's true message in one

setting, while in another it is seen as a piece of decep-

tion.lsa Àgain, Sanders maintains that there are three fac-

tors that should be considered if prophetic utterances are

to be fully understood: not only text and context, but also

hermeneut ic s .

It is the latter that receives prominence in.sanders's

theologyr âs it does also in the triangular diagram he uses

to illustrate the interdependence of the three.lss He argues

that "If . both parties invoked the same theology at the

same time addressing the same situation, then hermeneutics

would have to enter the picture."ls6 This is why Sanders fo-
cuses on the prophetic disputations, such as that between

153 Sanders cites the following in particular: G. Que11,
Wahre und falsche Propheten, (Gütersloh: Bertelsrnann,
lgSzl¡ G. von Rad, "Dæf'schen Propheten, " zeitschiif t
für die alttestamentliche Wissenschaft 51 ( 1 933)119-20¡
S. Mowinckel, "The 'Spirit' and the 'Word' in the Pre-
Exilic Reforming Prophets," Journal of Biblical Litera-
ture S3 ( 1934 ) ; M. suLer, t'FaGõã-Þropfreten, " o:þ wary1-
lunq 2 (1947).

The example Sanders uses is Ezekiel 33 and Isaiah 51.
"True and FaIse Prophecy," pp. 31-34.

See diagram, p. 124 below. Hermeneutics is positioned
saliently at the top of the triangle.
Sanders, "True and FaIse Prophecy," p. 31.

1É^

I trq

156
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Jeremiah and Hananiah. Since the same situation is being

addressed by both, the variation in their message comes to
tight in the different hermeneutics used

What, then, characterizes the hermeneutic employed by the

true prophet? Essentiarly, it maintains a dynamic barance

between appearing to God's promises to save Israer- God as

Redeemeri and reminding them that God is also free to act in
and through all nations- God as creator. The error of the

false prophet vras in restricting himself to a static nation-
alistic message and failing to "hear God's l^ford afresh.r'rs7
sanders construes such a mindset as "porytheistic," because

it ascribes one God to rsrael and sees any threatening force
as foreign gods at work. At bottom, then, the hermeneutic

of the true prophet is "a hermeneutic of monotheizing.'r158

Thus, for exampre, Jeremiah was abre to see the one God's

hand in the Babylonian invasion, whereas Hananiah stuck to
the party line and insisted that rsrael's God woutd vet save

her.

rt is incumbent on the modern interpreter to take the

same approach to discerning God's true word for today, says

sanders. The Bible contains a variety of voices, including
promises of redemption and assurances of judgment. But this
is where, according to Sanders, the function of canon is
crucial:

1 s7 Sanders,

1 s I Sanders,

r bid. ,

r bid. ,

p.

À/.

28.

41 .
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Within and through the pluralism in the Bible, a
basic feature of the canon is its tendencv to mo-
nothe i ze .

To summaríze, then, Sanders views canon as originating in a

hermeneutical exercise and as offering guidelines for the

modern interpreter to continue answering the same existen-
tial questions.

Brevard Childs begins his discussion with the very ques-

tions Sanders asked:

The basic issue turns on the question of truth.
How does one determine who is a true and who a
false prophet? What are the criteria for distin-
guishing someone sent from God and someone who
falsely claims divine authority?t ss

Childs admits that "for years't he was persuaded by the per-

spective brought by Zimmerli to the subject, a perspective

Childs describes as "broadly existential. " Basically, this
view was that the Old Testament prophets never sought to
base the superior authority of their message on anything but

the presence of Yahweh in history. There $¡as nothing objec-

tive or external to the divine word itself by which its
truth could be established. With particular reference to
the Jeremiah/tlananiah confrontation, Childs characterizes
the existential exegesis as follows.

When Hananiah claimed to speak a fresh word from
God, Jeremiah was unable to refute this claim by
an inference from the past. Only when God spoke
to him again was Jeremiah able to identify Hanani-
ah's as ialse. The criterion of truth reèides
alone in a fresh word from God hic et nunc.l60

1ss Chi

16o Chi

1ds, Theoloqy, p. 133.

lds, Ibid. , p. 1 35.
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In Childs's view, Sanders has simply extended this line of

thought with his claim that the onry criterion by which true
prophets are known is by their monotheizing hermeneutic.l6l

Childs asserts, however, that he is now prepared to disa-
gree with this approach. He begins building his case with
an alternate interpretation of the Jeremiah / Hananiah dis-
putation. Jeremiah 28, says Childs, must be viewed in the

Iarger context of Jeremiah's oracles concerning the prophets

(2329-29232), and specificalry in light of the literary paE-

tern established in chapter 27. Here Jeremiah issues a

warning to three parties, and in each case his message con-

sists of four parts: 1) "serve Nebuchadnezzat" (A:vv.6-7,

B:v. 12, C:v. 17) , 2) "do not listen to your prophets" (A:v.

9, B: v. 14, C:v. 16),3) "they prophesy a lie" (À:v. 10,

B:v. 14, C:v. 16), 4) "r wiII drive you out [if you are

disobedientl " (a:v. 10, B:v. 15, C:v. 18,22). Childs then

notes that Jeremiah's final injunction against Hananiah fol-
Iows much the same pattern: 1) "serve Nebuchadnezzat" (v.

14),3) Hananiah has spoken a lie (v. 15), 4) "I am about to
remove you from the face of the earth" (v. 16). He con-

cludes:

The variation in the pattern, especially respect-
ing the missing t2l element, is clearly related to
the preceding historical situation, and the ad-
dressing of the judgment oracle to Hananiah per-
sonaIly. t e z

161 See Sanders, "True and False Prophecy," p. 28.
162 Childs, Theoloqy, p. 138.
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What remains to be discussed is Jeremiah's initial re-
sponse to Hananiah's prophecy (28:5-9) and its implications
for the discernment of true and false prophecy. If chapter

28 is taken in isolation, then it could be read as an ac-

count of two prophets with the same original message, one of

whom later changed his mind, apparently after hearing God's

word afresh. But Childs maintains that this constitutes
"psychologízing" the text. In his view,

the issue at stake is theocentric: What is God's
purpose? ft is not psychological: How does Jeremi-
ah know whether or not he is right?163

Insofar as his literary analysis of the two chapters is cor-
rect, this may indeed be the issue at stake in the text.
But it must be remembered that this conclusion is based on

the text as it now stands. Childs himself raises the obvi-
ous question, "How much help was it for Israel in a gíven

historical crisis to wait until a prophet was proven either
true or false in the course of history?rt164 In effect,
Childs thereby admits that he, like Sanders, finds no prac-

tical criterion for discerning the true prophet in a given

crisis.

In the canonical text, however, Brevard Childs does find
such a criterion and this, he implies, is available to read-

ers of that text. Jeremiah's criterion was the fulfillment
of the prophecy in question. Chitds points out that the

1 63 childs, rbid., p. 139.

I 64 childs, Ibid., p. 140.
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subsequent shapers of the text used this "original criteri-
on" (to use Childs's words) to show that Jeremiah's words

had been "vindicated in Israel's history."

Where his argument falters, though, is in his suggestion

that the resultant canonical Lext provides a "new criterion"
for discerning true and false prophets. How can the knowl-

edge that one man's prophecy h'as ultimately vindicated serve

as a criterion for discernment of future prophecies? Childs

offers three points of distinction that the canonical text
makes between true and false prophets: 1) true prophets have

stood in the council of Yahweh (23:18), 2) true prophets

have a unified message of repentance from evil (25:5), and

3) true prophets have not engaged in immorality (23213f).

WhiIe it is true that these are distinctions to be found in
the canon, it is not at all clear that these are any more

helpful (i.e., helpful in a given crisis, as above) than the

original criterion of fuIfilIment, nor is it obvious that it
is the unique function of canon to bring these additional
criteria to light. Yet, Chitds argues that this is the

effect of the canonical shaping of the text.

2.7 CHILDS AND SÀNDERS COMPÀRED WITH OTHERS

Additional light can be shed on Childs' and Sanders's

concepts of canon by comparing them to the views of others.
we will briefly discuss the views of two scholars, one whose

thinking has developed quite independently of the work of
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Childs and Sanders, namely, Hartmut Gese, and a second who

has written an extended article with their v¡ork fu1lv in

view, namely, James D. G. Dunn.

Hartmut Gese boì-dly entitles his article, "The BibIicaI
View of Scriptur€.'r16s The article then opens with an his-
torical argument defending the point that, "There is no Old

Testament that vras comprete prior to the existence of the

New Testament, and there is no reveration that was concluded

prior to the New Testament."166 It is important for Gese to
establish this because he wishes to argue further that the

development of ttre canon was one continuous process. Inter-
estingly, he Iikens the canon to an "organism." He chooses

this image because it conveys both the idea of a living,
growing, process, and that ultimately issues in an "organic"
whole. This organic process is described under the two

headings "tradition history," and "revelation history." By

165 Hartmut Gese, Essays on Biblical Theoloqv, (l¿inneapolis:
Àugsburg Publishing House, 1981), trans. by Keith Crim.pp. 9-33. Methodologically speaking, this title is
somewhat surprising because the phrase is analogous to
asking what one sees when one holds a mirror to a mir-
ror. It is all too tempting to place one's eye between
them- but, of course, once this is done the intervening
face is exposed many times over. NeverÈheless, Gese
boldly defends his approach:

It means the view that the Bible has of itself as
Scripture, or which it developsed of itself. Be-
fore vre attempt to derive a view of Scripture
from some systematic dogmatic, or practical pcint
of view from outside the Scripturer w€ should try
to arrive at a proper view of Scripture in terms
of the Bible itself.

166 rbid., p. 11.
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tradition history is meant the development of the litera-
ture, beginning in its oral stages, and moving through the

various stages of editing, and ending in a fixed written
form. Gese stresses that this was a livinq process, and

that, "Only those things vrere preserved which in this writ-
ten form proved useful in Iife.tr167 In particular, it was

the "catastrophes" in the Iife of Israe1 which were forma-

tive of her traditions oral and written. Here Gese is right
in step with Sanders, although he makes no reference to him.

Gese does not shrink from analysis of every detail of

tradition history, using every available historical-criticar
method. He states that, in the biblical text,

There was no attempt to conceal the complicated
structure of tradition history, but it was to be
recognized. Ànd it was! 168

Interestingly enough, Childs made the exact opposite claim,
suggesting that the fact that the biblical redactors hid
their identity was evidence that they wished their work to

be applicable to every generation. But Gese is in fuIl
agreement with chirds in believing that the tradition histo-
ry moved toward, and eventually reached, a divinely ordained

end.r6s

167 Gese, p. 17.

1 6 8 Gese, p. 25.
16e Gese uses the Greek word, telos gp. cit., p. 25,29.
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Corresponding to the tradition history, in Gese's view,

is what he calls "revelation history." This is a specific
historical time period beginning at Sinai and ending with

the fixing of the Christian canon. Às the l-iterature v¡as

taking shape in the life of Israel and the early church, God

was reveal ing hirnsel f to hi s people in a vlay that brought

nev¡ life to all who would respond in a "life decision."
Thus Gese concludes,

True, the Scripture serves for our edification,
but not if we Lry to peel off the historical shell
from the edifying kernel. Only a sens of Scrip-
ture that accepts its character as history and as
revelation history opens up the fuI1 meaning of
Scripture, and in each individual word of Scrip-
ture the perspective of the total way of God is
present as a part of an organic whoIe.r7o

Generally, Gese's position is much cfoser to that of

childs than sanders. The notabre exception is the emphasis

on the "life bearing" quality of the Scripture (Gese), which

is so similar to Sanders's emphasis on the canon being "ad-
aptable for 1ife." The basis of the sLrong agreement be-

tween Gese and Childs, however, lies in their concepts of

divine revelation. Both men have begun with the premise

that God has revealed himself to a particular group of peo-

p1e in a particular time period, and that the canon what is-
sues forth from this revelation history. The "closednessrr

of the canon stems from the fact that this special history
has ended.

17o Gese, p. 32.
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In terms of how the parts of the canon relate to one an-

other, Gese's "organism" metaphor seems to reave ress room

for tensions between diverse texts within the Bible.
chirds, oD the other hand, leaves more room for genuine in-
ner-bibrical confrict and speaks of a "diarectic" and of

"intertextuality." considering the fact that Gese never

once mentions chíIds or sanders, it is remarkabre to find
him advancing a view that in so many vrays resembles a mix-

ture of the tÌro.

James Dunn does not discuss childs and Sanders directly,
but his article "Levels of Canonical Authority"tzt could be

described as his own critique of their suggestions in canon-

icar hermeneutics. rt is most curious to find Dunn begin-
ning his discussion by adopting a definition which sanders

suggests, but in his concrusion arr but discarding it in fa-
vor of childs's concepL of canon. His initiar definition
(drawn from Sanders) is as follows:

ICanon refers to] any formulation(s) or writing(s)
which a community of faith treats as its rule of
faithr âs constitutive or normative for its self-
understanding. 1 7 2

rt is on the basis of this broad formulation that Dunn de-

velops his idea of "levels" of canonical_ authority. He

itemizes four main revers, but reminds us that each of these

courd be further subdivided. rf this exercise of differen-

171 James D.
1980): 1

G. Dunn, Horizons in BibIical Theoloqv 4(1,
3-60.

18.172 Dunn, p.
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tiating leveIs is taken to its fulI logical 1imit, I believe

it would be hard to distinguish between the spectrum of

Dunn's "leveIs" and Sanders's canonical process. This iden-

tification seems aII the more plausible because Dunn's lev-
els are not arranged according to the method by which they

are discerned, nor by any system of values, but are, in

fact, chronological steps.

The four levels are as follows: 1) The Tradition History
Level. What Dunn wishes to argue here is basically that
each earlier stage of any given text r.ras normative and au-

thoritative to some extent, for the community which used it.
2) Final Àuthor or Final Cornposition Level. Here Dunn is
referring to the revel at which individuar books became rer-
at ively f ixed in f orm. Dunn points out, " . in f act v¡e

are talking about Childs' concept of the 'canonical shape'

or 'final form' of a biblical writing."tzs 3) Canonical Lev-

el. By this phrase, Dunn means the larger "canonical" col-
lection. The authoritative meaning of individual documents

at the canonical level is seen only when they are taken as

part of the larger corpus to which they beLong. This 1eveI

is, according to Dunn, identicat with what Childs means by

"canonical context.tt17 4 4) Ecclesiastical Leve1. This 1eve1

includes the various ecclesiastical interpretations of what

the text means_. As Dunn puts it,

173 Dunn, p. 21.
174 Dunn, p. 24.
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The process of achieving a canonical meaning of
scripture can begin at several different points,
different 'unclear' scriptures can be interpreted
by different 'cIear' scriptures, with the inevita-
ble result that different and even contradictorv
theoloqies ana eGIffiqG ceo ffi---ical authority. I ttu

This level can easily be seen as paralleling Childs's atten-
tion to the history of exegesis.

Part of the difficulty with Dunn's approach is that, âs

levels and sub-levels are divided ínto increasingJ_y finer
distinctions, it becomes less and l-ess meaningful to de-

scribe them as levels of canonical authoriLy. Dunn himself

tries to recover the meaning of "canonical" when, in his
list of canonical Ievels, he names one the Canonical Level.

But he then rnakes a rather interesting shift when it
comes to asking which of the levels should be regarded as

"possessing a primacy of canonical authority."tze He answers

his ov¡n guestion matter-of-factly:
It has to be the level of final composition 12)
above] for the simple reason that as a rule we
gain a clearer grasp of the meaning and function
of any p?rticular text at that level than at any
other. 1 7 7

It should be pointed out here that this is very similar to
the emphasis implicit in Chil-ds's treatment of individual
books in his Old Testament Introduction. Dunn's reason for
not choosing the Canonical Level, is that the meanings of

175 p.

È/.

p.

176

177

Dunn,

Dunn,

Dunn,

¿t.

36.

37.
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the text at this revel are arways obscured by "some pattern

of interpretation imposed upon the canonical writings. tze

Childs, although he does refer repeaLedly to the "canoni-
cal shape" of individual books, would disagree with Dunn as

to which level ought to be regarded as primary. It is the

whole canon which is the most important context for him.

The reason for this is that it v¡as the church which adopted

that whoIe.

I would take issue with Dunn's emphasis on the final
shape of individual books as the primary "canonical level."
First, I question on what basis he can claim that v¡e gain a

"c1earer" grasp of the meaning of individual books than of

the whore canonical collection. rs not such an evaluation

based on the kind of meaning one is after. It would appear

that the meaning which Dunn wishes to preserve is the mean-

ing which a book had in the context in which came to be used

as a complete individual book. But did the early church

have individual scriptures, or did it have one collection
which it regarded as authoritative in alr of its diversity?
r berieve that chirds's interest in reading the Bible canon-

icarry is in reading it the way the christian church has re-
garded its singular authority as a canonical collection.
The term "canon" does not mean "book." If anything, it
means "ruIe," and it is far from the case that any individu-
al book formed the "ru1e" for the early church. Thus to

1 7 8 Dunn, p. 42.
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caII the final shape of a book the best criterion
leveI of, "canonical authority" seems to miss the

neither Sanders nor Childs would see canon in this
for they are both interested in how the authoritat
lection functioned for the community.

f.or , or

mark.

sense,

ive col-

2.8 coNcLUsIoN

The foregoing analysis reveals that both Childs and San-

ders see in the concept of canon a means for theologicar in-
terpretation of the Bible. The particular way in which can-

on functions, however, is quite different. For Sanders, the

canon is usefur for answering existentiar questions. rt has

this function in two respects, l) in that it terrs our sto-
ty, and reminds us who we are, and 2) in that it contains
records of how others have engaged in the same kind of exis-
tential hermeneutical activities with which we are faced to-
day. For ChiIds, the canon provides a "context" for theolo-
gical exegesis. What is meant here is that the concept of

canon affords the person of faith a framework within which

to hear the Bible speak as the Word of God.

Another similarity between James Sanders and Brevard

Childs is that they both employ the phrase "canonical pro-

cess" when referring to the formation of scriptures. The

major difference here is that Childs views the process as

having curminated in a finar form of the canon, whereas san-

ders sees no qualitaLive difference in the canonicar process
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before and after the stabilization of the text. l7s underry-
ing this disagreement is a basic difference of perspective

on history and the way in which divine reveration occurs.

rn chirds's terms, sanders's approach is anthroporogical and

his own is theological. while this is a fair generariza-

tion, it is hardly precise enough to support the kinds of
criticisms that chirds wishes to impry. À more detaired
discussion of this difference in orientation will be under-
taken in a subsequent chapter.lso

Implied in the discontinuity that chirds propounds, be-

tv¡een the history of the deveropment of the canon and hisLo-
ry since the final form, is a break in modes of reveration.
During the canonical process, a "theological force" h¡as ex-
erted which directed the community in the formation of the

texts. since canonization, God has used one and the same

text of scripture to speak to each successive generation.
Though this texL contains apparentry confticting messages, a

canonical perspective, diligentry and "faith-fur1y" appried,
will result in the correct interpretation for the day.

179 Eugene Lemcio used the terms "product" and "process" todistinguish the canonical views of childs anà sandersrespectivery, but he did not deverop this distinction in
any greaL detail. See Eugene Lemcio, "The Gospels and
Canonical Criticism." Bibtical Theoloqy gullelin 4(1982): 1-s.

See Chapter 5, below180
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Sanders, by comparison, holds to an existentialist under-

standing of revelation, and appries it consistently before

and after the stabilization of the text. True, God has spo-

ken with a variety of messages to different bibrical situ-
ations, but the modern exegete, like the prophets and apos-

tles of oId, is still in a position to hear the word of God

afresh. The key to correctly hearing God's word lies in

knowing whether a particurar moment of history lies under

judgment or redemption, i.e., in applying the proper herme-

neutic at the proper time.

Neither of these viewpoints are free from significant am-

biguities. Childs, for example, is never quite able to of-
fer a convincing reason for focusing his method only on the

final form of the canon. Sanders, on the other hand, needs

to clarify just how the canonical process changed after sta-
bilization of the text, for though he craims that it contin-
ues unabated, he does not deny that some basic adjustments

needed to be made. The fact that these ambiguities are, in

a sense, complementary (ctritas needing to clarify the nature

of the discontinuity and Sanders that of the continuity)
suggests the possibility of some compatibitity of their
methods. Perhaps, despite the numerous contrasts in their
positions, they are not on two entirely different roads but

are in fact digging the same tunnel from opposite ends.

It has also been clear aII along that the real agenda of

both scholars is the development of a method of theoJ-ogical
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interpretation. À study of the actuar imprementation of

their respective methods wirl provide a more complete basis

for judging the compatibility of their approaches.



Chapter I I I

ÀN ANALYSIS OF CHILDS'S CANONICAL ÀPPROÀCH

3.1 INTRODUCTION

Brevard s. chirds has distinguished himself not only by

his innovative methodological proposars, but, refreshingly,
by the sheer dauntlessness with which he makes them. His

Exodus commentary, for example, opens with, "The purpose of
this commentary is unabashedry theological.trl I 1 Repeatedry

in his work, childs states that the goal of his approach is
the discernment of the will of ço¿.t42

The prominence given to this theological concern

the difficulty of the task in the present chapter,
the analysis of Childs's exegetical method itself.

adds to

namely

When

,

an

181

182

Childs, Exodus, p. ix.
This v¡as already apparent in BibIical Theoloqv in Cri-sis, where he discusses "BiUrïcar rtreotogy-'s RoIe inEthical Decision-Making" (p. 123-138, especially pp.
126-130). Àlthough this cõncern is less-evideni i; the
IntEoduction to the OId Testament as Scripture, it re-
surfaces strongly in The New Testament "r- c"*: Àn rn-troduction where chirds defends "The Rationare of a Car,-onical Àpproach" (pp. 34-47) . Here he focalizes his
theologicar concern: "The theological issue turns on thechristian church's craim for the integrity of a speciar
reading which interprets the Bibre within an established
theologicar context and toward a particular end, namely
the discerning of the will of God" (p. 37). In his most
recent pJ_d. Te?tament Theoloqv in a Canonical Context,
the problem of knowing the will of Cod is even moreprevalent, being the subject of chapters 3-6 incLusive.

83
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interpretive method begins with an expricit faith commit-

ment, and is intentionally directed toward a theological
goal, each step in the process is, by design, induced with
certain potentiarities and delimitations. This is not to
suggest that childs has deriberatery developed a biased or

subjectively based approach to Scripture. On the contrary,
he has sought to bring into the open every facet of the exe-

getical enterprise, in particular those that might provide

the basis for a theorogically oriented exegesis, an "inter-
pretation in f aith. " since, by childs's os¡n admission, the-
ologicar output is impossibte without theologicar input of

some kind, it is to be expected that his exegeticar method

will be characterized, to some extent, by a logical circu-
larity. That is, his theologicar concrusions wirl actually
play a role in the method he uses to arrive at them. It
wirr therefore be necessary at each stage, to be mindful not

only of the step being taken, but how that step is shaped by

every other step in the process, both those preceding and

folrowing. rn other words, it is imperative that the furl
implications of the "hermeneutical circle" be recognized

when examining an avowedly theological-exegetical method. 1 83

with this caveat v¡e proceed to analyze chirds's methodologi-

cal proposals.

r83 This necessity is witnessed to by Chi1ds's locating of
the canonicar text: "The canonicar form marks not only
the place from which exegesis begins, but also it marks
the place at which exegesis ends." Childs, The New Te-
stament as Canon: An Introduction, p. 48.
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3.2 ESSENTIÀL FEATURES OF CHILDSI S METHOD

The task of analyzing Childs's canonical--exegetical meth-

od is analogous to photographing a moving object. This is
partly due to the refinement and self-scrutiny that is ap-

parent in each succeeding publication of his, but also to

the fact that his purpose in writing, and the texts he is
treating, are changing as we1I. In Biblical Theol-oqv in

Crisis his intent was to show the inadequacy of current ap-

proaches, and to suggest a radically new methodological

framework. The operative term there was the "context" for
biblicar theorogy. we have already noted some ambivalence

in Childs's use of this term, but the main thrust vras that
the interpreter must have a set of assumptions (or, better,
convictions) that aligned with those of the believing commu-

nity, i.e., one that included acknowledgment of the divine
authority of the Bible. Accordingly, his illustration of

the canonical approach in this early work traced the vray in
which a particular passage has been viewed by the church in
its "canonical context. " The same pattern vras followed in

his Exodus commentary, namely: OId Testament context, New

Testament context, history of exegesis, (contemporary) theo-
logical reflect ions. r I 4

184 Roughly speaking, this application
proach is chronoLogically arranged,
canonical message of the Bibte for

of the canonical ap-
culminating in the

today.
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But childs's next major pubrication, his rntroduction to
the old Testament as scripture, is structured quite differ-
entry. Here every book of the ord Testament is dealt v¡ith
in three steps: 1) Historical critical probrems, 2) The can-
onical shape of (trre book), and 3) Theological and Hermeneu-

ticar rmplications. The change in procedure may perhaps be

attributed to the fact that he is now $¡riting an rntroduc-
tion where before he was giving examples of his neh, exegeti-
cal approach. But the present writer is incrined to see

this shift in terms of a development in chirds's own conceÞ-

tion of the essentials of the canonical approach.

rn the Introduction emphasis farls on the concept of
"canonicar shape," ot, more preciselyr orì the process of
"canonical shapiDg. " childs had begun investigations of
this idea soon after the publication of Bibrical Theotoqy in
crisis.1Is rn an article defending "The old Testament as

scripture of the church¡"186 childs offers what amounts to a

transition from the presuppositionar groundwork of the can-
onicar approach ("canon as context"), to its more practical
elements in which the biblicar text itself is analyzed for

1 Is Brevard S. Childs, "The
the Churchr " Concordia
1972) z 709-722.

Old Testament as Scripture of
Theoloqical Monthlv 43 (necember

186 see previous note. rn my judgment, this article can l-e-gitimatery be seen as the seed that brought forth therntroduçtlon seven years later. As I try to point out,the method used in the articre is that employãd in futrin the rntroduction, and r think it is not entirery co-incidentar that the titre of the articre is echoed- inthat of the major work.
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its theological- import ("canonical shape" of the text). The

argument runs as follows: The early church accepted the au-

thority of the OId Testament and, in disputes with heresies

like that of Marcion, continued to see the function of canon

as "a testimony to the conviction that the church does have

a special relation to these books.r'187 Therefore, the modern

exegete must approach the Bible from within the context of

canon, because this is the only method that is commensurate

with the nature of the text. Historical criticism has its
place, but, says Childs, "this historical approach to Hebrew

literature is a distinct and different enterprise from

studying the Pentateuch [or any part of the Bible, for that
matterl as the Scriptures of the church.ttl88 Childs is ada-

mant; historical criticism must not be allowed to usurp a
"tyranny" over biblical interpretation. He offers what he

calls "fundamental theological reasons" for reaffirming the

canon as the context for exegesis.lss Each of them begins

with "r believe";
First, I believe that the ancient church was right
in confessing in the formation of a canon that the
Christian faith is tied to a particular historical
witness. . Second, I believe that the ancient
church was right in testifying to the reality of a
community of faith, the church, which formed the
canon as a critical norm for preserving the truth

. Third, I believe that the ancient church
was right in bearing witness in the formation of
the canon that the Spirit of the resurrected
Christ continues to make his will known to his

1 87 childs,
188 childs,
1 8s childs,

"Old Testament as Scripture," p. 713.

Ibid. , p. 715.

Ibid. , p. 713.
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church through the medium of Scripturels0

These are the theoretical underpinnings of the canonical

approach. It is after having made these confessions, how-

ever, that Childs takes the next two steps.

Therefore, it seems important, first of all to de-
scribe the actual characteristics of the canonical
shape and secondly to determine the theological
significance of this shape. 1 s1

It would not be unusual to find a programmatic statement of

this sort at the head of an article. But Childs has done

more here than to sây, "We will study the data, then v¡e wiII
draw conclusions." He has prefaced his entire discussion

with a call to faith, insisting that valid theological in-
ferences will not be found unless the exegete believes that
the text is inspired and authoritative. One can only ex-

pect, then, that the ensuing description of the "actual
characteristics" of the text will in some way be influenced

by this pre-established framework.

From a methodological standpoint, this might immediately

raise a red flag. How can such an approach claim to be con-

cerned to hear the text speak? Àre we not, in fact, dealing

with a form of eiseqesis?

Childs's discoveries regarding the text wiII be discussed

Iater. What concerns us here is a further clarification of

the methodological venture Childs is taking. What was said

1 eo childs, rbid., pp. 713-714.
1 e 1 childs, rbid., p. 715.
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at the outset about t.he hermeneutical circle being especial-

ly apparent in theological exegesis is now highly pertinent.
(Childs prefers to speak in terms of "dialectical relation-
ships,"ls2 but the effect is the same.) If BibIical Theolo-

g¡¿ in Crisis presented the presuppositional framework, and

the Introduction to the OId Testament as Scripture concen-

trated on the hands-on application of the method, Childs's
introduction to the New Testament reflects a coming together

of the two. In this work the emphasis falls neither on can-

on as context, nor on canonical shaping, but seems instead

to work with both categories.

One chapter offers yet another "Rationale of a Canonical

Àpproachr"le3 and contains some explanation of how Chitds

views the hermenutical circle at work in canonical exegesis.

It is constitutive of the theological task of bib-
lical exegesis that a dialectical relationship ob-
tains between the past and the present, between
descriptive and constructive, between the time-
conditioned and the transcendent. Àlthough there
are exegetical steps which afford a more appropri-
ate sequence than others, âs we shall seek to dem-
onstrate throughout the book, in principle there
is no one correct point of entry. Nor can the
different dimensions of interpretation involved in
canon be neatly separated into exegetical stages
or levels of meaningtta (emphasis added).

1e2 As, for example, in his seminal article, "Interpretation
in Faith" (see above pp. 35f).

1s3 Childs, The New Testament as
Chapter 3, pp. 34-47.

1 s 4 chirds, rbid. , p. 41 .

Canon: Àn Introduction,
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Thus Childs does not deny that a description of the canoni-

cal characterisLics of the text will be influenced in part

by the faith perspective of the interpreter. les

3 .2 .1 "Canon ical Slgp.i!g."

What does Childs mean by "canonical shapifl9," and what

are the evidences for it that he claims to find in the text?

This can be answered first by offering an early example of

Childs's descriptions of canonical shape, in this case that

of Genesis.le6 He begins by sketching the reconstructions

offered by historical and literary analysis, and, as is his

common practise, uses them to inform his own suggestions.lsT

He notes that the P source reflects a "narrowing of interest
from the widest possible beginnings of mankind to focus on

the one family of Abraham.rrleB The J sourcer on the other

hand, used the history of the growth of sin as a "theologi-

lqE This does not necessarily mean yielding to subjectivism.
Hermeneuts are model-makers, and every model r¡iII re-
flect not only the realities it is meant to express, but
also the maker's ovrn particular perception of them. The
val-ue of a methodological model lies not in how well it
conceals the theorist but. rather in how accurate a pic-
ture of reality it affords its user, and in how well it
accounts for the variety of factors involved in the in-
terpretive process.

Childs, "The OId Testament as Scripture," pp. 715-718.

However, one frequently gets the sense, especially when
reading the Introduction to the OId Testament as Scrip-
@, that the mixed successes of historical criticism
are being used simply as a foil for the possibilities
contained in the canonical approach.

Childs, Ibid., p. 718.

196

197

198
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cal grounds for the election of Àbraham. " But he then draws

attention to the canonical form:

Àlthough one might be able to make a case that in
the history of tradition the story of Israel's re-
demption from Egypt was formulated first, the can-
onical shape of Genesis subordinated redemption to
creation without divorcing the two aspects of the
divine purpose with the world and his crea-
tures. 1 e e

Àfter similar analyses of the other four books of the Penta-

teuch, Childs makes an assertion which, in one form or an-

other, reappears in almost every subsequent publication of

hi s.

The dec isive f actor in shaping the tradition r.¡as
the concern to render it in a form so that it
could be correctly understood and rightly appro-
priated by the succeeding generations of God's
people. This is precisely the function of the
@. 2oo (emphasis added).

Àccording to Chi1ds, this effect vras achieved in an "enor-

mous variety" of ways.20r In 1978 he highlited what he saw

as six distinct such means.2o2

1 ) A collection of material has been detached
from its original historical setting and provided
with a secondary, theological context. ICfrilds's
example: Isaiah 40-551

lss childs, rbid., p. 718.

2oo Childs, Ibid., p. 721. À corollary statement of the
same idea is found in the Introduction, (p.79)z ".
it is constitutive of the canon to seek tð transmit the
tradition in such a Ì{ay as to prevent its being moored
in the past. "

2o1 Brevard S. Childs, "The Exegetical Significance of Canon
for the Study of the Old Testament, " Vetus Testamentum
Supplernents voI. 29 (leiden: n. J. griIl, 1Ñ.

2o2 Childs, rbid., pp. 77f..
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2) The original historical setting of a tradi-
tion has been retained, but it has been placed
within a framework which provided the material
with an interpretive guideline. IChilds's exam-
p1e: Koheleth 1229,111

3) A body of material has been edited in the
Iight of a larger body of canonical literature.
IChilds's example: Àlleged oral and written forms
of prophecy in Jeremiahl

4) An original historical seguence of a proph-
et's message was subordinated to a new theological
function by means of a radically theocentric focus
in the canonical ordering of a book. [Ctrilds's
example: The hymns at the beginning and end of Na-
hum and Habakkuk, respectively.J

5) The shaping process altered the semantic
Ievel on which a passage originally functioned by
assigning it a less-than-Iiteral role within the
canon ical context . ICtr:- lds' s example: The two
Genesis creation accounts. ]

6) Prophetic proclamation has been given a rad-
ically ne$¡ eschatological interpretation by shift-
ing the referent within the original oracles.
IChiIds's example: zechariah 1-6. ]

3 .2.2 Chi lds' s Concept of_ Revelat i on

At first reading, it would appear that Childs is justi-
fied in concluding that the writers (at least, the final ed-

itors) of the Bible were theologically motivated in the way

they molded the text. However, a closer examination may re-
veal that his ovrn theological persuasions may have prompted

him to base too much on what he has called "canonical shap-

ing. "

First, while it may be true that the final redactors have

given a new significance to the text, such that it could be
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used for theological insight in the future, is it not pre-

suming too much to say that they designed the text for use

by everv successive generation? To see the matter this v¡ay

is to construe the canonical process emphatically as a di-
vine activity, for what would be the meaning of a human

writer striving to articulate a message for his race two,

three, or ten millenia hence? Second, while it is conceiv-

able that an ancient writer had in mind the shape of an en-

tire "book" or epistte when doing his editing, or even five
books, is it not again stretching into the divine realms to
view the redaction ot, sêy, the Torah as guided by the even-

tual shape of the latter prophets, or the shaping of Eccle-

siastes as influenced by the final form of Daniel? This is
not even to mention the relation of the Old Testament canon-

ical process to that of the New.

It would appear that Childs's own theological convictions

do, in fact, Iead him to view the canonical process as di-
rected by effectual divine participation. Underlying this
view is a very distinct concept of divine revelation.

Childs defends his view of revelation on two major

fronts, that of analytical philosophy, and that of sociolo-
gical analysis. Concerning the former, Childs cites the ar-
guments of James Barr to the effect that "The term revela-

tion arose in modern theology as an appositional pair to

'reason' or to 'religion'r" a dichotomy that cannot be sub-

stantiated by biblical categories. Barr is also concerned
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(characteristicalty) that too great a dependence on the con-

cept of revelation will promote a tendency to view the Bible

as "a collection of timeless propositional truths about

God.rr2o3 Childs considers these concerns invalid in view of

the wide variety of ways in which God becomes known in the

Old (and New) Testaments. He recognizes that the category

of "revelation" is a theological construct open to miscon-

struals, but suggests that "no better term has emerged which

even begins to convey the fuIl range of meanings associated

with discl-osures of God in the Bibte .tt20 4

À further rebuttal offered by Childs to Barr's comments

suggests that careful consideration of the Bible as authori-
tative canonical Iiterature would show that "revelation" is
something that can take place in an immense variety of vÍays,

as evidenced by the many genres of Iiterature (aI1 authori-
tative) in the OId Testament. He states:

Indeed, one of the central goals of emphasízíng
the role of the canon is to stress the horizontal
dimension of the reception, collection and order-
ing of the experiences of the divine by a communi-
ty of faith. . In sum, when the term revela-
tion is construed in such a s¡ay as to do justice
to its function within the canon, its continued
use seems to be fully warranted.2os

This argument assumes, of course, that the Bible is "author-
itative canonical literature," and therefore could be fault-
ed with begging the question regarding revelation. In any

203 chirds,
20 4 Chi lds,
2os childs,

Old Testament Theolosv, p. 21.

Ibid., p. 22.

Ibid. , p. 23.



case, this is yet another example of Childs

beginning one's approach to the Bible from

of faith.

ts

wi

AFv3

insistence on

thin a stance

This is brought into even sharper relief in Childs's re-
sponse to the sociological analysis of Norman Gottwald $¡ith

its "cuItural-materialistic" reading of the OId Testament.

Childs gives due respect to Gottwald, but graciously aligns
himsel-f on the opposite team: " . the credit belongs to

Gottwald for exploiting the fulI irnplications of a method

which lies at the opposite extreme to the canonical approach

which I am suggesting.rr2o0 Gottwald consistently interprets
the experience of Israel as a network of social phenomena,

and relegates her religious expressions to a secondary

"ideologica1" status. There is, accordinglyr no room in his

system for divine interventions or revelations of God per se

in the life of Israel.

if chi

analysis,

wa1d.

used judicious restraint in countering Barr's
is bold and forthright in responding to Gott-

In my judgment, Gottwald's position results in a
massive theological reductionism. [r]he Bi-
ble bears testirnony to a divine activity which
breaks into human society in countless unexpected
ways. 2 o 7

Ids

he

206 childs, rbid.,
2o7 childs, Ibid.,

p.

y.

24.

¿3.
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The gravity of this problem for Childs is revealed in a

concluding remark that should give pause to anyone who ven-

tures to theorize about divine revelation.
It is constitutive of human sinfulness to turn the
witness to God through the scriptures into a man-
ageable object and thus fail to reckon with reve-
lation as a means of encountering the living God
on his o$rn terms.208

rt is to childs's credit that he does not negJ-ect to incrude

his own canonicar approach among those susceptibre to such

dangerous distortions. 2os

{{

3.3.1

ÀPPLÏCÀTIONS OF CHI LDS' S CANONICAL ÀPPROÀCH

Exodus 2211-22

This passage lends itself well to an application of can-

onical exegesis because it is referred to twice in the New

Testament.2lo this makes it possibte to follow the pattern:
1) Old Testament context, 2) New Testament context, 3) his-
tory of exegesis, and 4) theological reflection.

20I

209

210

Childs, Ibid., p. 26.

Childs, Ibid., p. 26.

Childs uses this passage as one of his test pieces in
Biblical Theoloqv in Crisis (chapter 10). He Iater in-
corporated his comments without change into his commen-
tary on Exodus (See Exodus, pp. 27-46).
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OId Testament Context

The canonical form of this passage links Lwo shorter sro-
ries into one pericope: A. The slaying of the Egyptian
(2211-15a) and B. The assisting of Reuel's daughters
(2215b-22). The stories contain notabl-e contrasts:

llÀll
¡1

trBlr

Egyptian the enemy
Egyptian vs. Hebrew

Moses flees

Egyptian (tqoses!) the deliverer
non-Hebrews (t"f idian i te daughters ) vs .

non-Hebrews (shepherds)
Moses finds a home

But the themes that unify the stories are more signifi-
cant:

First, the emphasis falls in both on Moses' active
concern for justice to the weak which transcends
the narrow bounds of nation and people. Secondly,
Moses is an exile who is forced to live apart from
his people whom he has not succeeded in deliver-
ing.ztt

New Testament Context

The story of the slaying of the Egyptian (without mention

of Reuel's daughters) is included in Stephen's speech in
Acts 7. In this context the point of the story is the dis-
obedience of Israel in rejecting God's deliverer (7:35). In

another New Testament context, Hebrews 1 1 , the Moses story
"functions as encouragement to a Christian audience ."21 2

211 childs, Exodus, p. 32.
212 childs, rbid., p. 35.
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Here Childs draws particular attention to the vray in which

the New Testament writer interprets Moses' plight as "abuse

suffered for the Christ" ( 1 1 :26).

Childs al-so compares the New Testament interpretation to
rabbinic midrashim in order to "illuminate" the "character-
istic feature of the New Testament's hearing of the OId."213

This feature of God's promise of deliverance, a theme which

takes precedence over that of iustice, the latter being more

prominent in the midrashim.

History of Exegesis

Childs divides commentators on this passage into two cat-
egories, "(a) those who give Moses' deed of slaying the

Egyptian a positive evaluation, and (b) those who judge it
in an unfavorable light.tt214 Interestingty, those in the

first category tended to see Moses'deed as a divinely in-
spired act of justice, while those in the second savr it as

unjustifiable and focused on weakness in Moses' character.

Theological ref lection

This section of Childs's exegesis is somewhat surprising.
The emphasis in the discussion of the canonical exegesis

has been on an holistic approach. But here, far from seek-

¿ló

214

Childs, Ibid.

Childs, Ibid.
I p.

p.

38.

40.,
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ing a unifying theological principle, Childs actually makes

three separate, indeed, disjunctive, attempts at theological
reflection. The first is based on a conjunctive reading of

Hebrews and Exodus. Here Childs concludes,

To interpret from the context of the canon would
seem to mean that the biblical witness to the na-
ture of Moses' faith is viewed from a double per-
spective . Faith is seen as a clear-cut deci-
sion of commitment and trust [Hebrews], and faith
as confused action toward obedience in the com-
plexity of several alternatives.2 1 s

The second theological reflection, based on Acts and Exo-

dus, results in the following:
Neither Moses nor Jesus vrere recognized . The
basic point is that lack of recognition is disobe-
dience because the act itself discloses the bearer
to be from 6o¿. z t e

In the third attempt, Childs begins with a modern issue

and asks what directive can be found in the Bible. The

problem he brings to the text is "the much discussed issue

of using physical violence as a means for social change.t'217

His conclusion is that, ". the text does not provide one

clear answer to the complex problem. " 2 1 8

It is hardly fair to judge the success of a method on the

basis of one application, but a few observations can be

made. First, w€ can note what is absent. There is no at-

215 childs, rbid., p. 43.
216 childs, rbid., p. 44.

217 childs, rbid., p. 44.

218 childs, rbid., p. 45.
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tempt to understand Moses in the context of the political,
social, or religious milieu at the time of the writing of

the two stories. Nor is there a discussion of how such fac-
tors may have motivated the uniting of the two stories.

From a literary standpoint, the discussion of the New Te-

stament context is thorough and insightful. The same is
true of the history of exegesis section. It should also be

mentioned that Childs lives up to his claim to being "una-

bashedly theological."2ls His theological reflections on the

text are interesting and provocative. But at the same time

these reflections are often vague, and it is not always

clear how they necessarily, or uniquely, fo1low from the

"canonical context." Especially unclear is whether the his-
tory of exegesis section forms.an integral part of canonical

exegesis, or whether it can be ignored at no loss.

Having made this criticism, it might also be observed

that Childs nowhere promises greater definitiveness in theo-

logical reflection, only the possibility of theological re-
flection on the basis of valid and genuine exegesis. Thus

it could be argued that the generality of his theological
inferences is only an indication of the freedom and poten-

tial afforded by canonical exegesis. The point is that the

canon is used as the context for theologizing.

21s childs, rbid., p. ix.
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3.3.2 Jonah

childs's canonical anarysis of the book of Jonah has been

challenged by George M. Landes.220 The exchange between

these two scholars is usef u1 f or an understanding of how 
,r.,,,::,'..:,

childs's approach works, and of how it compares with other
methods.

since it is in his rntroduction that childs treats Jonah, , .,

the pattern for his analysis dif fers from that forrowed in 
ìi':::

'. .,', rt , -t'tthe Exodus commentary. rn the rntroduction each old Testa-

ment book is examined with respect to: '1 ) historicar-criti-
cal problems, 2) the canonical shape of the book, and 3)

theological and hermeneuticar imprications. Às wirl be seen

beIow, the questions proper to an rntroduction force chirds
to engage the historical critical problems more directly
than was done in his commentarv.

Historical-cr itical problems.

rn this section childs concentrates on the question of the

major purpose of the book of Jonah. This question he con-

siders to be "the most cruciar and most perprexing probrem

of the book.tt22l Two main theories have been advanced. The

first holds that the purpose of the book is to show that
prophecies of judgment are conditional and that God is free

220 George M. Landes, "The canonical Àpproach to rntroducing
the OId Testament: Prodigy and problems," Journal for
the Studv of the OId Testament 1 6 ( 1 980 ) : 3219. 

-221 Childs, Introduction, p. 419.
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to change his mind given a proper human response. The sec-

ond view sees in the book the statement that God's salvific
purpose extends beyond the elect rsraer to the whole of his
creation. childs then summarizes the weaknesses in both

these views and concludes that "neither of the major inter-
pretations has been able to achieve a crear consensus nor to
do justice to the full range of exegetical problems in the

biblical text.w222

The canonical shape of Jonah.

rt is interesting that chirds begins this section with a

form-critical analysis of the book, concruding that its form

is "parable-1ike" and its function didactic. But this
analysis likewise fairs to provide the necessary exegetical
guidance, since "it does not offer in itserf a criterion for
adjudicating between the two confticting interpreta-
tions."223

For a solution to the problem, Childs says, "we shall
have to seek evidence of canonicar shaping in the finar form

of the book.'1224 The determinative piece of canonicar shap-

ing is the "later interpretation" of Jonah's prayer in chap-

ter 2. The absence of this prayer would leave a story in
which Jonah consistentry opposes the mission to Nineveh even

222

223

Chi lds,

Chi lds,

Chi lds,

r bid. ,

rbid.,
r bid. ,

421 .

+¿¿.

422.

p.

p.

p.224
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in the face of two (closeIy para1le1) commissionings (121-2¡

3'.1-2) . Jonah knows in advance that God will not carry
through on the judgment he is sent to proclaim. Thus, in
the "original" story,

The issue turns on the fulfillment of the proph-
et's word. Jonah resisted because he did not want
to be a false prophet. 2 2 5

The inclusion of the prayer in chapter 2 creates a struc-
turar parallelism of chapters 2 and 4. (contrary to popurar

misconception, chapter 2 is more a prayer of thanksqivinq
for deliverance, than one of repentance.) The resurtr âc-

cording to Childs, is that
the issue now turns on the scope of divine mercy.
Jonah is thankful for his own deliverance, but re-
sentful of Nineveh's inclusion within the mer-
cy226.

The effect of this canonical shaping is also seen in the

typifying of Jonah's faith and in its "fashioning him into a

representative figure and thus establishing a link between

Israe1 and the heathen.t'227 The reason for this is that
"when the book was corrected within a corpus of other sacred

literature, the need arose to specify the addressee as the

covenant communi¡y. 't 2 2I

225 childs, rbid.
226 childs, rbid.
227 childs, rbid.
228 childs, rbid.

p. 423.

p. 424.

p. 424-425.

p. 425.
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Theological and Hermeneutical Implications

Childs draws four points from the foregoing examination

of canonical shape: a) ttre historicity of the book is theo-
logicarry irrelevant, b) "the finar form did suborcinaE,e one

interpretation to another and offered a clear guideline as

to the primary message.w22s c) "all attempts to . defend

the prophet's reputation . miss the purpose of the

book,"23o and d) tt¡e biblical message is not to be politi-
cized by either Christian or Jew.

The challenge that Landes presents to Childs is that the

prayer in chapter 2 was not inserted as part of a canonical

shaping, but may well have been part of the original form of

the book.231 Landes shows that the canonical shapinq view of

the chapter does two things to undermine Childs's under-

standing of the book of Jonah. First, it incorporates an

inconsistency into his argument. chil-ds himself pointed out

that the main weakness of the "unfu1filled prophecy theory"
of the book's purpose is this: ". the message that aII
prophecy is ultimately conditional was already a truism
within Israel (cf. Jeremiah 18), and hardly needed an elabo-
rate defense.tr232 But by seeing the prayer as an interpola-
tion, Childs himself is left with an "original" story, the

22s Childs,
23o chil-ds,
23 1 Landes,

232 childs,

Ibid., p. 426.

Ibid., p. 426.

"Prodigy and Problems," p. 38.

Introduction, p. 420.
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point of which is precisely this "truism."

secondly, Landes argues that by focusing on the canonical

shapinq of the text, rather than on the canonical form,

chirds misses what is really the essential point of the

book, namely, the theme of repentance. In Landes' view, âr-
rived at in part by rhetoricar criticism, the second chapter
fits welr into the development of central theme of the book:

Ch. 1 - Heathen sailors call on the Lord.

Ch. 2 - Jonah calls on the Lord.

BUT:

Ch. 3 - Heathen Nineveh repents.

Ch. 4 - Jonah does not repent.

Furthermore, from a canonical perspective, the stress on re-
pentance in the Matthean (122a1) and Lukan (11223) referenc-
es to Jonah, must arso be taken into account.233 Landes is
therefore led to conclude:

Whether or not Childs has largely overlooked this
theme because of his belief that the canonical aD-
proach does not much need the services of rhetori-
cal criticism .r it seems to me that a canoni-
cal reading of Jonah that is unable to discern the
central importance of repentance in the theologi-
cal message of the book as a whole, whether eaily
or late, is simply not a correct canonical read-
ing'zsa

Landes'larger concern, of which the Jonah study is an iI-
lustration, is the question of "how Iin the canonical ap-
proach] one determines . what properly berongs to the

2 3 3 Landes,

234 Landes,

"Prodigy and Problems," p. 39.

Ibid., p. 39.
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f i nal shapi ng of the canon ical edi tor . rr 2 3 s

It may also be in order, ât this point, to raise another

question regarding Childs's actual- application of his canon-

ical approach. To what extent is Childs motivated by a con-

cern to show the inadequacies of historical-critical meth-

ods, and how does this influence the specific applications
of his methodological theory? If his treatment of Jonah is
at all representative, then this question deserves asking.

Similar reservations are articulated by James Barr:

The will to describe the final form in itself has
been subordinated to the will to show the defi-
ciencies of traditional scholarship and the way in
which, starting from it, we may pass to the canon-
ical form. The effect of this is that Childs's
Introduction is much less a meditation upon the
canonical form than he thinks and much more a de-
scription of a process after aII. . For all
his eulogies of the canonical form, Childs has not
written a study of the canonical form after all

In effect, the emphasis does not faII on the
final form of the text; it falls on the historical
joins which in the later stages led from the pre-
vious forms to the final text.236

3.4 MAJOR CRITTCISMS OF CHILDS'S CANONICAL APPROACH

The critique undertaken here wilI serve our larger goal

of comparative analysis of the methods of Childs and Sanders

in the following ways. First, placing Childs's method "in
the crucible" will reveal, with added clarity, its most ba-

sic elements. A careful scrutiny will also indicate in what

Landes, Ibid., p. 38.

Barr, Holy Scripture, p. 158.

235

236
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sense Chitds must be understood in his own terms. What

sorts of questions are appropriate to ask in the first
place? fs it, or is it not, wrong-headed to attempt to com-

pare Childs and Sanders at all? Further, the examining pro-

cess wiII also expose the less cogent aspects of Childs's
proposals, and this, in turn, hây be suggestive of v¡ays in

which they may be corrected or complemented by those of San-

ders.

The publication of Introduction to the Old Testament as

Scripture prompted a good deal of discussion not only in re-
views, but in larger symposia, as well as at l-east one book-

length response.237 Among the various responses certain ma-

jor questions seem to recur. In addition to the rebuttals
to Childs's concept of canon outlined in the preceding chap-

ter, Childs has been questioned as to the relationship be-

tween his canonical approach and historical-critical meth-

ods. The question can be raised in both a general and a

specific sense. First, Childs wishes to set his approach

apart from other critical methods in general.

The approach which I am undertaking has been de-
scribed by others as 'canonical criticism.' I am
unhappy with this term because it implies that the
canonical approach is considered another histori-
cal-critical technique which can take its place
alongside of source criticism, form criticism,

See Reviews of Childs's Introduction to the Old Testa-
ment as Scripture, Bibliography. BarFs-booç gfl
Scripture is really a critique of canonical hermeneutics
more generally. But it does include an appendix ad-
dressing Childs's work specifically, and the book as a
whole contains indications that Barr had Childs in mind
when writing.

237
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rhetorical criticism, and similar methods. I do
not envision the approach to canon in this light.
Rather, the issue at stake in relation to the can-
on turns on establishing a stance from which the
Bibl-e can be read as sacred scripture. 2 3I

rn this sense, childs's approach is a radical departure from

strict historical-critical method. David polk says of

Childs's approach that,
a theological element has been decisively intro-
duced into the discussion. À sole haven has been
sought that would protect the labors of the bibli-
cal exegete from the buffeting storms of scholarly
controversy that threaten every pretension to
"historical" knowledge. "t

Again, Douglas Knight asks, "Can a method be legitimate or

desirable if it 'sets Iimits on the exegetical task,' as

Childs acknowl-edges the canonical method does?"24o

I would tend to agree with the doubts expressed by polk

and Knight. But in fairness to Childs, we must ask whether

childs's approach is not so much setting limits as recogniz-
ing limitations that are inherent in an historical-critical
approach to exegesis. rf this is sor then the "introduction
of a theorogical element" into the discussion (potx) is not

a matter of seeking a "safe haven." Ratherr âs Childs puts

it, "the Icanonical] method liberates from the stifIing ef-

238

239

240

Childs, Introduct ion, p. 82.

Polk, "Childs's Introductionr" p. 169.

Knight, "CriLique," p. 144. Childs saysr on p. 83 of
his Introduction, "In one sense the canonical method
sets limits on the exegetical task by taking seriously
the traditional Darameters.
liberates from tñe stiflinq
icism. "

In another sense the method
effect of academic scholast-
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fect of academic scholasticism.tt24l

A valid theological exegesis of the biblical text there-

fore requires an awareness of the limitations of both theo-

logical and historical methodologies. It is in the inLer-
face between theology and history that the question might be

more profitably engaged. Childs does offer some historical
basis for his theological concern for canon. But this is
where, in the present writer's opinion, further clarifica-
tion is desirable. To what end does a canonical approach

"liberate" the historical method? Is it to achieve a theo-

logical purpose? Contrarily, does not a canonical approach,

with its theological premises, skew historical investiga-
tion, thus placing unacceptable strictures upon it? In a

theological exegetical method, the axioms of historical-
critical investigation are in tension with the priority giv-
en to theological commitments. The way in which this ten-

sion functions in canonical methods wilI be discussed

further in our concluding chapter.

The question of the relationship of Childs's canonical

method to historical-critical methods can also be raised

more specifically. At times, tor example, the canonical ap-

proach resembles redaction criticism. Childs affirms that
the two are interested in some of the same features of the

text.

241 childs, I-g!-roduction., p. 83.
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However, the models by which the seams in the lit-
erature are interpreted dif fer markedly. Canoni-
ca1 analysis focuses its attention on the effect
which the different layers have had on the final
form of the text, rather than using the text as a
source for other information obtained by means of
an oblique reading, such as the editor's self-un-
derstanding.z+z

This illustrates once more that, according to Childs, the
primacy of the final form lies at the heart of his canonical-

analys i s .

But this raises the question of the relation of the can-

onical approach to the history of traditions. Must canoni-
car analysis deny legitimacy and authority to earrier stages

of the text? Barr argues:

What is earlier was the text at one time, it ïras
thus 'canonical'Jf we must call it so, in the
biblical period itself. The portion which repre-
sents the 'earlier' text is still a legitimate and
meaningful pericope of holy scripture.243

The arguments presented by Barr and Knight (in the articre
guoted above) ao present a strong charrenge to the canonical
approach.

One other difficulty should be mentioned, and that has to
do with the role of the New Testament. When Chi1ds applies
his canonical approach in his Introduction, he is pointing
out evidences of a canonical shaping. The result was the

final form of the Old Testament. We must ask, however, was

there any divine participation in shaping the books of the

242

243

Chi lds

Barr,

, "Exegetical Significance, " p. 68.

HoIv Scripture, p. 92-93.
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ord Testament toward the finar form of the christian Bibte?

That is, does the 'canonical intentionality' of the OId Te-

stament reflect any christological element? tt not, then a

canonical exegesis of New Testament passages would involve

canonical anarysis in two stages, one for the old Testament

and one for the New. Ðavid Pork's forrnulation of the prob-

Iem is helpful:
Wou1d canonical Introductions to the OId Testamenc
and to the Hebrew Bible be identical twins? fheir
different canonical contexts woul-d seem to suggest
oLherwise, but nowhere in Childs's rich analysis
is a hint of where they might diverge.2aa

?q EVALUATION ÀND CONCLUSI ON

while many bibrical schorars have advanced severe criti-
cisms of chirds's canonicar approach, very few have disputed

that, for all its weaknesses, it has made some important

contributions to the fie1d. chirds has shown that biblical
scholarship has much to gain from paying more attention Èo

the last stages of the text's development. The question is
sharply raised by childs as to whether these final shapings

do not contain a whore set of indicators of a canonical in-
tentionality in the text, which in turn provide theorogical
insights into the meaning of the text. But more importantry

for childs, the gain comes in the form of a "fresh arterna-
tive" in the quest for a vital biblical theology. Childs
has done more than just l-ament the fact that historical

244 Polk, "childs's rntroduction, " p. 167 .
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criticism seems to offer "Iittle which quickens the mind,

and nothing which touches the heart."24s He has worked de-

liberately and relentlessly on developing an al-ternative ap-

proach to theological exegesis. Nor has this approach re-
mained in the realm of theoretical construction- and this
despite its relative youth as a method. Ànother noted OId

Testament scholar, Walter Brueggemann, has written a stimu-

lating and refreshingly practical book for educators in the

church, basing it on the canonical approach.2a6

Another contribution of Childs deserves mentioning, aI-
though this is perhaps more a characterization of his style,
and that is the man's courage. One revievrer described

Childs's Introduction as "a monumental and painstaking, com-

prehensive and bold, and, above alI, courageous achieve-

ment.tt247 If it is truer âs Barr suggests, that Childs is
attempting to effect a turnabout in biblical scholarship
(from quest for original, to quest for final), then courage

and vision are essential. One is reminded of Kierkegaard's

distinction between a genius and an apostle. Though Childs

is certainly a candidate for both appellations, he would no

doubt find a greater honour in the latter.

245 chiIds, "church, " p. 170.

246 Walter Brueggemann, The Creative Word: Canon as a Model
for BiblicaI Educatiqn (philadelphia: Fortresé piess,
lggzJ-. See also Brevard Childs, o1d Testament Books for
Pastor an4 Teacher (ptritadelphia: ttestminster press,m

247 J. G. Janzen, "The Canonical Context of Old Testament
Introduction, " Interpretation 34( 1 980) p. 414.
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It is this same strength of conviction which seems to
cause Childs to overstate his case at places. His inrense

theorogical concern, together with the fact that historicar
criticism has been largery unsuccessful in offering theolo-
gical insight, have prompted him to make allegations against

historicar-critical method that are not arways as cogent and

convincing as he might wish. Àn example of this could be

found in his statement that,
To work from the final form is to resist any meth-
od which seeks critically to shift the canonical
ordering.z+a

Apparently, Childs wishes to argue that the error of histor-
ical-critical methods lies in their neglect of the "herme-

neutical function" performed by the canon itself. But in
doing so he comes too close to saying that the canon inter-
prets itself. How can a text perform a hermeneutical func-

tion on itself?

Childs's evaluation of the final form seems to rest on a

heavily theological interpretation of the history of the

text t et, canon ical process . Admi ttedl-y , he holds that " the

term canon has both a historical and theolcaical dimen-

sion.t'24e But one wonders, with Douglas Knight,

whether Childs . is concentrating too exclu-
sively on religious factors as he investigates the
canonical shaping of the Iiterature, to the neg-
Iect of the very significant political, social,
and economic forces operative during this same

248 chirds,
24s childs,

Introduction, p. 77

p. s8Introduction,
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of the inter-relation of theological
in the formation of canon might also

s position. On the one hand, com-

of relegating discussions of canon

bibtical Introductions, he charges

," P. 141 .

p. 22.

The basic error involved arises from the assump-
tion that the Iiterature Ì.¡as shaped by historical,
literary, sociological, and history-of-religion
forces, but that the theological struggle of its
tradents with the literature's normative function
was insignificant.2s 1

By what method, using what categories, would an account of

this "theological struggle" be studied? Surely, an investi-
gation into the "normative function" of a writing would make

use, in large measure, of "historical, literary, sociologi-
cal, and history-of-religion" terms. Much that is theologi-
ca1 is learned from precisely such studies. Therefore, the

demands childs is making, are not entirely understandabre,

because they rest on a distinction that is less than fair.
r believe that what chitds is carling for is a certain kind

of theological study, namely, one that is premised on a par-

ticular understanding of divine revelation. But in any

case, the issue Iies in the relationship between so-caIled

"historical" factors, and those regarded as "theological."
The cogency of an exegeticar method depends on a crear defi-

2 s o Knight,
25 1 childs,

"Cr i t ique

I nt roduc t lOn,
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nition of these elements.

This is particularly so for an understanding of Chi1ds,

because, in another context he calls for more attention to

the historical background. Before commenting further on

this, it would be helpful to reiterate what, in Childs's
view, is one of the main thrusts of the canonical process.

Central to the canonical process tras the concern
to render the occasional form in which the gospel
was first received into a medium which allowed it
faithfully and truthfully to render its witness
for successive generations who had not directly
experienced Christ' s incarnation and resurrection.

. [r¡e] f unct ion of canonical shaping v¡as of -ten precisely to loosen the text from any one giv-
en historical setting, and to transcend the origi-
naI addressee. Àt times a saying has been firmly
attached to an original historical situation, but
at other times Losia are reordered in a topical
fashion which have lost their original setting and
been replaced with a purely literary one.2s2

Here vre are given the impression that the canonicat process

produced the canon, like a fruit tree yielding its fruit.
When the fruit is ripe, it is plucked from the environment

in which it was nurtured, and can now be enjoyed equally
weIl by consumers everywhere. Àn historical context has

produced a theological fruit which now transcends history.

But on the other hand, Childs wishes to maintain an emi-

nent concern for the historical roots of this "theological"
text. He faults the philosophical hermeneutics of paul Ri-
coeur for neglecting what lies "behind" the text (histori-

cally), and focusing too exclusively on what lies "ahead" of

2sz chirds,
22-23.

The New Testament AS Canon: Àn Introduction. p.
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it. Ricoeur interprets the Bible in terms of metaphors, the

meaning of which are largely shaped by the community of

faith that reads them. But Childs's offers the following

crlElque:

Such an approach fails to take seriously the es-
sential function of the canon in grounding the
biblical metaphors within the context of historic
Israel. By shaping Israel's traditions into the
form of a normative scripLure the biblical idiom
no longer functions for the community of faith as
a free-floating metaphor, but as Lhe divine imper-
ative and promise to a historically conditioned
people of Godz s 3.

These comments contrast significantly with the above quota-

tions which speak of "loosening from" and "transcending of"

history, and of "purely literary" contexts. Does not Childs

there advocate a view of scripture precisely as a "free-
floating" literary piece?

This ambivalence makes it difficult to know the true na-

ture of Childs's agenda. The majority of his attention is
given to the text itself, that is, on its final form. It
seems, however, that he is working with a distinctly theolo-

gical view of history, and with some concept of a "special

history" for the time period in which the text was produced.

Unfortunately, he devotes very litLIe space to an explica-

tion of his concept of history. This is especially disturb-
ing when, âs we have seen, he makes strong claims for the

text in itself, but quickly comes to the defense of its his-
torical context against approaches like that of Paul Rico-

2s3 Childs, Introduction p. 77.
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ofeur, or structuralism.2s4 A more fully developed theology

history, in turn, could provide a basis for cooperation be-

tween childs's canonical approach and other critical meth-

ods. But of course, Childs prefers not to see his approach

as an extension of historical criticism, but rather as a
context for doing theoloqv. Nevertheress, the canonicar ap-

proach certainry makes use of historicar data, and in prac-

tical application is often quite indistinguishabre frorn oth-
er methods.

Childs has, by his canonical approach, exposed some of

the most serious limitations in the historical-critical
reading of the Bible. rt is therefore a welcome sign that
his suggestions are gaining influence and are stirr being

refined. rt is to be hoped that part of this future dever-

opment will include a greater sense of its own limitations,
for only then will its true value be seen.

254 For a comparison of Brevard childs to structurarism and
other recent developments in literary criticism, see
John Barton, Rçadinã the ord Testameñt: Method in Bibri-
cal Studv, (Philadelphia: Westminster press, 1984).



AN ÀNALYSIS OF

Chapter IV

JAMES SANDERS'S CÀNONICÀL
CRI TI CI SM

4.1 I NTRODUCTT ON

The work of James À. Sanders in the field of canonical

hermeneutics is considerably less welI known than that of

Brevard Childs. This is evidenced by how frequently, when

canonical methods are mentioned in a cursory wây, they are

associated with the latter name.2ss This is most unforru-
nate, because, as we shall see below, the development of

canonical methodologies has been anything but a unified or

concerted undertaking.

Às has already been discussed in the opening chapters,

one of the main areas of disagreement between the two schol-

ars is in their view of the relation between their respec-

tive canonical proposals and other historical-critical meth-

ods. lf historical critics can be likened, for the moment,

to craftsmen, both Sanders and Childs advocate for them a

25s James Barr's book Holv Scripture: Canon, Authority,
Criticism. (ptriladelphia: r{estminster, 19B3)l--is but
one example. His comments on Sanders's method are Iim-
ited to a few pages lpp. 156-81. John Barton offers an
extended critique of Childs, but ignores Sanders almost
completely. In fairness to these two critics, it may be
the fact that they do not regard Sanders's work as truly
innovative that explains their concentration on Childs.(see Barrr oÞ cit, p. 156.)
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change of attitude toward their craft. But Childs believes

that this will necessitate introducing an entirely novel

tool to the trade- one which will, in fact, become the basis

for all work done. Sanders, on the other hand, introduces

another tool, one which may suggest new collaborations and

techniques, but not one which would stand out if hung along-

side others on the waII.

Since Sanders clearly has a theological agenda that goes

hand in hand with the methodology he is advocating, it is
often difficult to distinguish what is germane to his canon-

ical method as such, and what is a theological perspective

that would fit another method just as weII. While it would

hardly be sensible to attempt to separate the two entirely,
our primary interest is to examine canonical criticism as a

methodology of biblical exegesis. It is convenient to pro-

ceed by following the consecutive steps that constitute the

method, and this will be possible to some extent in the case

of canonical criticism. However, it is also characteristic
of his writing style to use certain phrases around which to
organize his arguments or in which to encapsulate his
points.255 It wilI not be inappropriate, then, if, in our

analysis, r.re seek to touch upon the weightier of these key

This technique is epitomized by his article on "Herme-
neutics" in the Interpreter's Ðictionarv of the Bible
Supplementarv Vol-ume, ed. Ke i th Cr im (Nashvi IIe: Abing-
don, 1976), p. 402-407. See also the italicized terms
in Canon and Communitv (passim),

256
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pnrases.

¿*.¿ ESSENTIAL FEÀTURES OF SANDERS' S CANONICAL CRITICISM

The method of inquiry which Sanders called canonical

criticism was born of the union of two concepts, as refrect-
ed in the title of his seminal essay, Torah and Canon.2s7

Frequently, he presents a case for emphasizing the "story"
aspect of its meaning above the more usual definition-
"Iav¡." Sanders's original intent in writing this book was

to describe the shape and function of the Bible as a whole.

In the process, he is drawn to the following observation.

It soon became clear that the origin and essence
of the Bible lay in the concept of Torah, those
early traditions of ancient Israel which not only
had a life of. their own but gave Iife to those who
knew them and molded their lives around them.2s8

There are two key phrases here, one is that Torah is seen as

having "a 1ife of its own," and the other that it is capable

of "giving life." These are significant for an understand-

ing of canonical criticism becauser ês Sanders further ob-

served,

It was soon also clear that in that life process
lay the meaning of canon. To speak of canon is
first to speak of Torah.2ss

257 See James
Fort ress

2 s I Sanders,

2 s s Sanders,

A. Sanders, Torah and Canon, (philadelphia:
Press, 1972).

r bid. ,

r bid. ,

tx-x.

X.

p.

Èr.
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rt $¡ould have been fairly accurate for sanders to have added

that canonical criticism is therefore simply the study of

the Bible as "torah." Accurate yês, but only if one fully
appreciates the way in which sanders weights the definition
of the term "torah. "

The concept of torah constitutes a major thread running

throughout most of sanders's work.26o yet he serdom mentions

the term without carefully indicating how he wishes to em-

ploy it. In a 1975 article he describes it as "a balanced

intermingling of story and faw.'r261 He further irÌustrates
this balance with a series of couplets:

amuthos gospel
roRÀH I 

-
Iethos ]aws

[O]ne must insist that a
rah cannot be "Iaw." It
foremost, with Yahweh, .
and soeaker.262

identity haqqadah

lif e style hal-achah

primary definition of To-
is a story, first and

as the prime actor

sEory

ethics

But in a rater publication he clearry indicates which of the

two aspects is more basic.

26o See Jarnes À. Sanders, Ibid., pp. 1-8; "Adaptable, " pp.
535-537; God Has å Storv Too, pp. 136-140¡ "Torah and
Christ," Interpretation 29(october 1975): 372-390¡ "To-rah and PauI," See also, James Sanders, "Torah," in In-
terpretçr's DicLionarv of the Bib1e, Supplementarv VA--

, Keith Crim, ed. , (NashviIle: Àbingdon-1916f, pp.
909-91 1.

261 Sanders, "Torah and Christ," p. 372.
262 Sanders, "Adaptable," p. 535. Compare the title of his

sermon collection, God Has À Story Too.
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He argues that this broader meaning is more original to the

term, and that the narrowing of it vras a later mispercep-

tion.263

why is it important to sanders that torah be seen as sto-
ry rather than raw, and what is the significance of this em-

phasis for canonical criticism? These questions can be an-

swered in part by Sanders's critique of von Rad's term

"credo" and Wright's "recitals." These terms are given to
the capsure-rike summaries found in passages like Deuterono-

my 26:5-9 and Joshua 2422b-13. It was in light of form

critical investigation that von Rad suggested that these

v¡ere instances of an oral or Iiterary form appropriately
cal-Ied "credo. " Wright's term "recitaI, " judges Sanders,

"is a far more felicitous word for, as the critics of von

Rad have pointed out, the summaries seem to be rargely cate-
chetical in form.tt264 But having said this, sanders opts for
what he believes is an even more helpful phrase, and ex-
plains why.

I prefer the term muthos, or Torah story. The
idea of muthos admiET a wider ranqe ór oues-
tions concerninq the function of the summaries.26s

He argues that while form criticism is "a useful tool,"
it has limitations which indicate that it is best used in
cooperation with other methods. Form criticism can aid in

2 6 3 Sanders, "Torahr " p. 91 0.

26 4 Sanders, "Adaptable, " p. 536.

2 6 s Sanders, Ibid. , p. 535.
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discovering the customary Sitz im Leben which a certain re-

cognizable 1iterary "form" probably had. But Sanders's con-

cern is that each ancient speaker or writer may have tai-
lored his use of that form to function in a particular way

when addressing a particular set of hearers/readers.

This is where the questions asked by canonical criticism
come into play. Rather than focus on the usual way in which

a text might have been used, canonical criticism studies the

function that a particular usage, or re-usage, of a text had

in its original Sitz im Leben The canonical method thus

works with the assumption that every re-application of an

accepted tradiLion addresses a new set of circumstances and

needs in the community.zss This guiding principle of canoni-

cal criticism also sheds light on Sanders's preference for
the term muthos, or, Torah story, over "recitaI" or "credo."
The latter speak of something more or less standardí2ed,267

and ansr¡er, in a general wây, the question of the Sitz im

Leben of the summaries. "Torahr" on the other hand, recog-

nizes that these passages were used and re-used in ever-

chanqinq contexts. The relation of a story to a community

permits a whole variety of functions, and each re-telling of

it prompts the exegete to ask the question, "Hov¡ was it in-
tended to function in this case?" Was the story used to en-

266 See the d
image of

267 Although
approval.

iscussion of the
the carrot, below

"recita1" less so

"ambiguity of reality" and the
, pp. 136f .

than "credo," hence Sanders's



Hermeneutics is another essential factor in the canonical
process. For sanders there are three such essentials: text,
context and hermeneutics. He uses the triangular diagram to
illustrate their interrelatedness. 2 6 I

hermeneut ic s

courage the people? to caII them to

sought here is the lray in which the

interpreted the accepted story , oÍ,
ployed.

Lradi tion/
text

268 This triangle vras first
meneutics in True and Fa
thoritv, eds, George B.
delphia: Fortress Press,
included as an appendix
77-78.
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repentance? What is
speaker or writer has

the hermeneutics em-

sociological context/

situation

introduced in the article "Her-
Ise Prophecy, " in Canon and Au-
Coats añd Burke O. Long,-(Ph[a-

1977), pp. 21-41. It is also
to Canon and Communitv, pp.

By "text" is meant, broadly, the tradition or text being

carled upon, recited, or arruded to. "context" incrudes any

or aIl of the "historical-n cuIturaI, social, political, eco-

nomic, nationar and internationar situations" to which the

text is applied. By "hermeneutics" sanders means the "theo-
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logical mode, âs well as Iiterary technique" used in making

the application. Sanders emphasizes that the three points

on this triangle are ". alwavs involved in the canoni-

cal process, whether in antiquity while the Bible was being

formed and shaped or today when it is called upon to func-

tion in modern contexts."26s

The canonical process is the conceptual framework within
which canonical criticism operates. But clearly, it is the

hermeneutical factor which is most crucial. Thus, in Ibid.,
sanders states that canonicar criticism pursues two rines of

inquiry: "The one may be ca1led canonical process and the

other canonical hermeneutics .'127 o

4.3 CANONI CÀL PROCESS

The canonical process has arready been discussed to some

extent as the perspective in which sanders views the concept

of canon itself. How does canonical criticism study this
process, and what is its aim in doing so? Its aim is to
provide the materials for a description (or, model) of the

hermeneutics found within the canon. The canon takes its
shape in a process of selectivitv and repetition.2Tl

Sanders reminds us that

2 6 s Sanders,

27 o Sanders,

27 1 Sanders,

-L D1ct.

i bid.

I bid.

11

¿1.

33.

y.

È'.

p.
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Canonical criticism assumes . that we have but
a fraction of what there vras availabte as relig-
ious literature in ancient Israel or in early Ju-
daism.27 2

The texts that a community saw fit to repeat, and eventually

to regard as canonical, must have had some measure of multi-
g!en.q_.27 3 Canonical criticism studies how one particular
passage conveyed slightly different meanings ¡ ot functioned

differently, as it was used and re-used. It was precisely

these dynamic passages which r.¡ere repeated and became part

of a stable canon.

Furthermore, the biblical collection incorporates a plu-

rality of perspectives. This is evident, for example, when

the same textual content appears in different Iiterary forms

(..9., Ps. 18 cf. II Sam. 22), or when four separate ac-

counts of the same events are given (e.g., the four gos-

pels). This pluralism is significant to Sanders for the in-
sights it offers into the theological diversity of the

canon. This pluralism, he says, is thorough-going in all
the Bible.

There is no program that can be constructed on the
basis of the Bib1e which can escape the challenge
of other portions of it: this is an essential
part of its pluralism.27 a

272 Sanders, Ibid., p. 33.

273 See Sanders, Ibid., p. 22-23.
274 Sanders, Ibid., p. 37.
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Recognition of the range of possible meanings of the Bible
(in both its multivalency and its pluralism) is important to

canonical criticism because it draws attention to the dif-
ferent kinds of hermeneutics that the authors must have used

in their re-use of traditions.

If one and the same text is repeatedly used, then, herme-

neutically speaking, that text must be highly adaptable. In

so far as the text remains recognizably the same text, how-

ever, it also manifests an essential stabilitv. Sanders's

point is that when texts function within this adaptability/
stability tension, they are functioning as canon. This is
not a stagnating tension, but a dynamic one, charged by the

ever-changing need of the community to resiqnify its tradi-
tions. Hence, the canonical process.

Far from seeing the canonical process as a history of

Iiterary accretions, Sanders regards it as consisting in

hermeneutical activity. Indeed, he all but identifies the

hermeneutics of a community with its "canon." In the foI-
lowing quotation, the terms seem almost interchangeable:

the concept of canon is located in the tension be-
tween two poIes, stability, and adaptability, wiLh
hermeneutics as the mid-term between them.27 s

275 Sanders, God Has
Canon," p. 1253¡

A Story Too, p. 5; Cf. "The Bible
"BibIical Criticism," p. 163.

crÐ
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4.4 CANONICÀL HERMENEUTICS

The fact that Sanders uses the term "canonical hermeneu-

tics" to refer both to a hermeneutic used by the biblical
authors themselves, and to a method that modern interpreters
can apply to the Bibte as a whole is rather confusing at

times. We wiIl therefore look first at the significance he

gives to the former usage, then the latter, and then seek to
clarify the relationship between them.

4.4.1 Canonical Hermeneutics: À Method Found Within the

The further task of canonical criticism Sanders explains

in this way.

[O] nce the Bible's pluralism is sufficiently cele-
brated and valued, the question of the shape of
the canon remains. Canonical criticism looks for
that shape in the hermeneutics of the biblical au-
thors themselves. BibIical criticism has devel-
oped and refined the tools that permit us to fer-
ret out those hermeneutics. 27 6

This is done in two steps. First, the nature of the tradi-
tions used in the making of a passage must be discerned.

Àccording to Sanders, these are of two types: community, or

"homegrownr" traditions, and what he ca1ls "international
wisdom" traditions.27 7 The second step is to "discern the

hermeneutics by which those identified traditions function
in the passage, how they were adapted, represented, and re-

276 Sanders, Canon and Community, p. 47.
277 Sanders, rbid., p. 47.
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signified.2T I

In Sanders's estimation, there are basically two herme-

neutical modes employed, corresponding to two views of God.

rf one thinks of God primarily as Redeemer of a chosen peo-

ple, he will tend to think that God reveals truth to that
group only. If, on the other hand, God is seen as Creator

of all peopres, he will be looking for possible manifesta-
tions of truth not only in Israel's writings, but in her

neighbors' traditions as we11. Ersewhere, sanders describes

these respectivery as "constitutive" and "prophetic" herme-

neutics. 27 e

4.4.2 Canonical Hermeneutics :
BibIe

Àå Method Àpplied To the

À key statement for an understanding of sanders's method

is his observation that "carìon" is not to be found in the

words of the text at all. Instead, he says, "The true shape

of the Bibre as canon consists of its unrecorded hermeneu-

tics which lie between the lines of most of its litera-
ture."28o Canonical hermeneutics, when applied to the Bible,
aims precisely at understanding the Bib1e as canon, and

therefore focuses not on the texts for what they say in

278 Sanders, rbid., p. 47.
27s Sanders, "True and Fals€," pp. 23f.. It is interesting

to note that Sanders says of his ov¡n preaching that he
"nearly always" employs prophetic hermeneutics. See God
Has À Story Too, p. 18.

2 8 o Sande r s , Canon and Commun i_lEll, p. 46 .
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themselves, but on how those texts r.Iere used by the believ-
ing communities. Sanders puts it this way:

[rne] best way to understand the Bib1e as the
churches' book is to think of it primarity as a
paradigm, not as a box or casket of gems and jeto-
els to be mined. A paradigm is a pattern of func-
tion of a noun or verb in any language. The Bible

. should be vier+ed in large part as a paradigm

. of the verbs and nouns of God's activities
and speech, and then, thereupon, [viewed as] a pu-
tative paradigm of verbs and nouns of our activi-
ties and speech in our time and in our con-
texts. 2 I 1

What, then, would this paradigm look like? What are the

v¡ays in which God acts? when the hermeneutics within the

Bible are "ferreted out," Sanders finds five principles
which recur throughout 1 ) The Bible is a monotheizing riter-
ature. 2) the Bibre betrays a broad theocentric hermeneu-

tic. 3) The Bible cerebrates the theologem errore hominum

providentia divinum (God's grace works in and through human

sinfurness.)282 4) The Bible betrays a divine bias for the
weak and dispossessed. 5) There is a fourford hermeneutic

process by which it adapted international wisdom,283

rn the first observation, the Bibre is described not as a
monotheistic book, but as a monotheizinq riterature. san-

ders's conception of canon as process is again at work. The

281 Sanders, God Has À Storv þ, (philadelphia: Fortress
Press, 1979) p. 25. Cf.. Canon and Community, pp. 69,
69t .

282 This is sanders's ovrn loose transration. see sanders,
Ibid., pp. 53f .

283 sanders, rbid., pp. 51ff. The fourfold process referred
to in 5) is expanded upon below.
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biblical literature represents a struggre against polytheism

that spanned five eras, the Bronze Àge, the Iron Age, the

Persian Age, the Hellenistic Àge, and the Roman Age. "In
this sense," says Sanders, "the Bib1e is a paradigm; it con-
jugates the nouns and verbs of the divine integrity in a

plethora of different kinds of situations.t'284 God is one,

but God, as the actor in an ongoing story, reveals hirnself
differently from age to age. This necessitates a continual
re-presentation of the authoritative traditions in order

that the one God might stilr be seen for what he is and in
what he does. The Bible stilr bears the marks of this her-
meneutical process, hence its "paradigmatic" quality.

The focus of the biblical authors, says Sanders, vras on

God, and not on the sociological or political factors, âl-
though the latter certainly infruenced each re-presentation.
The resurt was a theocentric hermeneutic as opposed to an

anthroporogicar one. The purpose was not to morarize on

right or wrong courses of action in the new context, but to
understand what God was doinq.

sanders cautions that the third observation (God's grace

works through human sinfurness) shourd not be overstressed.
rt is rerativery common in the BibIe, but this certainry
does not mean that r,re should "sin the more that grace may

abound the more!"28s The same is true of the fourth observa-

28 4 Sanders, Ibid. ,

28s Sanders, rbid.,

52.

53-4.

p.

p.
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favor of the weak, but this principlein

i zed

The fifth point is really a restating of the first, and

is part of an over-riding theme in Sanders's writings. The

fourfold process used by Israe1 to adapt international wis-

dom is essentially one of monotheizing. The steps in the

process are: 1) depolytheizing, 2) monotheizing, 3) Yahweh-

izing, and 4) Israelitizing. This order is suggested, but

no data are given to show how it is derived.

4.5 ÀN APPLICATION OF SÀNDERS' S CÀNONTCAL CR] TT CI SM

Sanders's Lreatment of Luke's Great Banquet Parable (f,f.

14:15-24)286 is an illuminating example of "canonical criti-
cism," but also brings to surface certain key ambiguities.

This parable serves Sanders well because in this case the

background and extra-biblical data required for a fuII ap-

plication of the method are (in his estimation) readily
available. Essential, first of a1l, is a knowledge of the

tradition being used, oF resignified, in the passage. The

Great Banquet parable falls within Luke's "central section,"

and Sanders is convinced that this whole section is based on

Deuteronomy 1-26.287 Moreover, he finds in Luke's reliance

2I6 See James À. Sanders, "The Banquet of the Dispossessed,"
USOR 20(1965): 355-63. This article is reprinted with
little change in James A. Sanders, God Has À Story Too
(philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1979), pp. 80-89. See
aLso James A. Sanders, Canon and Community, p. 63-64.

287 The article which, according to Sanders, demonstrated
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on the Old Testament a definite midrashic style.

Fortunately there is also available to schorars an extra-
biblical "midrash" on the same old Testament text, making

possibre a very enrightening comparison. The second body of
interpretaLion is found in the scrolls of the eumran commu-

nity. Before sketching the contours of this juxtaposition,
it must be emphasized that sanders's interest ries not in
the theological perspective of the author per se, but in how

his community wourd have received and construed his rework-

ing of the passage. In this aspect, canonicar criticism is
right in step with comparative midrash. sanders applauds

its development:

One of the extremely valuable emphases in the rel-
atively new field of comparative midrash is that. of seeing the contemporization of an ancient tra-
dition in the light of the need of the community
which recaIled, and reflected upon, the traditión.

. How a text rrlas understood by an audience is
the crucial question. Was the biblical speaker orwriter comforting his congregation or audience, or
was he, perhaps, challenging them? How did he wish
to move his constituency?

These are the questions which then guide his comparison of
Luke's interpretion and that of Qumran.

this "beyond all doubt" is by C. F. Evans, "The Central
Section of St. Luke's Gospel," Studies in the Gospels,
ed. by D. E, Nineham, 1955, pp. 37-53. Sanders suggests
that this discovery wourd have received much more ãÈten-
tion had the author made it expricit that Luke sras using
a midrashic technique. See Sanders, "Ethic of
Election, " pp. 224-225.
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The Great Banquet parable is a story of a feast which, in
the end, v¡as attended by none of the originally invited
guests, but was enjoyed instead by the poor and the maimed,

the blind and the rame. For various reasons those initiarly
invited arl asked to be excused. rt is these excuses which

sanders places pararlel to the provisions for exemption from

military service in Deuteronomy 20:5-8 (as illustrated be-

Iow).

It is true that the Deuteronomy passage deals with prepara-

tions for a battle, whereas in Luke it is a banquet. But

the New Testament parable depicts an eschatological mea1,288

and the Qumran midrash on the same ord Testament text refers
to an eschatological HoIy War. Sanders uses this, as well
as the scholarly work of J. Derret linking battle and ban-

quet in the eschaton, to support the validity of the paral-
Iel he is making.2ss

Dr. 20
Built house not yet

dedicated
Planted vineyard not yet

en j oyed
Marriage not yet

consummated
Fa i nthearted

Lk. 14
Bought field not yet

i n spec ted
Bought oxen not yet

exami ned
Recent marriage

with someone's remark, "BIessed is
eat bread in the kingdom of God! "

teaching section just previous to it
you will be repaid at the resurrection(1a:14). See Sanders's arguments,
," pp. 257-8.

ites is J. Derret, Law in the New Te-

288 The passage opens
everyone who shall
(r,t<. 14:15). The
ends with, ".
of the righteous"
"Ethic of Election

28s The work Sanders c
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The key to Luke's resignification of Deuteronomy lies in

what Sanders describes as "an excellenL rhetorical device,"

namely, his use of kaleo, parakaleo, and keklemenoi. Where

Luke speaks of the invited, he uses the word keklemenoi, a

term which is also commonly used to signify "the called,"
or, "the elect." In the parable, of course, it is precisely

these which are not part of the eschatological banquet.

Thus, Sanders is suggesting that Luke's presention of this
parable is designed to make a certain impact on his readers.

On the one hand, the entire Central Section, and particular-
Iy this parable, is written using Deuteronomy as a backdrop.

But having done this, the ethic of election so prominent in

this OId Testament book is strikingly subverted.2s0

Sanders then compares the Lucan interpretation to that of

Qumran. Before doing so he broadens his text somewhat by

arguing for an "intimate relation" between the banquet para-

ble and the teaching on humility that immediately precedes

it. (1q¿l-14).2s1 within this larger portion the list "the
poor, the maimed, the blind, and the lamer" occurs twice
(14:1 3,21). Sanders claims that if the significance of

these occurrences would be seen, one must study them in the

context of similar lists in the Qumran scrolls. The Rule of

the Congregation contains a list of those forbidden to sit

stament,
2so Sanders,

2s 1 Sanders,

1970.

"Ethic

r bid. ,

of EIection," p. 258.

pp. 259tt.
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at table when the Messiah comes (1QSa ii 5-22), and the war

Scroll contains one of those prohibited from approaching the

battlefield (1Q¡l vli 4-G). Sanders states that, "Both lists
of the forbidden are manifestly drawn from the category of

the sons of Àaron in Lev. 21 217-23," and charts them as fol-
lows:

Lev 21 217-23

blind
lame
mutilated face
iimb too long
injured foot
injured hand
hunchbac k
dwar f
defect in sight
itching disease
scabs
crushed testicles
any blemish

lQSaii 5-22

afflicted in flesh
crushed in feet or

hands
Iame
bIlnd
dea f
dumb
defective eyesight
senility
(tlre simple-i 19-20)

1QM vii 4-6

(women and boys)
Iame
blind
halt
permanent defect in

f lesh
afflicted with

impurity of flesh
impure sexual organs

The relation between the Qumran lists and Leviticus is much

more obvious than any dependence of Luke upon the latter.
But Sanders is willing to draw the following conclusion:

The Lukan list . seems to reflect the leviti-
cal only as refracted through such legislation as
that of Qumran; and it is used with the opposite
intention. It is as though the Great Banquet pa-
rable was specifically constructed to contradict
the sort of membership or guest lists now known
from the Qumran Iiteratute.2s2

In effect, the comparison has put Luke's interpretation into
relief. The important point, however, is the impression

made by Luke's writing on the community that read it. San-

2s2 Sanders, Ibid., p. 262.
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ders uses the Qumran evidence not only as a foit for his
study of Luke, but also as an indication of the mentality
that prevaited in pre-70 À.D. Pa1estine.2s3 If the ethic of

election vras upheld in the broader Jewish community in any

vJay Iike that at Qumran, then, Sanders argues, Jesus' para-

ble could only have been regarded as a poignant "prophetic
critique.tt294

In his concluding paragraphs Sanders briefly raises a

number of points with respect to this parable which are ac-

tually essential to his whole methodology. He reminds us

that besides the "ethic of election" evident in the OId Te-

stament, there v¡as also the concept of God's people as the

slave people, the afflicted, the "poor ones.rr2es If Luke 14

v¡ere read with this latter theme as a background, its mean-

ing might be completely opposite. Sanders takes this oppor-

tunity to stress what he caIls the "ambiguity of reality."
To recognize the possibility of conflict between
two such prominent biblical themes is to engage in
the necessary canons of historical research; for
such conflict demonstrates the historical princi-
pIe of ambiguity of reality without recognition of
which no student can claim to be a historian. The
historian cannot assume "good guys" and "badguys." He must scrupulously describe what his
sources lead him to perceive. This is precisely
what was meant above by the two foci of fuII con-
text. The text before us can be understood only
to that extent that we are avrare of the context
into which it v¡as spoken or written.2eG

2 e 3 Sanders,

2e 4 Sanders,

2 s s Sanders,

r bid. ,

r bid. ,

r bid. ,

p. 254, 266.

pp.252,255,266.

p. 266.
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What is being argued here is a particular v¡ay of understand-

ing the relationship between the biblical text and its "his-
torical" context.

This can be illustrated (at some risk, perhaps) by liken-
ing the text to a carrot. À carrot, it is true, can be

pulled from the ground and analyzed on its ovrn. But a car-
rot is also something that makes a hole or impression on the

ground, and that because of a certain living interrelation-
ship that exists between the two. The carrot performs a

specific biological function in its "context," and it, in

turn, is acted upon (fed, twisted, or scarred) by the

ground. In this sense, the contours and characteristics of

a particular carrot are fully understood only when the spe-

cifics of its context are duly considered. It is not enough

to proceed on the unambiguous assumption that carrots make

cone-shaped holes in the ground.

Sanders maintains that, likewise, an exegete cannot as-

sume any unambiguity in the historical context of the text.
It is designed for, and addressed to, a particular sociolo-
gical context, to a recipient communitv. Both the text and

the community have "Iives of their ovrn" and are engaged in a

dynamic life process. Only if one is fulIy open to the "am-

biguity" of the historical context, and "scrupulously de-

scribes" it, will the particular function of a given text be

clarified. This is why Sanders insists that a study of a

2s6 Sanders, rbid., p. 265-66.
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text in its "fuI1 context" requires two foci.

Sanders next, raises a very interesting possibility, but

one which is consistent with the method he is proposing. He

questions whether Luke's inclusion of the Great Banquet pa-

rable is "a working example of how a prophetic in-group cri-
tique of the earlier period (Jesus) can without malice

aforethought be subverted by a redactor (luke) to say the

opposite when contemporized by static transfer to fit the

later second focus (Luke's congregation)f"zs7 If Luke's

readers interpreted the prophetic critique of Jesus as a
judgment against others and as depicting their ov¡n ultimate
inclusion in the kingdom, then the original intent of the

parabre was already being distorted. Àccording to Sanders's

view of canonical process this is a very real possibifity..

The fact that Sanders is looking for the hermeneutics em-

ployed by various groups even within the biblical record,

shows that he does indeed see the canonical process as con-

tinuing.

2s7 Sanders, Ibid., p. 266.
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4.6 THE RELATIONSHIP OF CANONICAL CRITICISM TO OTHER
CRITICAL METHODS

Às discussed abover2ss Sanders conceived of his canonical

inquiry basically as an extension of existing critical meth-

ods, though he did express hope that it would also serve as

a corrective to some of their misdirections. rn addition to
pracing sanders's method within the string "tradition criti-
cism, redaction criticism, canonical criticism, and compara-

tive rnidrash,"2ss a few other comparisons can be made.

In focusing on the recipient community the canonical

method has an affinity with what has been termed "audience

criticism." But the latter limits itserf to the audience of

a particular passage whereas canonical criticism has a

broader interest in seeing the passage as part of a canoni-

ca1 process.

rnsofar as canonicar criticism focuses on the impact that
a text is designed to have by its author, one could say that
it shares common ground with rhetoricar criticism. The dif-
ference here, however, is that the canonical approach is
more interested in the community than in the author's work

as such.

2s8 See above, Chapter 1, pp.

zss See above, Chapter 1, n.

24f f. .

48.
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It is instructive also to draw a few connecting Iines
with the "larger map" of recent approaches to bibricar ex-

egesis. sanders himserf places his proposal at one end of a

"spectrum" of possibilities, which he arranges according to
their degree of acceptance (or rejection) of biblicar criti-
cism.3o0 At the extreme opposite to canonical criticism san-

ders discusses what he calls "pneumatic appeals." In San-

ders's analysis, church history revears a pattern of swings

back and forth between doctrines of Word and of Spirit.
When theologies based strictly on the Bible seem to dry up,

there is a tendency to hearken instead to the witness of the

spirit, or to deverop securar theologies. with the waning

of Neo-orthodoxy (and its theologies of the word) have come

proposals like those of Harvey Cox (the Secular Citv) , or,
the apparently opposite but concomitant "conserva-
tive" turn to the Spirit, to validate, willy-ni1-
ly, the Bible Iiterally or to validate private ex-periences . , such as glossala1ia, healing,
and personal- trips3o r.

À1so among those who devarue historical-criticar study of

the Bibre sanders mentions structuralism. since this method

relies for interpretive insight on the structure of the text
in itself, questions of historicar background are of secon-

dary importance at best. Next to structuralism, Sanders

praces the approach of "symbolism" as advocated by paur Ri-

3oo Sanders, "BibIical Criticism and
pp. 159f. A revision of the same
in Sanders, Canon and Community,

3o I Sanders, "BibIica1 Criticism, " p.

Lhe Bib1e
mater ial

p. 7-8.
I trO

Canon, tt

inc luded
as
is
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coeur. This method is not so much interested in what lies
behind the text, âs in what lies in front of it, i.e., in

the impact made on the reader by the symbols and metaphors

that arise out of the text.

SIightly more accepting of the historical investigation
of the Bib1e, yet still described by Sanders as "denigrating
or devaluing" it, is what he terms "political and psycholog-

ical hermeneutics.rr3o2 Under this rubric he includes schol-
ars who do exegesis with a view to social change (often in a

"Marxist mode"- e.g. Dorothee SoeIle) or personal transfor-
mation (".g. WaIter Wink), and who, according to Sanders,

tend to restrict their use of the Bib1e to "certain amenable

portions.'r303

The New Hermeneutic lies one step further in Sanders's

survey, and for this approach he has a noticeably greater

appreciation. He describes this method as "the heir of the

o1d existentialist hermeneutic of BuItmann, " the key differ-
ence being its increased interest in the impact made by the

text in its original historical context.3oa The concern for
history here derives from a view of language as event, and

302 Sanders, "BibIica1 Criticism and the Bible as Canon," p.
160.

3o3 Sanders, "BibIica1 Criticism and the Bible as Canon," p.
160."

3o4 Sanders often describes this as an interest in the
"points originally scored" by a text. How was the text
understood by its earliest recipients? What meaning r.ras
it designed to have, and how did it fare in conveying
that meaning?
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the hermeneutical task $¡as to allow the poignancy of the

original "language-event" to creaLe a commensurate one for
the modern reader/hearer.

Ànother approach, judged by Sanders to have "fully used"

biblical criticism, is the hermeneutics of pannenberg and

Moltmann, both of whom have roots in the concept of revera-

tion in history. rn this view it is history per se and not
just an event or special strand within it, which presents

the unfolding of divine revelation.

A final method Sanders mentions, and one which asks some

of the same central questions as canonical criticism, is
"functionalism. " "Here, " says Sanders, "there is interest
in how the Bibre has functioned both in the believing commu-

nities (Hans Frei, David Kersey) and in the culture at large
(James Barr), and how it might continue to f unction.,,3os

llhat Sanders has

ized list, and it is

that his discussion

given us in this "spectrum" is a prior-
therefore not unreasonable to expect

will telI us as much or more about his

3os Sanders, "Canonical Criticism and the Bible as Canon,"p. 160. "Function" is a key term in Sanders's methodol-
ogy. Àt times he appears to be suggesting that the
meaning of a biblical tradition is determined by the way
it "functions" in a given context. I find here a sug-gestive analogy with the claims of Wittgenstein to the
effect that, "The meaning of a phrase for us is charac-
terized by the use we make of it," (ludwig wittgenstein,
The Blue and Brown BookE, lOxford: B]ackwell, 1978], p.F)-, or, "wint we carr Ttn.l meaning tór "oråål-.is not anything which they have got in them or which
is fastened to them irrespective of what use we make of
them (Wittgenstein, BIue and Brown, p. 170.).
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own methodological perspective than about the array of other

approaches. Ànother scholar's assessment may look quite

different indeed. One interesting example is the conjunc-

tive study of canonical criticism and materialist reading of

Scripture done by Stephen ps16.so0 Àlthough Sanders does not

explicitly refer to materialist exegesis in his overview, it.
clearly belongs in his category of "political and psycholog-

ical hermeneutics." Reid outlined the large areas of common

ground between these two approaches which, in Sanders's

analysis, lie quite distant from one another.

Materialist exegesis got its impetus from Fernando Be1o,

a Portuguese ex-priest, who introduced it in a book on the

gospel of Mark.3o7 Basically, his intent was to expose the

dangers of an "idealist" exegesis which, while accepting a

plurality of methods, purported an orthodoxy of right inter-
pretation.3os The method is "materialist" in that it insists
on viewing biblical texts as arising from actual "1ived" ex-

periences of the original communities,3os and corresponding-

ly, that the readers today be transformed in their present

lives.

3o6 Stephen Reid,
TSF BuIIetin

"Àn Evangelical Approach to Scripture,"(1985): 2-5.
3oz Fernando Belo, À Materialist Readinq of the Gospel of

Mark, (Maryknoll : Orbi s, 1 98 1 ) :

3o8 See Reid,
3 o s see, e.9. ,

the Skies:
nol1: Orbi

"An Evangelical

George Casa1is,
Elements for ansl- v gT

Àpproach," p. 2.

Correct ldeas Don't FaII From
Inductive Theoloqv, (Maryk-
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Reid sees two main points of agreement between canonical

and materialist approaches. First, they both emphasize the

importance of understanding a text in light of the situation
of the community that first received it. Both advocates of

materialis¡s1o and of canonical exegesis3ll acknowledge the

influence of von Rad and form criticism in this aspect of

their approach.

Secondlyr nêither method sees the fact of biblical plu-
ralism as a cue to search for a common denominator between

conflicting texts. In fact, it is celebrated as a call to

openness to new ways of understanding the text.3 1 2

A third commonalty which Reid does not include is their
affirmation of an exegesis that criticizes the status suo.

Sanders favours a "hermeneutics of prophetic critigue,"
while the materialists speak of countertheology.3 1 3 WhiIe

the two are differently nuanced, the basic hermeneutical

disposition is the same.

Reid's purpose is to suggest a fruitful cooperation be-

tween these two nev¡ vrays of looking at the Bible, indeed. to
show that they together hold promise for an evanqelical ex-

310 See Georges Casalis, Correct Ideas, p. 95

See Reid, "Àn Evangelical Approach," p. 2.

Cf. Sanders, "The Bible as Canon," pp. 1245-1255; and,
CasaIis, "An Àttempt at a Materialist Reading: Genesis,
Chapters 1 and 2," in Correct Ideas, pp. 86-94.

See Casalis, Ibid., pp 84f.

31
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egesis. It is in contrasting them, however, that their true

colours emerge. Materialist exegesis fits well Sanders's

description of "political hermeneutics" when he suggests

that it is "Marxist modes of reading texts" that guide their
interpretation.3l4 When a materialist reading inquires as to
the situation of the original community, it is interested in

the socio-economic status and struggles of the people. San-

ders, oD the other hand, is concerned with what religious
and theological traditions have formed the community, par-

ticularly their existential search for an identity and con-

comitant Iifestyle. Undoubtedly, when one asks economic,

and the other existential, questions, the outcomes wiIl vary

considerably.

A further.appreciation for the existential orientation of

Sanders's method can be gained by noting its indebtedness to
the New Hermeneutic (which, of course, is no longer "new").

The main affinity lies in the understanding of the nature of

biblical texts. Ernst Fuchs, one of the main proponents of

the New Hermeneutic, and one to whom Sanders frequently re-
fers, viewed the preaching of Jesus not simply as language,

but as "language-event." When Jesus spoke, âD event took

place such that the lives of his hearers could not possibly

remain the same thereafter. This is so because the teach-

ings of Jesus, when properly understood, confront the hearer

with a call to decision. The making of a decision is ines-

314 Sanders, "Biblical Criticism and the Bible.as Canon," p.
1 50.
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capable; either one puts faith in Christ and follows him,

chooses non-faith and rejects him. gither wây, the course

of a person's 1ife, that is, of his very existence, is aI-
tered. When the teachings of Jesus are written down and

passed oD, the texts are Iikewise "texts for faith.rt3ls

This is vrhy Sanders cannot regard the canonical texts as

simply bits of historical data that provide information

about the community. Texts were written, and most impor-

tantly, texts v¡ere re-used, because they arose out of life-
changing experiences of the community. It is this convic-

tion that lies at the heart of Sanders's explanation of the

origin and function of canon.

Whenever a history belongs to the people and has
existential value for them, it, of necessity, be-
comes leqendum in some sense. Therefore, what we
observe in the Old Testament is that Israel had a
story of existential value for them communally
. [lt] is highly unlikely that a tradition arises
and persists simply because there is a need to
fill out a cultic order of service . Às con-
servative cults tend to be they were formed be-
cause of some gut-level existential need of the
people they served, and from time to time, demon-
strated the ability to meet the people at that
level again.3 1 6

The New Hermeneutic vras particularly well suited to the

interpretation of the parables of Jesus.317 Not onJ-y did

they deal with day-to-day experiences of Iife, but, more im-

3r5 See the discussion of Paul J. Achtemeir on "The Àpproach
to the Textr" in Àn Introduction to the New Hermeneutic,(phiradelphia: westmlnffi), pp. 166-17
Sanders, "Àdaptable, " p. 538.

See Achtemier, Ap IntroducÈion, p. 150.

47
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portantly, parables were not necessarily tied to one partic-

ular historical event. But herein lies the rub, as far as

Sanders is concerned. Parables, âs literary entities, serve

well as vehicles for an existential call to decision. But

Sanders argues that even biblical parables are not adequate-

Iy understood until they have been seen in their "full his-
torical context." Here Sanders parts company with the New

Hermeneutic.

The work of the Word-event school of the New Her-
meneutic has been ineffective precisely at those
points where it has failed first to recover the
biblical point originally scored before applying
its existentialist tooIs. FulI contextual exege-
sis means not only full literary context but also,
and especially, full historical context. The bib-
Iical point cannot be recovered until the two foci
have been clarified: both what the text says and
the situation into which it spoke; the point
sought lay in the tension between the two.3 1 I

The discussion of the Great Banquet Parable above is an ex-

cellent case in point, illustrating as it does the pivotal
significance of the historical context. In view of this de-

ficiency, it is understandable why, in his spectrum, Sanders

placed the New Hermeneutic weII back from fulI acceptance of

historical criticism.

318 Sanders, "Jeremiah and the Future," p. 144t n. 12.
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4.7 CRITIOUE OF SANDERSIS CÀNONICAL CRITICISM

The merits of critiquing Sanders method on its orrn, be-

fore moving to a comparative analysis, are paralrer to those

mentioned in our study of Childs's approach.3ls The points

of strength and weakness raised here, wiJ_l aid in under-

standing where, and why, the two methodologies are compati-

ble or incompatible. Due to the nature of sanders's exeget-

ical proposars, any evaluation will need to address both his
methodology strictly speaking, and the theorogicar and phir-
osophical categories that seem to inform it. In terms of

the former, one reviewer raised the concern that sanders en-

Iists other critical methods so frequently that his own

unique contribution is obscured.

ISince] the process Sanders is advocating seems to
utilize form criticism's attention to community
interests, redaction criticism's interest in an
author's or group's reapplication of earlier ma-
terial, and literary criticism's interest in the
text as it stands, it is not always clear what
makes canonical criticism a ]a Sanders distinc-
tive.32o

To this list should be added Sanders's

and ready cooperation with, comparative

31s See above, p. 97.

320 Everett KaIin, "À Book Worth Ðiscussing Canon and Com-
Theoloqv and

321 Sanders has nothing but praise for this new method. "I
can not imagine," he exclaims, "a period of greater ex-
citement in biL'lical studies than the preseni one be-
cause of some of the newer emphases in Comparative Mi-
drash and canonical criticism." (Sanders, "Torah and
Christ, " Interpretation 2gl}ctober 19751 z 372-390.) Cf.
Torah and Canon, p. xiii f.¡ Sanders, "Adaptable for

high enthusiasm for,
midra"¡.321 At times

muniçy: À Guide to Canonical Criticism,
Mission Dp. 31 0-1 2.
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it does appear that Sanders's canonical approach is little
more than a team of existing critical methods coached by

sanders's theologicar perspectives of monotheistic plurarism

and the existential questions of identity and lifestyle.

But this has more validity as a caricature than as a

carefur criticism. canonical criticism is crosest to com-

parative midrash insofar as it studies the resignification
of texts against the background of the recipient community's

circumstances. But it goes beyond midrashic study in seek-

ing to understand not only the function of the new text, but

arso the development of collections of authoritative texuS,

and the eventual formation of stable canons.

Sanders does admit, however, that his work on canonical

criticism was done in conjunction with an emerging theologi-
cal thought pattern of his own,322 and he acknowledges the

tight link between one's hermeneutic and one's view of

ço6.szs This leads to another criticism made by Frank w.

Spina:

Is it not the case that the redactors of the bib-
lical materials have hidden the clues that would
lead to them? If so, is our only warrant for re-
covering these clues and transforming them into an

Life," p. 541, n. 40.

Sanders, Torah and Canon, p. x.

Sanders, Canon and Community, p. 50. "Many . exam-ples could be used to illustrate the point not only that
hermeneutics make quite a difference in what a passage
is all-owed to convey but al-so that a canonical hermeñeu-
tic is axiomatically one's view of God while reading the
text. "

322

323
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authoritative hermeneutic the presumption that by
means of the critical method v¡e are now able to do
99?324

Whether the clues are hidden is not, I think, the crucial
question. Even if there were more indications within the

text as to who redacted the traditions, the issue would

still be how and whv they made those redactions. Ànswers to
these guestions would provide insight into the hermeneutics

used by the biblical writers. But Spina's question does

raise the more basic issue of the grounds on which sanders

makes the move from hermeneutical practices found within the

Bibre, to suggesting that modern hermeneutes ought to align
themselves to the same pattern. sanders wourd probabry re-
spond that since the Bibte afforded a "value" for "survival"
in antiquity, it can and should function similarly today.

But this seems to beg the question as to the varidity of us-

ing existential categories to describe the authoritative
function of texts in the first prace. This is where san-

ders's theological convictions tend to influence the imple-

mentation of his method rather strongly, and one is prompted

to ask whether his canonical method would stilr be recogniz-

eabre if utirized by someone of a different theologicar per-
suasion.

Fran
ders
i nto
tive
son,

k W. Spina, "Canonical Criticism: Childs Versus San-
," in Inteçpretinq God's Word For Todav: Àn Inguiry
Hermeneutics from a BibIical Theoloqical perspec-

. Wesleyan Theological Perspectives , no. 2, Gnder-
Indiana: Warner Press, Inc., 1982), p. 1BB.
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One very foundational issue underlying Sanders's method-

ology is the question of how divine revelation occurs, or

indeed, what the phrase "divine revelation" means at aIl.
we have already noted the concern of some critics that san-

ders has reduced any such notion to purely anthropological
and existential terms.32s The problem of divine acts in his-
tory versus human quest for serf-understanding, is especiar-
Iy acute in Sanders's conception of the cross and resur-
rection of chri5¡.326 He stresses that the coming of christ
was an act of God, or, as he puts it, ". in Christ God

committed another salvation or righteousness.tts2T But it
must be remembered that this entire construal is part of the

torah (in the sense of story), and is its Christian comple-

tion. Commenting on Romans 10:4, he explains that,
Paul in this statement summarizes the central be-
Iief of the early church: God had committed an-
other righteousness in Christ, that the Christ
event vras like the exodus event, or the wander-

s25

JZO

See above, Chapter 2.

Related to this is a whole series of questions. What is
the reiation between the Christian answer to the ques-
tion of identity and that of the Jews? tf "monotheisticpluralism" is the determinative criterion, should we not
also include other monotheistic religions such as Is1am?
Is it only the Jewish and the Christian completions of
the Torah-story (see below) that are sufficiently "mono-theizing" for Sanders? Would a canonical criticãl study
of the Hebrew Bible alone result in the same "five sa-
lient observations" seen in the christian (protestant)
canon ?

Sanders, "Torah and Christ," Interpretation 29(October
1975) p. 383. A more popular versiòn of ttre Torah-
Christ story appears in the Conclusion of Sanders's col-
Iection of sermons. See James À. Sanders, God Has ÀStory Too: Sermons in Context, (philadelphia: Fortress,
1979), pp. 132-142.

327
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ings-in-the-desert event, oF the conquest event,
and like them was a mighty act of God. It was
different only in the fact that it r.ras climactic
to them; it brought all those chapters of the To-
rah story to completion, fulfillment and made
sense of them all. 3 2 I

God has revealed himself, y€s, but only when seen in the

context of a torah/story- a story whose primary function is
to answer the questions, Who are vJe? and, How ought we to
live? x little later Sanders says plainly of this passage,

"rt is a question of identity."szs

Likewise, when Sanders discusses Philippians 221-11, he

sees it in terms of a "mind-set," a "mentality," a "way of

thinking." The focus is not on the salvation that finds its
fuIl efficacy in the resurrection and divine exaltation of

the Lord Jesus Christ, but is instead on the filling of

one's mind with the attitude of obedience demonstrated bv

Jesus in going to the cross.33o

Here again the resemblance with the existential approach

bears mentioning. Achtemeir points out that one of the

weaknesses of the New Hermeneutic was its subsuming of the

significance of the resurrection in the reality of the

c ross .

The cross is stiIl valid for consideration, since
it can represent the way Jesus understood himself
in relationship to life. It can illustrate how he
thought he must react in the circumstances in

32s Sanders, "Torah and Christ," p. 382.
32s Sanders, "Torah and Christr" p. 384.

3 3 o Sanders, "Torah and Chr i st , " p. 388 .
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which he found . himself. The resurrection,
on the other hand, cannot be interpreted in any
v¡ay as Jesus'o$¡n self-understanding. It is not
sometÞing he did, it is something that happened to
him.3sr

This is strikingly similar to what Sanders does with the

Philippians passage. 3 3 2

Related to this question of how canonical criticism ac-

counts for divine reveration, is the probrem of the rocus of

authority. rn sanders's treatment of the confrontation be-

tween Jeremiah and Hananiah, he maintained that Jeremiah's

word was included in the canon because it vras seen to be au-

thoritative in retrospect. It vras a mistake, he says, for
Israel to assume that God would continue to preserve his
people (as Hananiah proctaimed). But how was Israel Eo

know, in that moment, which was the true and certain ¡rord of

God? Does a canon on]-y record the hermeneutical ressons of
the past? Or can it provide a reliable indication of God's

will for the present and the future?333

Achtemeir, p. 152.

Sanders's remarks contain some key similarities to
Fuchs' treatment of the same Philippians text according
to Àchtemeir's discussion. See Achtemeir, Introduction,
pp. 128t f.. Note also that Sanders ref ers to tfre ever¡ts
of the sixth and fifth centuries B.C. as "crucifixion-resurrection" experiences for Israel. Sanders, Torah
and Canon, p. xix.

333 Frank Spina phrases his criticisms this way: ".
what is the relationship between authority and ambiguity
either in theological or ethical terms?" Spina, p. 1BB:

331

332
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sanders does not directly address the problem of the rore

of the canon in discerning God's will for the future, but a

possible indication of his position could be found in his
suggestion of a "shift in the ontology of the canon." The

shift was from canon as sacred story to canon as sacred

text. one of the accompanying changes v¡as that the text was

no longer fluid, that is, open to redaction in light of fur-
ther experience. During what he calls the periods of "in-
tense canonical processr" that is, the events surrounding

the destruction of the two temples, the canon became less

adaptable and more stable.

The function of the canon within the community changed

accordingly. Instead of saying, "This is our story unto

this day. How has this story been furthered in light of our

recent experiences?," the community now said, "This is our
(stabre) story. what does this indicate as to how God might

act in the present and future circumstance?" The shift in
how canon functions is attributed to a catacrysmic experi-
ence in the history of the peopre, and their response to the

accompanying existential crisis. But this theory seems

rather tenuous because no convincing expranation is given as

to what prevents another such cataclysm from occurring. who

are the "true and false prophets" today? How are we to
judge between those who would preserve the status guo (a

present Christian canon?) and those who proclaim a new "com-

mission of righteousness" by God- one that carls for further
redactions or additions to the canon?
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An interesting case in point is the claims of Mormonism

for their book, calling it "Another Testament of Jesus

Chri5¡.'t334 The main passage in which the Book of Mormon de-

fends its claim to canonical status is 2 Nephí 29¿1-14, and

the arguments here are strikingly similar to those made by

Sanders himself. This is particularly evident in the fol-
Iowing:

many of the Gentiles shall say: À Bible! À Bible!
We have got a Bible, and there cannot be any more
Bible. But thus saith the Lord God: O foo1s, they
shall have a Bible; and it shall proceed forth
from the Jews, mine ancient covenant people. .
Know ye not that there are more nations than one?
Know ye not that f, the Lord your God, have creat-
ed all men, and that I . rule in the heavens
above and the earth beneath ? Wherefore,
because that ye have a Bible ye need not suppose
that it contains all my words; neither need ye
suppose that I have not caused more to be written.
(Z Nephi 29 z3-4 ,7 , 10) .

This line of reasoning paralIeIs Sanders in several re-

spects: it has a strong monotheistic thrust, it emphasizes

the creator God, it challenges the assumption that "The Bi-
ble!" contains all of God's words, and it bases its claim

for an addition to the canon on the fact that what alreadv

exists as canon has come via God's covenant people.

In short, The Book of Mormon would be a prime candidate

for an addition to the Christian canon according to San-

ders's view of canonical process within a framework of mo-

334 This is the common sub-title carried bv The Book of
Mormon. The Book of Mormon, (Salt Lake CE, Utatr: tfre
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, 1986). I
wish to thank Professor Larry Hurtado for suggesting
Mormonism as an area for investigation in this regard.
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nothesistic pluralism. To my knowledge, Sanders has not

published any discussion of the place of Mormonism in his
views of canon. In view of this remarkable similarity, such

a work would certainlv be called for.

4.8 CONCLUSION

The above analysis provides some indication as to what

kind of canonical hermeneutic Sanders is proposing. "Can-

oD," for him denotes something dynamic- sornething that is
manifested only in a process. It is not unfair to suggest

that much of what underiies Sanders's approach to the text
has been shaped by existentialist categories, and particu-
Iarly by a "Ianguage-event" view of language and texts. In

this respect, Sanders can be placed in a Heídegger/nultmann/

Fuchs tradition.

Language, and texts for that matter, are very much alive
in Sanders's approach to canonical criticism. Canonical

criticism is not so much a question of discerning what the

text is telling us, as it is a matter of approaching the

text with the proper attitude of expectancy. The Bible is
not, as he puts it, a "casket of gems to be mined." It
could perhaps be said that Sanders places a higher premium

on hermeneutics than on the Bible as such. Àgain an illus-
tration used by Fuchs seems appropriate:

if you want to understand what a cat is, put a
mouse in front of it, and see what happens. The
mouse is here the "hermeneutical principle" that
sets the "catness" of the cat in motion. The
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mouse is that which causes the cat to show itself
for what it is. It allows the cat to "happen" as
cat.33s

However, âs evidenced in his treatment of the Great Ban-

quet parable, Sanders is concerned to understand how the

text has "happened" in ancient contexts as well. The full-
est and most varid vray of understanding the text, according

to Sanders, is to a1low the text to happen in a way that
continues to provide anslrers to the existential needs of the

community. canonicar criticism is the hermeneutical princi-
p1e that facilitates this.

Sanders, to return to the image of craftsmen used at the

outset, believes that he has added an important tool to
those already on the waII, but not one that is essentially
different from them. He insists that his tools are conven-

tional, and yet attempts to introduce a genuinely innovative
exegesis. It is this combination which leads one to berieve

that the ne!¡ness of his method lies in the fresh attitude he

is asking the craftsman to adopt, i.e., the theological pre-
suppositions with vrhich the tools are to be used. Many of

sanders's most basic emphases, both theological and methodo-

Iogical, run counter to those held by Brevard Childs. It
will be the purpose of the next chapter to crarify where the

lines of disagreement are drawn.

3s5 This quotation is from
p. 125. Fuchs relates
edition (¡ad Cannstatt:
109ff.

Achtemeir' s analysis. Achtemeir,
the image in Hermeneutik, 3rd
R. MtJllershön Verlag, 1963), pp.



Chapter V

CANONICAL HERMENEUTTCS TN CRISIS?

ÀN ASSESSMENT OF THE COMPÀTIBTLITY OF

CHILDSI AND SANDERSIS METHODS

5.1 TNTRODUCTION

The outcome of a comparative investigation will be influ-
enced by the orientation from which it is raunched. The

present study arises out of a larger concern to test and de-
verop methodologicar principles that are varid for, and con-
ducive to, biblical theology. chitds and sanders concur
that the key to this effort ries in a methodorogicar appro-
priation of the concept of canon. But, âs we have indicat-
ed, they seem to be moving in different directions. The

specific probrem facing us now is whether the two methods

can be integrated. Are they compatibler oF are they, after
all, inherently incompatible?

In order meaningfurly to assess the compatibility of the
two approachesr ârì important prior questions needs to be ad-
dressed: To what end is such a compatibility souqht in the
first prace? rt is tempting to persuade ourselves that in-
sofar as these two methods are in accord, they reflect a

159
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"truIy" canonicar hermeneutic. But arrivar at "the authen-

tic" canonical method is not really our task. Besides, if
prudence prevails, it wilt be seen that such an assumption

may rand us in a logicaJ. trap. our anarysis of chirds's and

Sanders's approaches, if it has taught us anything, has

shown that the terms "canon" and "canonical" are capabre of

a significant diversity of definitions. Therefore, to carl
a synthesized method "canonical" may only be a more complex

cIaim, and not necessarily a more cogent one.

we wilr therefore state our aims more modestly. A varid
theological-exegetical method is considered a worthy goal

whether or not it be dubbed "canonicar." The areas in which

work is needed have been indicated in the discussions of a

need for a new method.335 Thus, the end to which a compati-

birity will be sought in childs's and sanders's work, wirì.

be the fulfirrment of these deficiencies. rnsofar as childs
and sanders work together to answer the needs which they

agree exist,337 they will be considered compatible.

The question of whether this methodologicar concurrence

can be designated "canonical" is, technically, a separate

one. Yet, for each area in which agreement between them is
foundr ân attempt will be made, in a preliminary wây, to
discuss whether it is a uniquely or characteristicalry can-

3 3 6 See above, Chapter
337 of course, Childs

call for improved

1.

and Sanders are not alone in their
hermeneutical methods.
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onical concept

achieved just
, oF whether this exegetical gain could

as well on other grounds.

be

5.2 CHILDS AND SÀNDERS VS. PRIMITIVISM

childs and sanders reflect the greatest harmony when ex-
posing the shortcomings of recent historical-critical inves-
tigations of the Bibre. of particular concern to them both

is the primitivist principle that tends to bias such stud-
ies. The resurt is an exegesis which places high varue on

the earriest forms of the text, but treats much of the bib-
licar text as "spurious" secondary accretions. Moreover,

under the critic's knife the text becomes fraqmentized into
pericopes whose size and shape are determined by the axioms

of the academy. The dominance of this criticar attitude is
irlustrated by the need felt by some translators to rewrite
the text before delivering it to the readers in the pelr.338

childs and sanders agree that in seeking the theological
meaning of a passage, it is a mistake to prace highest pre-
miums on the earriesL form of the text. They wourd arrive
at this view slightry differently, however. childs's focus

is the text which was accepted by the community as normative

for all successive generations. Treatrnent of the finar form

as the most important, is a practice arising from a prior

338 Sanders cites the first edition of the Jerusalem
and exclaims, "Matters had crearly gone-ffiãE"
ders, "Canonical Context and Canonical Criticism,
183.

BibIe,
San-

tt 
P.
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faith commitment. sanders's method, whire it requires an

awareness of the earriest forms, is more interested in how

the community subsequently resiqnified it, and what theoro-
gical implications this interpretation had.

The common element in the two views is their interest in
a communitv's use of a text as its authoritative guide. rn

this sense, r would suggest that both methods are rightfulry
called "canonical." À fuller study of the term "canon" in
itself would form a more sure basis for making these craims,
but I believe it is possible to state that a "canon" is es-
sentially a community standard, or, rure.33s The emphasis on

community will be discussed in more detail below. what is
important here, in chirds's and sanders's common critique of
the primitivist tendency, is that emphasis on canon shifts
attention ar.ray from the question, "How did this text origi-
nate?" in favor of the question, "How was this text reqarded
(i.e., by the community)?" rt is the latter question that
rays the ground work for the modern church's guest for how

it shourd use the text. rn this respect, the canonical exe-
getical methods of chirds and sanders are compatible and an-

swer the needs of the believing community.

33s Defining canon broadly as a "community standard" reaves
room for either a literary, or a theological_, applica-tion. rÈ can be thought of as a body oi literaiure that
serves as q gauge for theorogyr or as a theorogical rure
by which pieces of literature are assessed, anã either
accepted or rejected. rn many srays, it is this ambiva-lence which seems to characterize the church's use ofthe term throughout its history. Moreover, the idea ofa community standard is consistent with the etymol0gy ofthe term canon. (See above, p. 31.)
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5.3 THE POSSIBILITY OF THEOLOGICAL INFERENCES

Both Childs and Sanders also go beyond this question and

ultimately arrive at theological claims. In Sanders's case

they are usually stated in general terms: Does the present

moment stand under the wrath ¡ or the grace, of God? The

theological message in the text is one which indicates the

status of the community before God. To put it b1unt1y, the

people come to the text asking, "How are we doing, God?"

The Bible helps them to survive, or, to find "life," as it
ansvrers the theological-existential questions "Who are sre?,"

and "what ought r¡¡e to do?" By comparison, the theological
results of Childs's approach are more a disclosure of the

will of God for his people. This is not always given clear-
ly or univocally, but it does provide a sufficient basis for
making ethical decisions pleasing to God.3ao Frank Spina

states the comparison this way:

Childs understands the canon mainly as a vehicle
for revelation; Sanders sees it as a vehicle for
salvãtioilffi

However, this is somewhat overstated, since Childs is great-
Iy concerned with ethics, and Sanders repeatedly refers to
the canon as a paradiqm of the verbs of God's action. The

point to be emphasized is that both methods aim at, and ar-
rive ât, theological conclusions.

34o Childs's original exposition of hi
Theoloqy in Crisis devotes a full
Theol-ogy' s Role in Decision-Making

341 Spina, "Canonical Criticism," p. 1

s method in Biblical
chapter to "Biblical
. 

tt

86.
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In reaching theologicar conclusions, chirds and sanders

have something in common. But is this in any way indicative
of a compatibilitv in their methods? Both would claim that
theological concrusions v¡ere made possibre by the fact that
a canonical- method was emproyed. But is there any point at
which the steps taken in these methods coincide? There does

seem to be one such arignment, and that is in their noting
of the hermeneutics used in the resignification of the bib-
rical text. Àdmittedly, childs's incrination is to focus

only on a finar interpretive instance, whereas sanders at-
tempts to trace the process in its fulness. But they do

seem to be in harmony when they reason as follows: The ear-
ry community (re)interpreted the passage thus and sor and

herein lies the cue for our own theorogical understanding of
it. rn light of what v¡as said earlier about canon being a

"community standard," it wourd appear that here again, it is
the distinctly canonicar quarity of their methods, which has

provided a basis for theorogical exegesis. canonical exege-

sis, it could be said, seeks continuity with the hermeneuti-

ca1 standards set by the early community.

In this sense, canonical exegesis qua canonical exegesis

facilitates the development of a "bibicar" theorogy. But

from a methodological standpoint, a rather unsettring prob-
1em still remains with regard to the actual- implementation

of the two methods under examination. In both cases, the

theological conclusions arrived at appear to be shaped as
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much by the definition of canon presupposed, as by the actu-
al method ernployed. Àre v¡e to conclude f rom this that any

"canonical" method is u1timatery reducible to the concept of

canon underlying it? Childs concludes that a canonical ap-

proach to interpreting the Bible affords a basis for ethical
decision-making. But it is arso chirds who begins from the

premise that the biblical canon is a unique vehicre for the

revelation of God's wirl. sanders is enthused about canoni-

car criticism because it "gives rife" to the community that
seeks in it ansv¡ers to existential questions. But again, it
is Sanders who begins with an understanding of canon as a

hermeneutical principre that gets its dynamic from the ask-

ing of existential questions in the first pIace. We face

here the probrem of crarifying wherein lies the distinctry
canonical quality of an aIlegedly "canonical" method.

Perhaps the real issue is whether it is possible to de-

velop a concept of canon that is sufficiently clear of one's

own theological bias to serve as a broadly applicable exe-

getical too1, similar to, sây, form criticism. If "canon"

is used to denote a delimited body of literature, then it is
simply a descriptive term. But both chirds and sanders wish

to ascribe to that body of literature certain special quali-
ties, and this is where the difficulties begin. No such

special qualities can be deduced from the fact of derimita-
tion alone. Some other criteria (such as one's own theolo-
gical categories?) must be introduced in order for the set
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itings to be characterized

itings pure and simple.

5.4 AUTHORITY

When Childs and Sanders begin, in a posi

develop a more adequate method in response

of historical criticism, sounds of discord

mediately. Spina, commenting on the points

tween Childs and Sanders, says simply,

They concur that the concept of canon
moved to the center of the discussion
neutics.3a2
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as anything other than a set

tive sense, to

to the failings
arise almost im-

of agreement be-

needs to be
about herme-

As a generar description, this statement has some validity.
rt is true that chirds and sanders both urge renewed concen-

tration on "canon" in the sense of the "whore" of the Bible
being more than the sum of its parts.343 they also have in
common an emphasis on the function of canon, rather than its
structure. 3 a a

Spina, "Canonical Criticism, " p. 183.

See Sanders, "Canonical Context and Canonical Criti-
cismr" p. 186.

344 Àt one place Childs expresses it this way: "rt woul_d
seem important for any new formulation of a biblical
theology to take seriously in its reflection how the Bi-
bre has actually functioned and is presentry functioning
in the life of the community of faith and piactise."
("Some Reflections on the Search for a Biblica1 Theolo-gY," p. 7). Sanders agrees. "Stress on function in the
believing communities is the proper province of focus on
canon." (Sanders, "Canonical Context and Canonical
Criticism," p. 185.)

342

343
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But in light of the divergences in their views of canon

discussed in Chapter 2, above, this statement is basically
unsatisfactory and needs further clarification. It would

perhaps be more accurate to say that they both call for
greater attention to the way in which authoritative texts
function within believing communities. It is the concept of

authoritv which is operative here. Both Childs and Sanders

would argue that a method of biblical interpreLation which

takes seriously the authority of the Bible (in believing
communities) has greater validity for biblical theology than

one which attempts to remain strictly descriptive.

However, here too, they would assess this validity by

slightly different criteria. Sanders contends that to inte-
grate the concept of authority into critical methodologies

makes them more fully scienti¡i".sas Childs, oD the other

hand, argues that the authority of the Bible should be part

of the conviction (framework of faith) of the exegete him-

or herself, for indeed, this is the only method "fully com-

mensurate with its material.rt346

CloseIy related to their reasons for stressing the inclu-
sion of the concept of authority into their methodologies,

is the way in which they define "authority" to begin with.
As with their concepts of canon, their definitions of au-

thority betray the colors of the theological brushes that

34s See Sanders, Canon and Community, pp.

346 Childs, "Interpretation in Faith," p.

t>r¿1.

438.
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have been used from the outset. An "authoritative" text, in

Sanders's system, is one which the community adopts for its
"1ife-giving" capabilities, i.e., its ability to answer ex-

istential questions. For childs, the canon is "authorita-
tive" because it is divinely disclosed to a special group of
people within a special time period.

It is not surprising to find concepts of "canon" and def-
initions of "authority" reflecting the a priori's of the ex-

egete. Ultimatelyr s€1f-authentication, and therewith a

measure of circurarity, is unavoidable in arr claims for au-

thority. But to expose this characteristic in an argument

does not necessarily signal its nullification. To the con-

trary, in the case of Childs and Sanders, tracing their pre-
suppositions through their arguments is actualry helpfur in

elucidating the nature of their concerns, and in assessing

their compatibility.

Evidently, being "fuIly scientific" is of utmost concern

to James sanders. Accordingry, he has developed a method of

canonical criticism which begins with the maxims of histori-
ca1 criticism, and seeks to produce results which, though

not designed for, are hopefully acceptable to, the critical
schorar. chirds's whore effort seems directed to a srightry
different end. Like sanders, he is cautious not to disre-
gard the disciplines of critical study, in fact, he insists
that they should be used Èo their fullest potential. But

his higher objective is to serve the community of faith.
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What Brevard Childs has done is "unabashedly" place a har-
ness on historical criticism in such a way that it facili-
tates the theological needs of a particular community of
faith, namely, the christian church. Before discussing fur-
ther this difference and its implications for the compati-

bilitV/íncompatibility of the methods, Iet us examine an-

other apparent "common ground. "

5.5 CANON AND COMMUNITY

It is not mere coincidence that the two methods also
share an emphasis on seeing the book in reration to the com-

munitv from which it arose and to which it nas addressed.

Arthough it is sanders who mentions the canon/community tink
more frequently, Childs is no less firm in seeing the two

together. For the latter, the community is important be-

cause it constitutes God's chosen people, and because the

canon arose out of God's unique relationship with this par-
ticular historical community.slz À canon is not formed by

punctiriar dogmatic decision, but develops as the community

reflects theologically on the impact certain texts had upon

i¡.s+a Insofar as this kind of reflection continues in the

community even today, Childs can say that "ft is still se-

mantically meaningful to speak of an 'open canon.rrr34s How-

J+ I

348

349

Chi lds ,

Chi Ids,

Chi Ids,

OId Testament Theolooy, pp. 92-107 .

Introduction, p.58.

Introduction, p.58.



ever, the force of his conviction
its "final form" seems to outweigh

that it may still be open. It is
brought abouL the canon, but it is
special history, that produced it.
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that the canon has reached

this isolated concession

a community process that
a special community, in a

JþU

Sanders's interest is not in any one community, but in

"communities," and in the function of texts within them.

Divine participation in the creation of canon is not as

prominent in Sanders's description:

lfnel Bible comes to us out of the 1iturgical and
instructional Iives of the ancient believing com-
munities which produced and shaped it. What is in
the text is there not only because someone in an-
tiquity was inspired to speak a needed word to his
or her community, but also because that community
valued the communication highly enough to repeat
it and recommend it to the next generation and to
a community nearby. So-called secondary passages
represent the appreciation of the community in
adapting the message to its needs, and they show
u?, using the necessary critical tools, how they
did so. The Bible as canon is a community product
in this sense.35l

3so Childs sustains this claim for a particular community,
indeed strengthens it, in his claim for tLre Masoretiã
text as the "vehicl-e" for understanding the canonical
context of the Old Testament. The argument runs this
Tay: "Constitutive of canon is a religious community
for whom this corpus of literature functioned authorita-
tively. However, there were many different Jewish com-
munities in the Hellenistic period with different au-
thoritative texts. Why should the one community which
finally supported the Masoretic text be singled out?
The reason is that onry this one historic community has
continued through history as the living vehicle of the
whole canon of Hebrew scripture." Childs, Introduction,p. 97.

3sI Sanders, "Bible as Canon ," pp. 1251-52.
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In this connection, one could also mention Sanders's fre-
quent reference to the sociology of knowIedge.352 In much of

his work in hermeneutics, Sanders reflects a sensitivity to
the idea that "knowledge" and "authority" are socioloqical
phenomena, shaped by the community of discourse in which

they occur. Most often, he invokes sociology of knowledge

to expose the tacit assumptions used by historical critics
when, for example, they place a higher value on more primi-
tive forms of the biblical text. But there is also a so-

ciological penchant in his descriptions of the canon/cornmu-

nity relationship in antiquity, as in the "sociological
context" corner of his triangular diagram.3s3

Childs and Sanders have a common interest in the ques-

tion, "How did this text function, and what did it mean,

within the community that produced it?" This is indeed a

distinctly canonical interest, because, as v¡e indicated ear-
Iier, the idea of communitv standard is at the root of the

concept of canon. But does this agreement imply any compat-

ibility in their exegetical methods as such? Or do we have

here a case of differing agenda resurting from fundamentalry

different concerns.3s4 On the one hand, there are indica-

3s2 See Sanders, Canon and Community, p. 21¡ "Canonical Con-
text and Canonical Criticism," p. 178¡ "Great Banquet
Parable," p. 247, n. 5; God Has À Storv þ, p. 13.

3s3 See p. 110, above. ÀIso, compare Sanders, Canon and
community, p.45.

3s4 The German Fraqestellunq says it weII. Do Childs and
Sanders have different "posings-of-the-question"?
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tions of þcompatibility in that sanders approaches the can-

on/community correlation from a sociological standpoinc,

where childs interest is in the question of the reliqious
experience of a community. This explains, in part, why the

outcome of sanders's work is usually more hetpful for under-

standing how communities "think" about themselves, and their
texts, whereas chirds comes croser to making positive theo-
rogicar statements. Insofar as sociorogicar analysis is an

aid in understanding the faith experience of a community

(including one's own communityr âs for childs) it courd be

said that sanders work is yet another instance of historical-
criticism being harnessed by chirds's approach. sanders's

canonical criticism is, therefore, more scientific in the

sense that it pursues objectivity, and seeks the broadest

possible applicability. In theory, canonical criticism
should work for arr communities- not only christian and Jew-

ish, but of other religions as weIl. Childs's approach, by

contrast, is an inner community effort at finding an appro-
priate and necessary continuance of a tradition of under-

standing and obedience.

If the matter were as simple as saying that Chi1ds's ap-

proach makes a specific use of Sanders's broad principles,
then it courd be said without reservation that the two are

methodologicarly compatibre and complementary. But the rub

ries in whether sanders has incorporated into his method

certain of his own categories (namelyr €xistentialism, and
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monotheistic pluralism) in such a vray that the methods are

theorogically at odds with one another. The suggestion that
canon lies between the pores of stabirity and adaptability
is descriptive enough. But when the dynamic of this model

is stated in terms of answers to existentiar questions or

the quest for a monotheistic plura1ism,, then something has

been injected into the method which conceivably stands open

to refutation by an application of Childs's approach. To

the extent that this is the case, the methods would work

against one another.

one possible example of such incompatibility is the disa-
greement between chirds and sanders on the role of canon in
the problem of true and false prophecy.3ss sanders views the

canon as a collection of l_essons in monotheizing. The se-

lection of Jeremiah over Hananiah as the true prophet is ex-
plained by Sanders as a recognition by the community of

Jeremiah's ability to see worrd events as being under one

God. Jeremiah was the true prophet because his hermeneutics

of the circumstances were correct, i.e., they vrere mono-

theistic. chirds counters by saying that Jeremiah v¡as ac-

knowledged as authoritative because the community saw in his
prophesying a revelation of God's purpose.

It would seem to me that the canonical quality of San-

ders's method lies in his asking how authoritative texts
(or, in this case, oracres) function in the communities that

3ss See the discussion above, Chapter 2, pp. 64-70.
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used them. But r fail to see why that quest is necessariry

answered in terms of rnonotheistic pJ-uralism or existential-
ism. childs asks a similar broad "canonical" question at
the outset, but phrases his answer using different terms ar-
together. Insofar as they share an interest in the function
of authoritative texts their methods are compatibre. But if
sanders $Iere to insist that what is truly authoritative is
existentiallv authoritative, which he apparently would, then

Childs would part company.

5.6 ROLE OF THE IND]VIDUAL ÀUTHOR RDÀCTOR

Coro1lary to this stress on the community's roLe in the

shaping of the canon is a downgrading of the rore of its in-
dividual authors and redactors. But here it is sanders who

is more adamant; indeed, he criticizes childs for apparentry

crediting the final form of the pentateuch to the work of

individuar editors. The point of contention is iltustrated
by childs's anarysis of how the pentateuch achieved its fi-
na1 form. First, he commends Rendtorff for showing that,

the present form of the pentateuch can be attrib-
uted neither to traditional connections made on
the oral stage nor to the literary strands of the
Pentateuch, whether to J or p. À hiatus remains
betvreen the shape given the material by the last
literary source and its final canonical shaÞe.3s6

But Childs goes on to suggest that,
The various parts vÍere more closely united by
means of cross-references, either to promises of
the past or to an anticipation of the future. In

THE

3s6 Childs, Introduction, p. 132.



sum, a theological force which reflects a knowl-
edge of the whole Pentateuch has given it a final
order. 3 s 7

This account does give the impression that the final shape

of the canon is to be attributed to an individual redactor

working under the guidance (inspiration?) of a "theological
force." Childs wishes to argue that this is reason enough

to give primacy to the theologically shaped (=final) form of

the text, and that doing so constitutes a truly "canonical-"

exegesis. The key role of "individual" authors is also im-

plicit in Childs's treatment of the "canonical shape" of

bibtical books severally. s s e

Sanders views the matter quite differently. There is a

hiatus, he agrees, but it is accounted for by the experi-
ences of a community, not by a divinely directed hand.

The hiatus canonical criticism Ii.e., Sanders's
methodl focuses on is that between the work of the
Iast discreet geniuses, whose hands are discerna-
ble in the Bible by the tools of literary criti-
cism, and the stable texts and canons which emerge
in the third period of text transmission after 100
C.E. That hiatus cannot be fiIIed by conjectured
discreet geniuses despite our modern need to think
of individual responsibility as more valid than
community responsibility. s s s
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Childs, I-ntloduction_, p. 132.

This is done in both his OId Testament and New Testament
introductions. While it may be argued that he is only
following common practise, Childs discusses the "Theolo-
gical and Hermeneutical Implications" of the books based
on their canonical shape as books. This is, however,
more consistently the case in the Old Testament intro-
duction than for the New Testament.

Sanders, Canon and Community, p. 30.

35

35

etro
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The intervar he refers to is one of the periods of intense

canonical Þrocess, a time when the community v¡as forced once

again to face the existential question of its identity.

The crux of the problem of the role of the individual is
really in the nature of the "theological force," if âDy,

that one wishes to ascribe to those responsible for the

writing and editing of the Bibre. sanders's canonical crit-
icism cannot accommodate such a notion because it is, in his
words, "conjectured." There is insufficient basis, in his
"more fully scientific" method, for postulating a theologi-
cal force. But Sanders also implies that Childs is influ-
enced by a "modern need to think of individual responsibili-
ty as more valid than community responsibility." This is
not at all what is at work in Childs's view of the latest
redactions of the text. What he maintains is that we must

begin theological exegesis from within the same faith srance

held by the early Christian communitv. He speaks of a "the-
ological force" out of his insistence on faith, not out of a

partiality towards individual authorship.

Although Sanders rejects Childs's articulation of the di-
vine participation in the final editing of the text, he him-

self is hardry free of theorogicar bias in attributing the

shaping of the canon to a community's existential crises.
Now it is chirds who considers sanders to be out on a specu-

Iative Iimb.36o It should be possible for canonical criti-

360 "I am critical," says Childs, "of Sanders's attempt to
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cism to be formurated in a way that does not depend on exis-
tentialism, and if this could be done, it could certainly be

of use in applications of Childs's method. But as long as

these theological terms are deemed inherent in the canonical
process, the methods would continue to cIash.

5.7 CANONICAL PROCESS

The weight given by Childs to the "theological force" in

the deveropment of canon is also the point of contention in
the way Childs and Sanders use the phrase "canonical pro-

cess." They are in accord in that they refuse to see canon-

ization as an instantaneous imposition upon a set of writ-
ings. They both speak, instead, of process. But Sanders's

position is that canon, because it is an interpretive phe-

nomenon, actually consists in process. He maintains that
"Às long as there is a canon with a believing community to

reconstruct the hermeneutical process within ancient Is-
rael, which appears to be a highly speculative enter-prise ." (See Childs, Introduction, p. 57. Childs
is referring to the existentialist categories with which
Sanders is working. Sanders counters this criticism
rather harshly, but again misconstrues Childs as neg-
lecting the role of the community in the formation of
the canon: "To call the work of quest for the hermeneu-
tics of the faithful, who found value in these tradi-
tions and texts enough to create the very concept of
canon, speculative is evidence of uncertainty of one's
own position- especially when that position stresses
function of canon among those faithful." (Sanders, Can-
onical Context and Canonical Criticism, p. 197, n. 41.)
Childs is calling on exegetes to be faithful in their
own hermeneutics, not to seek the-theological meaning of
the text in the hermeneutics of those who were the
faithful community.
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tradition it, the canonical process is never-ending.',36r

Childs, oD the contrary, states that
Because the process of forming the scriptures cameto an end, canon marked off a fixed body of writ-
ings as normative for the cornmunity rather thanattributing authority to the process itself.362

Hermeneutics, especially existentialist hermeneutics, is a

human activity, and as such goes on indefinitely. But di-
vine reveration presumably depends for its beginning and end

on the work of God, orr a theological force. From this it
is clear that, despite all that they may share, chirds and

Sanders are, in some ways, embarking on quite divergent
j ourneys .

5.8 THEOLOGICAL VS. ÀNTHROPOLOGICAL ORIENTATIONS

Mention has arready been made of chirds's theoloqical
point of departurer âs contrasted with sanders's more an-
thropoloqicar orientation, particurarly with regard to their
understandings of divine reveration. 363 certain mitigations
to this generar distinction shourd be remembered, however.

childs, for example, defends himself against those who im-
pute him with a purely "vertical" concept of reveration. He

wourd maintain that he is quite open to incorporating the
vicissitudes of human rife into his understanding of revela-
tion.

361

362

JbJ

Sanders, Canon and Community, p. 77.

Childs, Introduction, p. 59.

See above, pp. 60-61, 82ff., 138.
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An essential feature of the OId Testament is itsgreat variety of vrays of portraying God's relation
with Israel, by means of narrative, psalm, and
prophetic oracle. . The use of the term reve-
lation within a canonical context is not set in an
appositional relationship to tradition, reason, or
experience.3 6 a

chirds wishes to argue that he has taken fulI account of the

human aspects of the divine reveration in scripture, in that
he sees the development of the canon as a multi-faceted his-
torical process.

Nevertheless, this process is, in his estimation, a di-
vinelv guided one. Moreover, this process had an "end" in
both a chronological and a tereological sense. The entire
process was directed toward the production of a "fina1
form," and the speciar history terminated when that vras ac-
complished. Thus, arthough childs attempts to account for
both the human and divine elements in the development of

scripture, the "human" is decisively quarified, and attenu-
ated, by the primacy of the "divine."

sanders's emphasis on the anthroporogical and sociorogi-
car dimensions should also not be construed in a completery

onesided fashion. Rather, these must always be seen in re-
lation to another of his major themes, that of monotheistic
prurarism. A link between these can perhaps be found in the

following:

Hermeneutics is theology and theology is hermeneu-
tics. That is, the deciding light in which one
reads a passage is determined by the reader's op-

364 Childs, OId Testament Theolosy, p. 23.
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erat ive view of God. 3 6 s

sanders might have added that "the reader's operative view

of God" is, in part, a function of sociological factors. It
seems that what sanders is suggesting is that an awareness

of the formative influences in our own thinking will make us

less susceptibre to regarding other theologicar thought pat-
terns as "al-ien" or incompatibre. we must be ever mindful

that our theology is shaped by (indeed, identicar with) ttre

hermeneutics we use to arrive at it. This, together with an

eppropriate humi1ity,366 wiIl keep us from blinding our-
selves to the plurality of ways that the One God can act.

The description of sanders's approach as an anthropotogi-
cal, or sociological, one, can now be put into perspective.

His strong hermeneutic emphasis confirms this description.
Yet he does insist that, "vre must monoLheize if hre are to
meet the canonical charrenge Þar excerlence.367 The theoro-
gical emphasis that vre do find is couched in hermeneutical

and sociology-of-knowledge terms. It is not too far wrong

to say that, in Sanders's view, God is known only if and

365 Sanders, God Has À Story Too, p. 14.
366 Humitity is one of the three "H's" Sanders tries to en-

courage in exegesis. (fhe other two are honesty, and
humor.) See Sanders, Canon and Community, p. 73¡ cf.
God Has A Story Too, p. 25, and "Hermeneuticsr" p. 406.
Humirity enabres us to break free from a static þatternof identifying with the favored characters in the bibri-
ca1 narratives, and to see ourselves instead as the "badguys" (Sanders's term), i.e., the ones being judged in
the passage. When this is done, the reader is placing
hersel-f in "dynamic analogy" to the text.

367 Sanders, Canon and Community, p. 58.
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when the culturaI, political, economical, etc., contexts of

a biblical passage are fully known. Thus, a primacy is giv-
en to the socioloqical dimensions of God's disclosure to his
people.

Some may conclude, judging by the theologícal/anthropolo-
gical tension just described, that the two methods are diam-

etrically opposed, and that compatibility is out of the

question. I would suggest, alternatively, that this kind of

tension might be the sign of a healthy porarity- a tension
paralleI to that encountered when trying to describe the Bi-
bre as both word of God and word of man. rf one insists on

defining canon using both historical-literary and theologi-
caI categories,36s then a theologícaL/anthropological dia-
Iectic is a distinctly canonical characteristic.

Whether it can actually be shown that Childs and San-

ders's methods are compatible in the sense that they act

complements in a desirable paradox, is a difficult questi

368 I have already indicated my view that to do this is to
burden the term canon with too much ambiquitv. I be-
Iieve that a better term to indicate the'Worä of God/
word of man characteristic is "scripture." In its most
basic meaning, the word scripture draws attention to thewritinq of a piece of literature (latin: scribere-to
write). The dictum "it is written" says more than sim-ply "it stands in print." It alerts the hearer/reader
to the aUthqritv of the words, however that may be per-
ceived.TãTãõìEr, the phrase "holy scripture"-makeä it
explicit that this is a "writing set apart," thus indi-
cating its special quality. In this connection, it is
interesting to compare the titles of Childs's two intro-
ductions: Introduction to the Old Testament "As Scrip-
turer" and The New Testament "Þ Ç@": en lntroduc-
tion.

AS

on.
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The fact that neither scholar wishes to be construed as com-

pletely in one camp or the other, is already some indication
that they both wish to preserve some element of divine/human

dialectic in their canonical methods. Childs repeatedly

urges a thorough and complete use of historical-critical
study of every sort, presumably in order to clarify the "hu-

man" situation out of which the text arose. To this extent,
the use of Sanders's canonical criticism, which might other-
wise be called a socio-epistemological investigation into
the function of authoritative texts in communities, should

be a welcome contribution to Childs's canonical efforts.
Conversely, there does not seem to be any inherent reason

why, in Sanders's bipolar model of canon between adaptabili-
ty and stability, one could not replace the community's an-

swering of existentialist questions with the community's

quest for the will of God. These are some tentative sugges-

tions as to how the theological and anthropological perspec-

tives of childs and sanders respectivery could act as checks

and balances against one another in an exegetical method

that seeks to take seriously both historical criticism and

some formulation of the divine authority of the Bible.
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5.9 CANONICAL CONTEXT

Ànother term which the two schorars view quite different-
ry is "canonicar context." chirds's interest in the "canon-

ical" context is essentially a literarv concern. sanders,

on the other hand, repeatedly carls attention to the histor-
ical context.36s Sanders registers a strong objection to
Chi lds' s approach v¡hen he charges that , "He I i . e. , Chi lds]
focuses on one form of stabilized Scripture, and what he

ca1ls its inner theorogicar diarectic and conversation, and

di ssoc iates i t f rom hi story altogether . rr 3 7 0

It is true that Childs considers the pivotal act of can-

onical shaping as "rereasing Ia text] from its historical
moorings" in order that it be understandable for "every suc-

cessive generation." This indicates a view of the text as

something capable of conveying meaning in itself, to some

degree at reast. He does have a place for historical criti-
cism, but only insofar as it can enlighten precisely that
text which is cut free from its specific originar historical
context.

Childs's oft repeated phrase "every successive genera-

tion" is in need of further qualification, however. Às it
stands, it seems to connote simply timelessness, and sug-

36e see sanders, "canonical context and canonicar criticism"pp. 1 86-87.
37o Sanders, "Canonical Context and Canonical Criticism" D.

188.
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gests that the text is completely free-floating. r doubt

that this is quite what childs intended. He does carr for a

faith commitment to the text, and in this sense takes an ap-
proach which transcends historicar settings. But by subor-

dinating the historical context, he is not opting for a

purelv riterary one. rnstead, he is arguing that priority
be given to the theoloqical context of the Bibre, meaning an

identification with the faith of its authors/eð,ítors. Thus,

he might rather have said the final canonical editing ren-
dered the text understandabre to "every successive genera-

tion of christians.rr3T I rhis theorogicarry defined context
wourd come closer to what chirds means by "canonical con-

text." rndeed, when he first articurated his new method, he

ensured that the history of exegesis (in the christian
church) was integrated into i¡.szz In this sense, then,

there is stirr an historicar context for exegesis, but it
has been stretched to include the history of interpretation
in the ongoing church. "canonical context" is therefore an

historico-theorogical context- historicar in the sense that
it takes into consideration how the church has understood

the text in the past, and theologicar in the sense that it
depends on a prior faith commitment. sanders says he finds
no "really crear" evidence that the Bibre was read in what

Childs describes as the "canonical context," i.e., as a

J' I

37 2

lot this suggested modification of Chi1ds's phrase, I am
indebted to Professor Waldemar Janzen.

History of exegesis is also incruded for each section ofhis Exodus commentary.
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whole, and in tight of its "inner theological dialectic";
none, that. is, until the Reformation. But this was a later
phenomenon; sanders's point is that the Bibre itserf was noc

shaped by redactors who sought the inner dynamic of the en-

tire bibrical text, but he is wirring to concede that the

Reformers introduced commentaries in which the attempt was

made to allow scripture to be interpreted by the whore of
scripture.373 rn fact, childs himserf indicates his indebt-
edness to the Reformers at severar points. rn the forlowing
quotation it is evident that it is them he emurates in his
call to take seriously the authority of the "plain meaning"

of the text, rather than seek its true sense either above

(Church Fathers?) or below (Sanders's process?) it.
The function of a normative text is to encompass
the significance of the process within the con-
tours of a normative text, and this multi-layered
text thus becomes the vehicle for the theological_
witness to the gospel. In my judgment, the õUjec-tions of the Reformers to the traditional four
senses of Scripture apply equally wetl to the mod-
ern appeal to IeveIs of canonical authority. In
the end, this serves to blunt the authority of theplain meaning of the text, which, in my teiminolo-gy, is its canonical sense.37 4

childs is suggesting here that the Reformers took as author-
itative the "prain meaning of the text," orr sensus riteral-
is. But the question must be raised whether he is , in

37 3 James Barr advances essentially the same argument in
HoIv Scripture, "Within the Bibte itself religion was
not a scriptural religion in the sense that it Iater,
and especially after the Reformation, became normar to
supposel'.p. 4. See also Chapter II, "Biblica1 authority
and bibrical criticism in the conflict of church tradi-
tions. " pp. ?3-48.

374 Childs, The New Testament as Canon, p. 24.
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fact, making a cÌaim for the text on its @, which the Re-

formers never made. Did they not believe that the plain
sense of the text was indicated, to some degree, by its his-
torical context? childs himserf says that, "The Reformers'

achievement was to offer an interpretation of the literar
sense which, . herd together the historical and theoro-
gical meaning."szs sanders attempts to expose the inconsis-
tency in Childs's argument:

Childs's best support for his whole position is
perhaps in the Reformers. But I know of no Re-
former who focused on text without historical con-
text as appears to be the case in Childs's posi-
tion.376

Childs does, in fact, believe that one of the key traits of

the canonical text is that it has been "rel-eased from its
historical moorings." The path to the plain sense is in
noting the intertextuality of the canonicar literature. But

does this mean thatr âs Sanders puts it, childs focuses on

"text without historical context"? The confusion arises, I

would suggest, when the matter of "historical context" is
oversimprified to such an extent that it can only be said of

a method either that it doesr oE does not, take historical
contexL into consideration.

Perhaps the analysis of both chitds and sanders could be

refined further, and thereby the question of compatibility
be addressed with more precision, if the concept of "histor-

37 s Childs, "Sensus literalis, " p. 87 .

376 Sanders, "Canonical Context and Canonical Criticism," p.
197 .
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icar" context be put to closer scrutiny. what does it mean

to speak of the historical context? Does it mean the envi-
ronment (po1itical, soc ia1, economic , religious, , etc. ) of
the author at the time of writing? rf we were to describe
these circumstances, we would almost certainry need to refer
to certain historical events that led up to the one being

described. Thus arready there is both the "originar" his-
torical context, and a series of "pre-originar" ones. when

chirds appeals to the Reformers, he is making another kind
of effort at understanding the text the wav it has histori-
callv been understood. rn a sense, then, the history of ex-
egesis is a third kind of "historical context," which for
the sake of argument, courd be carled "post-original." rn

addition to all of this we must recognize that "we are in
history like the fish is in water,"377 and that each of the
historical contexts that we describe are just that- descrip-
tions, and that they are shaped by the contemporary history
of the describing historian.

when sanders focuses on the "originar" historical con-

text, he recognizes full werl that he needs to describe it
in terms of an historicar process. when he speaks of canon-

ical context, he quite explicitly asks, How does this text
fit into the historical-hermeneutical process? childs,
meanwhile, is focusing on the text as the end-product of a

process, but he, too, cannot avoid including data regarding

377 The phrase is H. Richard Niebuhr's.
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at least the finar stages of an historical-hermeneuticar
process.

rn addition, sanders argues that this historicar-herme-
neutical process continues throughout hisÈory.37 I Does

childs not do something similar when he summons his cor-
Ieagues to mark well the steps of the Reformers? Again,

sanders takes great care in describing the original histori-
car context, but does so in a vray that clearry betrays some

of his own contemporary forbears. His own "historical con-

text," indeed, his own theological "canons" are very evi-
dent. childs makes no attempt whatsoever to hide the con-

text out of l¡hich he moves to study the Bible, in fact, he

stresses that modern exegetes must identify their theologi-
cal contexts a priori.

The upshot is that the "canonicar context" wi1r arwavs

incrude both an historical and a theologicar context. Fur-
thermore, the historical aspect of a canon wil-l of necessity
include a process, ot tradition of interpretation. This

tradition (which constitutes the canonical context) can be

identified by the theorogical premises that are traceabre

with some continuity within it. Thus, although it is fair
to generalize by saying that childs's canonical context is a

literary, and sanders's an historical, interest, neither of
them can avoid the rearity that both are part of an histori-

378 Although he cites actual instances of
terpretations considerably less than

early church Ín-
does Childs.
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cal-hermeneutical, indeed, a theotogicalr ÞEocêss. What is
more, they are both identifying themselves theorogicalry
when they set about describing what they view as the "canon-
ical context." Àrr of this suggests fairry strongly that
whatever the degree of compatibility between childs and san-

ders might be, the canonicar exegesis of one or the other,
or of a synthesis of the two, is not for those who are re-
luctant to expose their own theological biases.

5.10 CANONICAL SHAPE

This parting of the r.Iays over "canonical conLext" has a

continuance in childs's and sanders's discussion of the
phrase "canonicar shape." For both schorars, the phrase

"canonical shape" prays a key role because they both take
from it their cues for a trury "canonical" exegesis. childs
uses the phrase to refer to the theologicar message that is
found in the finar form of a given book of the Bible. The

theologicar meaning is not immediately obvious, however. It
only emerges as the final form of the text is held against
the second to rast t ot, penultimate text. rt is only then

that the theologicar thought of the final redactor can be

seen for what it is, against its true context. This use of
canonical shape is evident in the structure of the Introduc-
tion where the sect ion on "Canonical Shape" consistently
forms the basis for the one on "Theological and Hermeneuti-

cal Implications. "
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But this reads to an interesting observation. rt means

that childs is seeing in the canon essentialry a hermeneuti-

cal move. Ànd this, after all, is not that unlike sanders.

For him, the term "canonicar shape" refers to "the hermeneu-

tics which emerge from viewing the Bibte canonically, not
onry in singre books but from the Bibre holisticarly per-
ceived.trsTs sanders makes it explicit that the canonical
shape is found in the hermeneuticar moves that are repre-
sented by the work of the bibricar authors and editors.
chirds savs the canonicar shape is found in the text itself,
but actually seems to speak in terms of a "hermeneutical
culmination" of sorts, which occurred at the finar shaping

of the text. sanders is likewise interested in hermeneu-

tics, but rather than focus on one point, he prefers to
think in terms of a hermeneutical paradigm, or pattern,
which he craims to f ind in the fulr spectrurn of biblical
diversity.

Both childs and sanders carl attention to the attitude
with which the exegete approaches the text. This predispo-
sition will be determinative for his view of how the text
functions. But they also point to certain data within the
text itself in support of their respective theories of its
nature and function. chirds, for example, places great sig-
nificance on the fact that the bibricar authors tend to hide
their identity. sanders, meanwhire, rarery even commenÈs on

37s Sanders, Canon and Community p. 36.
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this fact.

once again it is evident that both schorars have donned

their theological grasses before discussing their view of
"canonical shape," resulting in a difference of perspective.
But it is important to note that they are acting in harmony

insofar as they have both brought to the surface the herme-

neuticar activity involved in the shaping of the canon. A

generar compatibility of their approaches could therefore be

stated thus: rf we hope to achieve a bibticar theorogy based

on the concept of canonr vrê will need to recognize that we

are stepping on hermeneutical territory that has been chart-
ed before by the community with which we identify ourserves.
By adopting a canonr w€ are agreeing to orient ourselves by

the basic lines in the map used by the hermeneutical tradi-
tion that brought it about.

R 1t ''CANONTCAL TEXT'' AND COMMENTÀRY

sanders sees the text as being furr of both authoritative
traditions and interpreLations and reinterpretations of it.
rn this regard, he pointedry states his disagreement with
Chí lds .

Canonical criticism, therefore, differs from what
ChiIds calls the canonical-text perspective simply
because it cannot say with him that èverything in-
some final form (whichever) of the text ls teit
and "everything thereafter is commentary, not
text." In fact, commentary and interprétation of
"text" within the Bible are integral þarts of thetext from earlier times. Their presence in thetext need not be denied by arguments from canoni-
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zation or so-called end of process.3so

This statement of the issue can be misleading, because it
seems to suggest that childs does not recognize certain ele-
ments of the biblical text as interpretation, or "commen-

tary," on earlier traditions. But this is far from true,
and courd hardly be what sanders intends to say. Rather,
what is underscored here is the different views of the na-

ture and function of the text. when chirds refers to "text"
he means a singurar and specific finar form. canonical
criticism a la sanders does not operate with this view of
the text, but sees it instead as made up of rayers of text,
interpretation of the text, and re-interpretation of inter-
preted texts. It focuses not on any one text, but on the

hermeneutical moves at each point in the process.

rt is ilruminating to raise here the question of tne re-
lationship between "canon" and "interpretation." previous-

Iy, vre argued that canon is essentiarly a "community stan-
dard." This standard represents not only a long tradition
of use of certain texts that have become "standard, " but it
entairs a tradition of interrrretation. The act of derimit-
ing a body of riterature (to form a "canon") invorves an

evaluation of all possibre riterature that miqht have made

it into that body. such an evaruation is really a hermeneu-

tical process, that is, an interpretation by a community of
the worrd around it. Theologicar beriefs, and for that mat-

380 Sanders, Canon and Community, p. 31.
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ter poriticar persuasions, socio-economic rearities, and

culturar norms all come into ptay in that hermeneuticar pro-
cess as the criteria by which it is decided that some texts
ought to be authoritative and others not. rn this sense,

the very existence of a particurar canon is witness to an

interpretive process which has arready taken prace. r be-

lieve this is the line of reasoning which underlies san-

ders's sharp rejection of the idea that the extant bibrical
literature is arr that was available to the ancient communi-

ties. He is so insistent that a canon represents a herme-

neutic, that he all but equates the two.

The distinction between childs's and sanders's interests
again becomes crear. chirds summons the bibricar-theologi-
cal exegete to identify with a specific tradition.38l Given

the paraller relationship between canon and interpretive
tradition offered above, it is no surprise to find chitds
likewise insisting on a specific form of a specific corlec-
tion of writings. rf this analysis of the matter is varid,
then the disagreement between the two scholars is not so

much a matter of childs having a riterary interest as com-

pared to sanders's historical study. Rather, both agree

that pointing to a canon means pointing to a hermeneutic,
but chirds wishes to delve more deeply into that canon to

381 In general, this one tradition is that of the Chrchurch. This is a rather broad and all-inclusive
egory, and I rather suspect that even among thoseing to follow Childs's ápproach one could ãiscernonical approaches within the canonical approach. "

i st ian
cat -
c la im-
ttcan-
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which he has stated his allegiance.

5.12 CONCLUSION

À summary of the above points produces the forrowing por-
trait. childs, emphasizing divine participation in the can-
onical process, thinks in riterary terms when he speaks of
canonical context , for indeed, it was a riterary piece which

vras thus divinery produced. yet, when it comes to the can-
onical shape of the text, childs rays great significance on

the final human touch on the text, i.e., the rast hermeneu-

tical move reflected in it. sanders, on the other handr âV-

idly explores the curtural, economic, poritical, and other
sociological factors in the canonicar process, and accord-
ingry sees the canonical context in light of these histori-
cal factors. canonicar shape then means the hermeneutical
pattern which is manifested when one studies the interpre-
tive melhods used by the various redactors.

Having pointed out that childs, by focusing on the final
redaction of the text, is in fact seeking a hermeneutical
cue in the text, and having shown that, in this respect his
approach is congruent s¡ith sanders's canonical criticismr wê

shourd now mention a further symmetry in the two methods.

Both sanders and childs argue that exegeting the Bibre as

canon means treating it as a whole. This is a varid defini-
tion of canon from both an etymologicar and an historical
standpoint. Kanon, meaning rul-e or measure, connotes rim-
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its, and the church has historically used the term canon to
designate the parameters of the singre cor-lection of writ-
ings it regards as authoritative. À singre entity, with de-
fined parameters, is thus legitimately carred a "canon,"
meaning, a who1e.382

rt is imporLant to recognize however, that in speaking of
whoreness, neither of them means the "unity" of the Bibre.
Rather, they each have their respective ways of acknowledg-

ing bibricar diversity. childs's key term is "intertextuar-
ity" of the Bibre, whereas sanders cel-ebrates its "prural-
ism." Àgain, both wish to argue that these terms inhere in
the nature of canon, and that therefore, a distinctivery
canonical exegesis can be based upon them. on the one hand,

Sanders claims,

Quests for canonical shape . result repeatedlyin oh,servations about canonical pluralism. . .Actually, it is one of the canon's most preciousgifts that it contains its own self-corrãctive aD-paratus. No theological construct imposed on thãBible as canon g?çapes the scrutiny oi somethingelse within it.383
Childs says something similar:

[f]he final form of the text performs a crucial
hermeneutical function in establishing the pecul-
i.! profile of a passage. rts shaping provides anorder j.n highlighting certain elements ánd subor-dinating others . To work from the final formis to resist any method which seeks critically to

3I2 David H. Kersey, in his analysis of the meaning of "can-oD," includes the ooint that, "to call a set oi writings
'canon' is to ascribe some kind of 'wholeness' to it."
see D. H. Kelsey, The uses of scripture in Recent rheol-oqy, (prritadetptria: rortress press,Est F. jTE.-

383 Sanders, Canon and Communitv p. 46.
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shift the canonicar ordering. such an exegetical
move occurs whenever an overarching category suchas.HeilsqeschiçÞ!e subordinates thã p.crrÍi.i can-onical profi1e384.

rt would appear that both chirds and sanders are nov¡ tread-
ing on the same thin ice, for both are suggesting that the

canon itself provides criteria for assessing the rerative
importance of the diverse erements within it. so, for exam-

ple, Sanders can make the statement,

Taking the Bible on its ovln terms, by ferreting
out the unrecorded hermeneutics which Iie through-out itg pages, has yielded five salient observal
tions.385

and he goes on to l-ist theological craims which arregedly
arise f rom reading the canon as canon.3I6 SimiIarJ.y,
childs's recent exposition of the methodorogy of canonical
exegesis is prefaced with the forlowing comments, suggesting
again that it is the canon which interprets itself:

The interpreter enters into a dialogue with thetext in an effort to discern how eaõh writingwithin the New Testament canon construes its-ma-terial in order to bear truthful witness to thegospel of Jesus Christ. . the canonical shao-ing of the text leads the interpreter to discern
how the material within the canon was fashioned
through a particrllar intertextuality to render itsspecial message. 3 87

384 chirds,
3 8 s Sanders,

386 For a di
387 childs,

I ntroduct ion , p. 77 .

Canon and Community, pp. 50f.

scussion of these observations,

New Testament, p. 49.

see above, p.
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It appears that the common error lies in the belief that
a method which takes seriously the Bible as a whol_e is, f or

this reason, taking the Bible more seriously, and that this,
in turn, will result in a method which is less susceptible

to eisegesis. In actuality, it is not the case that empha-

sizing the Bible as canon (meaning, as "a whole") brings us

closer to a truly biblical theology. If anything, stress on

the Bible as canon reveals more clearly what theological
categories are being used by the exegete to define that
whole. À case in point is the fact that Sanders's "five sa-

rient observations" refrect the theorogical persuasion which

he himself said was his own agenda even before developing

his canonical method.

The distinct advantage of a comparative analysis of can-

onical methods can now be seen. If one or the other method

were studied in isolation, it may weli have concluded by ex-
posing its (inevitable) theological biases and cast a shadow

on canonical hermeneutics from this single perspective. But

when canonicar methods are juxtaposed, the confricting theo-
logical slants serve to cancel each other out, thus facili-
tating a more accurate assessment of the varue of canonical

hermeneutics per se. we need not judge canonical hermeneu-

tics to be mere subjective meanderings, or to be caught in a

fatal crisis. Instead, having seen the interplay of faith
commitments and critical acumen in both scholarsr wê are in
a better position to assess what contribution their work on
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biblical theology. Before

r wê will draw to a conclu-

canon. tt

The conclusion we come to is this: Sanders and Chi]ds in-
deed are working with different concepts of canon. But the

difference ries not in the fact that they have seen differ-
ent sets of factual data. Nor is it a matter of one having

a more valid argument from the data which do exist. In-
stead, the divergence in their concepts of. canon lies in the

dissimilarity of the faith perspectives of the two schorars.

If one wants, with the term "canon," to mean anything more

than a collection of literary works,388 then one is entering
the realm of of faith claims. It is misleading to say that
one's exegesis is strictly based on the canon (meaning, lit-
erary collection), and then proceed to make theological in-
ferences.

This concrusion fits well with the observations of David

KeIsey:

Concretely, then, there is logically irreducible
diversity of concepts of "canon." To call a set
of writings "canon," . is to take it as a
"whole" comprised of "partsr" an ensemble that may
be orchestrated in any of several vrays. The dif -ferences among the various vrays in which it may be
orchestrated as a "who1e" are differences in vrays
in which uses of the parts 

"r".@ ñ--
actual practise. . Thus in actual practise of
doing theology, every theologian who takes, .
"canon" as his authority must decide just how his
use of one "part" of the canon is to be inter-re-

388 Recall that both Childs and Sanders seek to broaden the
meaning of the term "canon."
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lated with his "use" of other Þarts of the can-
on.389

Sanders "uses" scripture in a framework of two existen-
tial questions. In addition, he insists that the exegete be

related to the text by dynamic analogy, meaning that the ex-

istential- question "Who am f ?" wilI not always be answered

in an af f irming vray- "You are the one in God's grace. "

Rather, Sanders thinks irr terms of the "parts" of scripture
being inter-related as "counter-positives" to one another.

The onus is then on the exegete to discern the most appro-

priate hermeneutical method, i.e, to decide whether the

present moment stands under the grace or the wrath of God.

This, in Sanders's view, constitutes a "canonical" exegesis.

Childs also rel-ates the parts of scripture dialectically
with one another, but the task of the exegete is to discern

the theoloqical dynamic between the texts, rather than ask-

ing what hermeneutical approaches were being used in the

original historical context. The texts themselves are por-

tions of a canonical divine revelation. When these are dia-
lecticaIly balanced by one another, a truly "canonical" the-
ology will emerge.

It appears, then, that the term "canon" is most lucid
when used to refer to a literary collection. It cannot sim-

p1y be assumed that the Bible "as canon" conveys any partic-
ular theological interpretation of itself. Beyond the fact

38s KeIsey, Uses of Scripture, p. 107.
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of a delimited body of writings, the word "canon" conveys at

best a seneral notion of authority or normativeness. The

precise nature of that theological norm, and of its ethical
implications, will always depend on the categories brought

to the exegesis in advance.

I might venture an analogy from chemistry by suggesting

that the concept of canon is to biblical theology as oxygen

is to combustion. Oxygen alone does not burn, but it most

certainly supports combustion, when used in conjuction with

other materials. Likewise, the term "canon" i! itself does

not contain the necessary elements for the development of a

comprehensive theological exegetical methodology. 3so How-

ever, it does provide a vital element for any theological-
exegetical method wishing to claim validity.

BiblicaI exegesis, especially if its goal is a theology

relevant to a modern context, must be undertaken with fuII
attention to the question, "What was the function of author-

itative texts in the ancient believing community?" It is
precisely this query which both Childs and Sanders have

brought to the fore. This will require more than knowing

the particular genre of a text, more than a study of tradi-
tions underlying it, and more than a tracing of an individu-
al redactor's hand or an insight into his motives. It in-
volves, essentially, a study of the hermeneutics of

sso In fact, in the case of Sanders
seemed to camouf lage what vras in
theological agenda impacting on

and Childs, the term
actuality their own

their exegetical method,
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communities, and this is what canonical hermeneutics is all
about. Sanders raised this in more theoretical, academic,

terms by his introduction of "sociology of knowledge" to the

field of biblical exegesis.3sl By reminding his academic

colleagues of their own underlying concepts of authority, he

made the point that it is not at all unscientific or iIlegi-
timate to bring concepts of authority held in the church

fuIIy (and critically) into the scholarly arena. Childs

displays a sensitivity to the other side of the coin, when

he subordinates a1I the elaboration of the historical-criti-
cal method to the theological needs of the church. It is
possible, then, to construe Childs and Sanders as working

toward the same end, namely, bringing the church and academy

to a greater mutual understanding and respect. However,

they do so (to return to an earlier image) by digging the

same tunnel from opposite ends. The helpfulness of the con-

cept of canon in accomplishing this end has also been recog-

nized by Walter Brueggemann who has written a small guide to
using canon as a model for Christian education.3e2

3ei Walter Brueggemann makes a similar acknowledgement of
the epistemological nature of canonical issues, and
cites the sociological work of Peter Berger in support
of his view. The canon-epistemology link becomes, in a
sense, the basis for his canonical model for biblical
education. See Walter Brueggemann, The Creative Word,
p. 123 .

3s2 Wa1ter Brueggemann, The Creative Word: Canon as a Modet
for Biblical Education, (PhiladeIphia: Fortress press,ffizr
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Another potential benefit of canonical hermeneutics lies
in its usefulness for clarifying the relationship between

Christ and canon. Christianity is a "book-reIigioD," but it
is also distinctiveJ-y a following of a person: Jesus of Na-

zareth. The Christian canon is obviously an historical phe-

nomenon, but its historical specificity is, however tightly
or loosely, tied tc the time period during which Jesus

Christ lived and died. Does the Christian church depend for
its christology on its biblical canonr or does it develop

its concept of canon from its christology? Wherein lies the

"word" of God? Which "word" is primary, the "living"
Christ, or the "1iving" canon? e self-consciously canonical

exegesis moves these questions to their rightfully prominent

position and illuminates the subtleties of their relation-
ship"

Canonical hermeneutics is therefore a field full of po-

tential, not only for biblical scholarship to hone its sci-
entific tools, but also for the Christian church to clarify
some of its theological formulations. When a canonical ap-

proach is taken, the question "What is my authoritative can-

on?rr3s3 is unavoidable. The value of canonical exegesis

therefore lies in its facilitating self-criticism.

3s3 Perhaps the question could also be stated: What are my
authoritative "canons," in the sense of guiding rules or
precepts? It is this more subtle question which Sanders
seems to view (and, t think, rightly so) as intimately
related to the particular biblical canon with which one
works. In this sense, "canon" marks an intersection be-
tween theology and epistemology.
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This leads to what is perhaps the most important contri-
bution of canonical hermeneutics to the field of bibfical
studies, namely, that it lays "straight paths" for ecumeni-

ca1 dialogue. Àn awareness of one's ovrn theological presup-

positions is the first step to open communication between

churches and between faiths. The efforts of Childs and San-

ders work in a complernentary way in this regard. Childs fo-
cuses more on an av¡areness of, and identification with,
one's own theological tradition, whereas Sanders greater in-
terest Iies in how communities learn and grow from their en-

counters with one another.3sa By promoting ecumenical dia-
logue, canonical hermeneutics may not result in one biblical
theology, but it is certainly a step toward releasing the

"Spirit" in order that our pursuit of the "Word" be done in

394 Sanders draws up a list of seventeen possibte results of
the implementation of a canonical hermeneutic. Àn over-
riding theme in all of them is the concern for dialogue
between faiths, especially between Jews and Christians.
This is consistent with his theology of monotheistic
pluralism. À selection of his points will illustrate
thi s:

ICanonical hermeneutics] can provide a theolo-
gical base for learning from international wisdom
as the biblical authors and thinkers did in their
day.

It can seriously challenge Christianity's con-
tinuing anti-semitism and permit us in reading the
NT to identify with our just counterparts, the
good religious folk who rejected Christ, and per-
mit us thereby to see our own daily rejections of
him.

It may check the tendency Èo think God is a
Christian (or a Jew, or a MusIim, or a Buddhist)
and help the reader remernber that God is God.
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greater rove and understanding between berieving communi-

ties.

(See Sanders, Canon and Communitv, pp. 74-75.)
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